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_U_TIVE SUMMARY

Followingcompletionof the preliminaryrisk assessmentof the potential

Yucca Mountain Site by PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL) in 1988, the Office
e

of Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management (OCRWN)of the U.S. Departmentof

Energy (DOE) requestedthe PerformanceAssessmentScientificSupport (PASS)

Programat PNL to develop an integratedsystemmodel and computercode 'that

provides performanceand risk assessmentanalysiscapabilitiesfor a potential

high-levelnuclearwaste repository. The systemmodel that has been developed

addressesthe cumulativeradionuclidereleasecriteria establishedby the U.S.

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) and estimatespopulationrisks in terms

of dose to humans. The system model embodiedin the SUMO (SystemUnsaturated

Model) code will also allow benchmarkingof other models being developedfor

the Yucca Mountain Project.

The systemmodel has three naturaldivisions: I) source term, 2) far-

; field transport,and 3) dose to humans. This documentgives a detailed

descriptionof the mathematicsof each of these three divisions. Each of the

governingequationsemployed is based on modeling assumptionsthat are widely
acceptedwithin the scientificcommunity.
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_GLOSSARYI

ADl alternating direction implicit method

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

CCDF complementary cumulative distribution function

CDF cumulative distribution function

DOE U,S. Department of Energy

EBS engineered barrier system

EPA U.,S. Environment_l Protection Agency

PSR feedback shift register

LWR light water reactor

NPI nodal ,point integration

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NWPA Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

OCRWM Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

PASS Performance Assessment Scientific Support

- PDF probability density function

PIT probabil ity integral transform

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

- PSOR point successiveover-relaxationmethod

SCC stresscorrosioncracking

SUMO SystemUnsaturatedModel
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The commercialgenerationof nuclearpower producesspent nuclear fuel

that must be disposedof safely. In addition,the reprocessingof such spent

fuel has resulted in some high-levelnuclearwaste. The placementof high-

level radioactivewastes in mined repositoriesdeep undergroundis considered

to be a disposal method that would effectivelyisolatethese wastes from the

environmentfor long periods of time. In the United States, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE) has been assignedthe responsibilityand, within certain

limitations,the authorityto implementthe provisionsof the Nuclear Waste

PolicyAct (NWPA)of 1982, as amended in 1987, which provides for the develop-

ment of a mined geologic repository. Yucca Mountain,Nevada, is currently

being evaluatedas a potentialrepositorysite. However, before a repository

can be used for the disposalof nuclearwaste, it must be licensedby the U.S.

NuclearRegulatoryCommission(NRC) and meet standardsestablishedby the UoS.

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA).

The DOE, through the Office of Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management

e (OCRWM),is responsiblefor implementingthe repositoryrequirementsof the
NWPA, as amended. BecauseNRC and EPA regulationsbase the final determina-

tion of a site's suitabilityon a calculationalprojectionof its performance

into the distant future,DOE must ensure that its recommendationsand deci-

sions are based on technicallydefensiblepredictionsof the performanceof

any repository. The PerformanceAssessmentScientificSupport (PASS) Program

at PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL)(a)assistsOCRWM in its performance-

assessment-relatedresponsibilities°

1.1 PURPOSEAND SCOPE

The PASS Program has developed an integratedsystemmodel and computer

code (SUMO,for System UnsaturatedM_.OOdel)to conductperformanceand risk

assessmentanalyses,and to providea benchmarkfor other system codes being

(a) The PacificNorthwestLaboratory is operatedby BattelleMemorial
Institutefor the U.S. Departmentof Energy,under Contract
DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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developedfor the Yucca Mountain Site CharacterizationProject. The SUMO code

is an outgrowthof the preliminaryYucca Mountain risk assessmentanalysis

that was completedby the PASS Programin 1988. The systemmodel consists of

a number of componentmodels embeddedin a stochastic(MonteCarlo) framework
a

that allows probabilisticestimationof releasesto the accessibleenvironment

and of dose and health effects in a form consistentwith current EPA criteria

expressedin terms of a complementarycumulativedistributionfunction. This

document describesthe mathematicalmodels chosen as componentsof the system

model.

1.2 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report is organizedinto six sections. This sectioncontains back-

ground material and an introductionto the rest of the document. Section 2.0

presentsthe modeling philosophybehind the developmentof SUMO and identifies

the performancemeasures that can be evaluatedwith SUMO. Among the major

performancemeasures that can be evaluatedwith SUMO are the EPA criteria for

cumulativereleasesto the accessibleenvironment (40 CFR 191).

Models governinggenerationof a source term for radionucliderelease

from the repository'sEngineeredBarrierSystem (EBS) are described in Sec-

tion 3.0. Processesconsideredincludedegradationand failureof waste

containersand release of radionuclidesfrom breachedwaste containers. The

approachtaken to get a releaseterm for the entire EBS is to model individual

waste containersin detail and then to add the releasesfrom containers that

fail at randomtimes.

A far-fieldtransportmodel is describedin Section4.0. The far-field

transportmodel employsthe integratedfinite-differencesolutionmethod to

compute a hydrologicflow field and the transportof radionuclidesthroughthe

flow field. A special featureof the transportmodel is that the model domain

can be defined in one, two, or three dimensions.

Section5.0 presents a dose model tailoredto handle long-termreleases

of radionuclidesto the environment: Doses can be computedfor either a

maximallyexposed individualor a distributedpopulationand are presentedin

terms of the cumulativeeffectivedose equivalentin units of person-rem.

1.2 e



Finally,Section6.0 describesthe statisticalalgorithmsemployed inthe SUMO code. The SUMO code implementsa Monte Carlo frameworkto provide

p_obabilisticestimatesof cumulativeradionuclidereleasesto the accessible

environment.
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2.0 .MODELINGPHI,LQSOP_E

The SUMOcode ,.4asdesigned to provide answers to many questions about

repository performance. For instance, it can be used to investiglate i_he per-

formance of a proposed repository relative to the cumulative radionuclide

release limits established by the EPA (40 CFR191). lt also can be used to

predict the risk posed by the repository in terms of population health

effects. The code can also address differences in conceptual models, such as

dimensional ity of the model domain and major geologic fracture networks.

2.I SOLUTI.0.EE_P__Q_.._..D_.BY_THE SYST_EM_.M_O_OD_F_L

The followingspecificsolutionsare availablefrom the SUF_Ocode as a

functionof time"

° fractionalreleaserate of radionuclidesfrom the EBS

• radionuclideflux across a bound_.ry

• cumulativeradionuclideflux across a boundary

O ° radionuclideconcentrationat a location

• individualor populationdose.

Modelingrequirementsto implementeach of these solutionsare discussed in

subsequentsectionsof this document.

The EPA cumulativeradionuclidereleasecriteriaform the basis of the

requirementfor the cumulativeradionuclideflux solution. The radio.nuclide

flux solution is includedfor two reasons: first, it is an intermediatestep

in numericallycomputingthe cumulativeflux and, second,the closemodel can

then use the radionuclideflux and water flow rate to compute concentrations

for dose considerations. The EPA's criteriaalso requireestimationof the

probabilitythat releaseswill not exceed specifiedlevels. Running the SUMO

code in a Monte Carlo mode provides the frameworkto allow the expressionof

cumulativeradionuclideflux reachingthe accessibleenvironmentas a

complementarycumulativedistributionfunction (CCDF).

O 2.1



The dose solution allows computation of estimates of health effects
(i.e., risk of the repository) in the surrounding population caused by

releases from the repository subsequent to waste emplacement. The dosimetry

models chosen require concentrations of radioactive contaminants to evaluate

health effects. This requirement couples nicely with the implementation of

the mass transport model, which is based on a governing differential equation

expressed irl terms of concentration.

Federal regulations (10 CFR60) have imposed a performance requirement

in the form of an upper bound on the allowable radionuclide flux rate, on a

nuclide-by-nuclide basis, from the EBS of a repository. The source-term model

incorporated in the SUMOcode is the model used in ARESTcode (Liebetrau

et al. 1987}, which was designed for comparison with the NRCrelease-rate

criteria. Because of modeling complexity and computer code size, output from

the EBS model in the SUMOcode is not intended to be used for comparison with

the regulatory criteria; instead, it is used as a source term for further

modeling. Users are directed to the parent ARESTcode when considering only

releases from the EBS.

0
2.2 _ODELS__OU__R.C_CE..SS

The SUMOcode was formed by integrating three existing computer codes.

The three codes perform distinct functions: I) estimating releases from the

repository's EBS, 2) conducting hydrologic model ing and model ing of transport

of radionuclides,and 3) calculatingdose to humans.

The parent code of the module for estimatingsource-termswas AREST

(Liebetrauet al. 1987),which was developedfor DOE by PNL. The parent code

of the hydrologicand mass transportmodule was PORFLO-3 (Runchaland Sagar

1989),which was developedfor DOE by WestinghouseHanfordCompany and further

enhanced by PNL. Finally,the parent code of the dose estimationwas DITTY

(Napieret al. 1988), a submodelof the GENII software system,which was also

developedfor DOE by PNL.

Integratingthe three stand-alonecodes into the SUMO code requiredsub-

stantialmodificationof many routinesto resolve conflictingnames for

variables, input structures,and so on. Becausemany of the originalmodules

2.2 0



O were extensively modified, any verification issues must be addressed by the
SUMOdevelopers rather than the developers of the parent codes. Enhancements

to the parent codes will not necessarily be included in the SUMOcode.

2.3 STOCHASTICF_MEWORK

The SUMO code implementsa Monte Carlo frameworkto provideprobabilis-

tic estimatesof cumulativeradionuclidereleases to the accessibleenviron-

ment. The distributionof these releaseestimatescan then be presented as a

CCDF if desired. To achievethe abilityto generate a CCDF for an output

performancemeasure,many input variablescan be declaredto be stochastic,

with valuesbeing generatedfrom specifiedstatisticaldistributions. The

only general restrictionis that no time-dependentvariablescan be declared

stochastic. A functionalflow diagramfor the SUMO code is shown in

Figure 2.I.

Random numbersare generatedin the SUMO code to obtain information

about the distributionof a functionof one or more (random)elements.

Consider,for example,the equationfor the steady-staterate of release of a

O radionuclidefrom an individualwaste package, assuminga diffusion-controlled

transportmodel. The releaserate can be written as

Ri : 4_ Di ( ro Ci (2.1)

where RI is the releaserate of the ith radionuclide. Random selectionof one

or more of the terms on the right-handside of this equationwill cause the

release rate to be random. Assume that the diffusioncoefficientDi is a

random variablethat can be describedby some statisticaldistribution.

Assume also that fixed values can be obtained for the other terms in the

equationfor Ri. Statisticalsimulationof the releaserate thus involves

re_peatedrandom selectionof a value for Di from the specifieddistribution_

each time computingthe releaserate at the fixed value of D_ obtained from

the selection. The distributionof these outcomescan then be expressedas an

"empirical"cumulativedistributioc'_function (CDF) and, given a sufficiently

2.3
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large number of replications,probabilitystatementsabout the occurrence of

the releaserate in a given intervalcan be obtained. In addition,other

terms in the release-rateequationmay be randomizedconcurrently.

Probabilisticassignmentof values to variablesthat are random

increasesthe realismof a modeling effort. Section 6.0 of this report deals

with implementationalgorithms, lt does not, however, addresschoosing appro-

priate statisticaldistributionsbased on field data or expert opinion. The

reader is referredto statisticaltextbooks(e.g.,Mood et al. 1974; Ferguson
_

0
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1967) for techniquesfor choosing a statisticaldistributiongiven field data.A survey on the use of expertopinion to generatestatisticaldistributionsin

relationto nuclearwaste disposal has been done by Bonano et al. (1990).
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O 3.0 SOURCE-TERMMODEL

The source-termmodel providesestimatesof releasesfrom the repos-

itory'sEBS that are then used as source terms for the far-fieldtransport
i

model. Releasesfrom the EBS depend on factors such as thermalloading,

groundwaterchemistryand fluxes,waste containermaterial,and waste form; as

a result,the SUMO code is necessarilycomplex.

The source-termmodel in the SUMO code startswith the simplifying

assumptionthat waste packagescan be treated independently,so that inter-

actionsamong adjacent waste packagesneed not be modeled. Thus there are two

major steps in the modeling of EBS releases: I) determiningwhen individual

waste containersfail and 2) computingradionuclidereleasesfrom failed indi-

vidual waste containers. All radionuclidesreleasedfrom the EBS are assumed

to dissolve in groundwaterand then move throughthe liquid phase. Even

though recent studiesof gas-phasereleasesof some nuclideshave been pub-

lished (e.g.,Amter et al. 1988),the currentversionof the SUMO code does

not considergas-phasereleaseand migration. However,in a regulatoryset-

O ting, contaminantsmay move in the gas phase in concentrationssufficientto
warrant future consideration.

The releasemodels describedin this sectionare approximateanalytical

solutionsto the respectivegoverningequations. Althoughthese equationscan

be evaluatedmore quicklythan numericalsolutions,the equationsrelate only

to very specificgoverningequations,and their usefulnessis restricted

accordingly. Alternatively,numericalsolutionproceduresare often more

number.-intensivebut they can easily accommodatemodificationsof governing

equations,boundaryconditions,and other model features. For this reason,

the next versionof the SUMO code will containnumericalrather than analyti-

cal solutionsfor release rates. The current releaserate model considers

chain decay only in the source-terminventory. Futureversionsof the SUMO

code will reflectchain decays more generally.

O 3.1



3.1 WASTE FORM INVENTORY I

On its removalfrom a nuclearreactor, spent fuel containsmore than

100 radionuclides. Radionuclidehalf-lifeand inventoryconsiderationsmean

that this numbercan be greatly reducedto a small set of key radionuclides

that must be studiedin detail. Nevertheless,the source-termmodel must be

able to track the radionuclideinventoriesof the waste form as they change

over time as a result of radioactivedecay. To model such inventorychanges

in the waste form, the Batemanequations(Bateman 1910) are used. In addi-

tion, when all of the inventoryof a radionuclidehas been released from the

waste package,the source-termcontributionterminates. That is, when the sum

of the releasesat the hostrock boundaryexceeds the exhaustioninventory,

the releaserate is set to zero. (The exhaustion inventoryis defined in the

SUMO code as the inventoryat 1000 years.)

3.2 WASTE-FORMRELEASEMODELS FOR SINGLE CONTAINERS

The EBS releasemodel implementedin the SUMO code is a simplified

version of the model implementedin the parent code, AREST (Liebetrauet al.

1987; Reimuset al. 1988). The implementationin the SUMO code allows a

choice of three possible EBS releasemodels: I) a steady-stateadvective

model, 2) a steady-statediffusivemodel, and 3} a transientdiffusivemodel.

In addition,eithercongruentor incongruentrelease of radionuclidesfrom the

waste form can be accommodated. Except for diffusion-limitedrelease at very

early times and at locationsclose to the surface of the waste form, the

steady-statereleaserates are greaterthan the transientrelease rates and

thereforemore conservative. The computationaleffort to evaluate steady-

state models is much less than that for transientmodels.

3.2.1 _Steady-StateReleaseModels for a Sinqle Container

Both steady-statereleasemodels in the SUMO code are based on the

assumptionthat each radionuclideis released from the waste form matrix

congruently,at the rate of forwardmatrix dissolutionmultipliedby the

fractionalinventoryof the nuclidein the matrix. If the releaserate for a

given radionuclideexceeds the rate of transportaway From the waste package,

then the radionuclidewill reach its solubilitylimit at the surface of the

3.2 e



waste form, and the overallrelease rate will be governed by the transport
rate. Inventory-limitedrelease (e.g.,spent-fuelgap inventory)is assumed

to be solubility/transport-limiteduntil the gap inventoryis depleted.

The steady-statemodels include both diffusiveand advectivetransport

rates,with the releaserate being set equal to the sum of these two rates for

a given waste package,althoughit is recognizedthat diffusiveand advective

processesmay not be independentof each other in a given physical setting. A

coupleddiffusive-advectivemodel [e.g.,that of Chambr_et al. (1988)]could

be implemented;however,the simpler approachof computingdiffusiveand

advectiveterms separatelyhas been followedfor the SUMO code.

For the steady-statereleasemodel, releasefrom the waste form through

the failed containerand backfillto the host rock is assumed to be instan-

taneous. Thus, there is no backfill inventory. (In fact, for the steady-

state models, there is no backfill.)

3.2.1.1 Steady-StateAdvectionModel

A general mass-balanceequation for a radionuclidebeing released from

the matrix of a waste form in contactwith flowinggroundwater(assuming
negligiblediffusivepathways)can be written as

V dCi/dt= zi(t)RdA- Rpl- kciCi + Q(t) (Cio- Ct) (3.1)

where V = controlvolume,m3

Ci = concentrationof radionuclidei at the surfaceof the waste form,
g/m3

t = time, yr

zi(t) = mass fractionof radionuclidei in waste form matrix

Rd = forwardrate of matrix dissolution,g/mZ.yr

A = surfacearea of waste form in contactwith water, m2
z

Rpt= rate of precipitationof radionuclidei into alterationphases,
g/yr

z
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kci= first-orderrate constant for the formationo_fcolloidsor other 0suspendedmatter containingradionuclidei, m°/yr

Q(t) = volumetricflow rate of water throughcontrolvolume in contact
with waste form, m3/yr

Cio= concentrationof radionuclidei in water approachingwaste form,
g/m3.

In Equation (3.1), it is assumedthat the release rate of each radionuclide

from the matrix equals the forwardrate of matrix dissolutionmultipliedby

the mass fractionof the radionuclidein the matrix (i.e.,congruentrelease

is assumed). This _ssumptionis implicit in this developmentof this release

model.

The functionalform of the forward rate of matrix dissolution,Rd, could

vary, dependingon the waste form and the mechanismof dissolutionin the

environmentof interest. To date, spent-fueldissolutionexperimentshave not

yielded results that supportmechanisticmodel development,so a general form

for the rate of dissolutionof spent-fuelmatrix of n constituentshas been

implementedin the source term model:

0
( 't E1Rd = K+ I Cm/Cm Xiai (3.2)

i

where k+ = forwardreactionrate constant,g/m2.yr(m3/g)i:l_

[xr]: activityof constituentx in rate law, g/m3

ai = reaction order with respect to the n constituents

Cm = concentrationof matrix constituentm that controlsmatrix
dissolutionrate (assumedto be UOz for spent fuel), g/m3

Cm = arbitraryconcentrationof constituentm at which the forward
rate of dissolutionbecomes zero, g/m3.

The functionalform of Equation (3.2) impliesthat the dissolutionreactionis

reversibleand that the backwardreaction rate is first order with respectto

constituentm.
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If the waste form is capableof equilibratingwith the solution,then Cm
in Equation(3.2) is set equal to Csm,the saturationconcentrationof con-

stituentm. In this case, the forwardreactionwill stop when Cm = Csm,and

the rate of precipitationof alterationphases for constituentm, Rpm [equiva-

lent to Rpiin Equation (3.1)],will be zero because no alterationphases will
form.

If the waste form is not capableof equilibratingwith the solution,

then the dissolutionreactionwill not be completely reversible. In this
t

case, Cm in Equation (3.2)will be greaterthan Csm,and the rate of matrix
dissolutionwill remain nonzeroeven when the solutionbecomessaturatedwith

respectto m (i.e.,Cm = Cre). (This situationis expectedfor both spent

fuel and glass at Yucca Mountain becausethe primarymatrix constituents,UO_

and amorphoussilica,are not thermodynamicallystable in the unsaturated,

oxidizingenvironment.) If the concentrationof m has no effect on the for-

ward dissolutionrate, then Cm can be arbitrarilyset to a very high value,
:t

forcingCm/Cm to approachzero. In a closed system at steadystate with no

colloid formation,the rate of precipitationOf m, Rpm, must be equal to the

rate of dissolution,zm(t)RdA,to satisfythe mass balance. Before satura-
tion, however,Rpmis assumed to be zero.

At steady state (dCi/dt: 0), and assuming that C_ois equal to zero,

Equation (3.1) becomes

0 = zi(t)RdA- Rpl- k:iCi - Q(t)Ci (3.3)

Equation (3.3)assumes that Q(t) and z_(t) are constants. Radioactivedecay,

however,will cause zi(t) to vary with time. Thus Equation (3.3) is only an

approximationand is likely to give reasonableresultsonly if zi(t) varies

slowlywith time. A steady-statemass balance on colloidalspeciesyields

0 = kciCi - Q(t)Cci (3.4)

where Cclis the concentrationof radionuclidei in colloidalform, g/m3.

Using Equation (3.4),we can rewrite Equation (3.3) as follows'
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0 : zi(t)ReA-Rpi - Q(t)(C_. Ccd) (3.5) 0

The release rate of radionuclidei is given by the last term in Equa-

tion (3.5).

3.2.1.2 Stead.y_StateDiffusionModel

If the flow rate of groundwater,Q(t), is exceedinglylow but the waste

form remains in contactwith a continuousdiffusivepathway of water, diffu-

sion could control the rate of radionuclidereleasefrom the waste package.

To assess this possibility,an expressionfor steady-statediffusionalrelease

from a sphericalwaste form is used, in which it is assumed that at an infi-

nite distance from the waste form the concentrationof the diffusingconstit-

uent is zero (Chambr_et al. 1985):

ReleaseRate = 4_ DieroCi (3.6)

where D_ is the diffusioncoefficientof radionuclidei, m_/yr;e is the

porosity;and ro is the effectiveradius of waste form, m. A spherical 0
geometry is assumed because it results in higher, and therefore more con-

servative, release rates than do planar or cylindrical geometries.

Severalobservationscan be made based on Equations (3.1), (3.5),and

(3.6). When Ci < Csi (the saturationconcentrationof i), it is apparent from

Equation (3.5) that the releaserate will be equal to zi(t)RdA(that is, Rpi=

0). Alternatively, when Ct = Csi, the release rate will be equal to

Q(t)(Csi+ C:i*),where Col*is the concentrationof'nuclide i in colloidal

form when Ci = Csi (a hypotheticallymeasurablequantity). This analysis

suggests a simple test to determine whether the release rate for a given

- radionuclideis controlledby the forwardmatrix dissolutionrate or the

advectivetransportrate"

• If zi(t)RdA< Q(t)(Csl+ C=_), then the matrix dissolutionrate==

controls release, and tile dominant release rate term is zi(t)RdA..

•
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. If zi(t)RdA> Q(t)(Csl+Cci*), then the advectivetransportrate
controls release,and the dominant releaserate term is Q(t)(Csl+
Cci ).

When colloidal speciesare present, Equation(3.6)must be modified to

reflectthe diffusionof colloidalspeciesas well as dissolvedspecies.

Also, in unsaturatedmedia,only a fractionof the waste form surfacemay

actuallybe in contactwith a diffusivewater pathway. Equation (3.6) is

thereforemodified as follows:

ReleaseRate = 4m'_ro(Ad/At)(DiCi + DciCci) (3.7)

where Ad = area of waste form surface in contactwith diffusivepathway,m2
= m2At total surfacearea of surfaceof waste form,

Dci= effectivediffusioncoefficientfor colloidalspeciescontaining
radionuclidei, m_/yr

Ccl surface,g/m.
= concentratio_of radionuclidei in colloidalform at waste form

The right side of Equation(3.7) can be substitutedfor the term

Q(t)(Ci +Cci) in Equation (3.5) to e'valuatewhetherradionucliderelease

under conditionsof low flow rate is controlledby the matrix dissolutionrate

or the diffusivetransportrate. A test analogousto the test for advective

transport is devised:

• If zi(t)RdA< 4_(ro(Ad/At)(DiCsl+ DciCcl), then the matrix dissolu-
tion rate controlsrelease,and the releaserate is zi(t)RdA.

lw

• If zi(t)RdA > 4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsl+ DciCci), then the diffusivemass
transportrate controlsrelease,and the releaserate is

4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsl+ DciCci).

If either of these tests indicatesthat the matrix dissolutionrate

controls release,then matrix dissolutionis the release-controllingprocess.

If both tests indicatethat the matrix dissolutionrate does not controlthe

release rate, then the releaserate must be controlledby either advectionor

diffusion. To determinewhether advectionor diffusiondominatesrelease,the

followingtest can be applied"
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• If q(t)(C,i+Ccl) >> 4_¢ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci), then advective 0
mass transportcontrols release,and the release rate is

Q(t)(Csi+ Cci).

If Q(t)(Csi+ Cci*) *)• << 4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci, then diffusive
mass transportcontrols release,and the releaserate is_

4_6ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci).

This sequenceof tests can be appliedfor each radionuclideto determine

whetherthere is a dominant steady-staterelease rate expression. If neither

model is dominant,the releasesfrom both models are added together. The

possiblesituationsare summarizedin Table 3.1.

3.2.2 TransientMass-l'ransferModels for a Sinqle Container

Two principaltransientmass-transfermodels are used in the EBS release

model; these are based on solubility-limitedand inventory-limitedreleases.

Subsection3.2.2.1describesthe analyticalsolutionsused for calculating

time-dependent,solubility-limitedfractionalrelease rates from both the

waste form and waste package. The emphasis of this model is its application

to the releaseof radionuclidesfrom the UOz matrix and, potentially,from the

Q
TABLE 3.1. Summaryof Logic for Release-RateExpressions

RelativeRates(a)
Mechanism Dominant Release

M C __O_D for Control Expression

I 2 3 Matrix Dissolution zl(t)RdA

• I 3 2 Matrix Dissolution zi(t)RdA

2 I 3 Matrix Dissolution zi(t)RdA

2 3 1 _latrixDissolution zi(t)RdA
i{

3 I 2 Diffusion 4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci)
_r

3 2 I Advection Q(t)(Csi+ Cci)

(a) M = matrix dissolution;C = advection;D = diffusion;I = slowest;
3 = fastest.
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uniform corrosion of cladding. The justifications for applying a solubility-
controlled mass-transfer model to UO_and cladding have been made by Liebetrau

et al. (1987, Appendix D). Here we will discuss solubility control imposed by

separate radionuclide-bearing solids (i.e., incongruent or apparently incon-

gruent dissolution) and solubility control imposed by the congruent dissolu-

tion of the primary waste form (e.g., U02).

Section 3.2.2.2 presents a mass-transfer equation for calculating the

time-dependent, fractional release rates for highly soluble radionuclides from

the waste package. This mode] assumes rapid release of a fixed inventory of

such nuclides into a void volume within a failed container and subsequent dif-

fusional transport through the waste package and into the surrounding host

rock. The inventory-limited model is applied to gap/grain boundary sources

and cladding sources of radionuclides within the spent fuel.

3_2.2.1 Solubility-Limited Model for Matrix Release

The following equations have been derived by Chambr_, Pigford, and their

coworkers (Chambr_ et al. 1985) to describe the time-dependent, diffusive mass

transport of a radionuclide from a waste package. The waste package geometry

used in the SUMO code is based on a sphericalwaste form, equal in area to the

planned actual cylindricalwaste form container,that is surroundedby a

sphericalporous shell, typicallya packingmaterial. Both the waste form and

packing (or analogousmaterial) are embedded in a rock that extends infinitely'

in all directions, lt is assumed that there are no radioactive-decay

precursors (i.e.,that the transporttime from the waste packageto the host

rock is short enough to allow neglectof chain decay considerationsduring the

transit time) and that each radionuclideis transportedseparately. Chain

decay is modeledfor the inventoryremainingin the waste form. The governing

equationsused to describe the mass transferof a radionuclideare

--aC____= DIV2Cl RB < r < RI , t > 0 (3.8)
at
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A
aC2 (3 9)

=D2VzC 2 RI < r <_, t > 0 •
at

C1(r,O) : 0 RB < r_< R! (3.10a)

Cz(r,O) = 0 RI .<.r < m (3.10b)

CI (R_,t)=Cs t > 0 (3.11)

Ct(Rr,t)=C2(RI,t) t _ 0 (3.12)

aCI aC2
r = RI, t z 0 (3.13):

Cz(m,t) =0 t _ 0 (3.14)

0
_(r,t) : 4_r_ -e}Df_a--_) Ro_ r_< Rl,t _ 0 '

where C_.._ radionuclideconcentrationin the backfillregion,g/cm>;

t = time after permanentclosureof the repository,yr

Df = diffusioncoefficientin the water, cm2/sec

RB : radius of tilewaste form, cm

r = radial distance from the center'of;the waste form, cm

RI = outer edge of packingradius,cm

C = radionuclideconcentrationin the host rock region,g/cre32

Cs ._ concentrationat the surfaceof the waste form, g/cre3

_-i : porosity of the packing,dimensionless

Ep. : porosity of the host rock, dimensionless D
3.10



M (r,t) : mass transferrate, g/sec
C(r,t) - time-dependentconcentrationof a radionuclidewithin the

waste package,g/cre3.
--

- The first equationyields the mass-transferrate

_(r,t) = 4_((zDfRorC,)I/(r[I+ y(Rm/R1)l)_ [l_I2dn] (3.16)

where Y : ((I " _2)[_2

DI - Df/K i
=

KI - retardationcoefficientin the packing,dimensionless

i D2 = Df/K2

K2 ,- retardation coefficient in the host rock, dimensionless.

n - variable of integration

- _, : radioactive decay constant, I/yr = In 2/ half-life

fl : (KI/K 2)
I/2

b = RI - Ro = packing thickness, cm

: for R__< r ._RI, t > O, where r is the radial distance from the center of the

waste form and t is the time after permanentclosureof the repository. The

second equationyields the time-dependentconcentrationof a radionuclide

within the waste package

=

C(r,t) Cs{f(r) +F [t l(r,n) dn]) (3.17)

_--

_ also for Ro_< r < RI, and t > O. Other terms in Equations (3.16) and (3.17)
are definedas

o 0 3.11
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i exp (4)Itri2_ Lt) 0
= + (3]8)11 2 ), '

Din 1 +--
I + ------

l Din2

2(i_2#"n{cos(n[r-Ro ]) - sin(n[r-Ro])/r} (3.19)

12"- _ H(n)

[__] 1 +y(r/RI) (3.20)f(r) = 1 + Y(Ro/RI)

I(r,n): -- =r )
z

H(n) = [_incos(nb)+ asin(nb)]2 +#[(2nsin(nb)]2 (3.22)

Equations(3.16) and (3.17)can be solved at various locationswithin the 0

: waste package, such as the surfaceof the waste form (r = Ro) and the waste

packageboundary (r = RI). Unfortunately,the integralin Equation (3.16) is

highly oscillatory,resultingin singularitiesin the calculations. The.2

presenttechniquefor handlingthe integral is to accumulatethe area under

_: the curve, using a small step size, as n goes from zero to infinity. If the

nuclide of concern is stable (;_:0),then II of the integralsin Equa-

_: tions (3.16) and (3.17) reducesto

11 = exp(-D1tnz) (3.23)

-_ For the purpesesof discussion,Equation (3o16)can be written in a more

streamlinednotation

-

_(r,t) : 4_.IDfR_rCs,_r,t) (3.24)

3o12
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where _(r,t) is the radionuclide-specificmass-transferfunction

_(r,t) : I -_[1112dn] Ro <_r _<RI
r 1.

The mass-transferrate, _(r,t), is relatedto the fractionalrelease

rate, _(r,t),as defined by 10 CFR 60, by the relationship

_(r,t) = _l(r,t) (3.26)
I(I000)

where I(I000)is the inventoryof a given radionuclide1000 years after perma-

nent closureof the repository. A relatedparameter,the instantaneousfrac-

tion release rate, _(r,t),can also be defined

- (3.27)
I(t)

t : tr + tf (3.28)

where I(t) is the time-dependentinventoryof a given radionuclideat time t,

tr is the time from containmentfailureto time t, and tf is the time between

repositoryclosureand containmentfailure. IF ingrowthresultingfrom chain

decay is ignored,the time-dependentinventorycan be relatedto the 1000-year=

inventoryby

I(t) = I(1000)exp[;t(1OOO-t)] (3.29)

where Z is the decay constantof the radionuclide. If chain decay is being

modeled in the waste form, the inventories can be obtained as a function of

time by using the Batemanequations. This has been done by Kang (1990).
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InconqruentDissolutionand IndividualSolubilit_Limits. A general

approach to calculatingfractionalrelease rates is to assume that the surface

concentrationterm, Cs, of Equation (3.16)is equal to the solubilitylimit,

C , imposedby a discrete radionuclide-bearingsolid (Pigfordand Chambr_

1986; Zavoshyet al. 1985)"

(Cs)t =. (C *) t (3 .30)

One complicationis that the solubility,C , is expressedfor an elementthat

may have several isotopes that have different decay constants. Because of

this "shared solubility," an effective isotopic solubility, Ce , must be
defined"

(Cs)i= (Ce,) = ,) _ I (t) .)i Xi(C i (C (3.31)
IT(t)

where Xi is the time-dependentisotopicmass fractionof nuclide i Ill(t)] e
with respect to the total inventory of all nuclides [IT(t)] of the same e'le-

ment. The time-dependentXi term is particularlyimportantif two (or more)i

isotopeshave extremelydifferenthalf-lives,as in the case of 13SCsand

137Cs. In general,the Cs values for differentradionuclideswill be neither

equal nor correlated. Because of this, the mass-transferrates and fractional

, release rates of nuclidesfrom the waste form surfacewill also not be equal

to or correlatedwith each other. This differencein rates of fractional

release from the waste form is augmentedwhen fractionalreleaserates from

the waste form are evaluated. This increaseoccurs because for different

radionuclides the properties (e.g., retardation coefficient, half-life)

affectingtransportthroughthe porous region(s)betweenwaste form and host

rock differ. Becausethe time dependencyof Cs inducedby decay effects has

been treatedafter the fact, there may be some inaccuracyin the congruent

release rates relative to the rates that would have been calculated from the

re'leaseequationwith radionuclidedecay. However,given that the more accu-

rate solutionhas not yet been implemented,the inaccuracyof the current

®
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approximationis not known. Also, the re]ative inventoryrelation in
Equation(3.31)does not accountfor mass-transportlosses becauseof the

computationalburden and becausethe accuracy associatedwith such an imple-

mentationis unknown.

ConqruentDissolutionand Matrix SolubilityLimit

Assume that a compositionallyhomogeneouswaste form that is thermo-

dynamicallystable dissolvescongruentlyunder expectedwaste packagecondi.-

tions. In the presenceof reducingconditions,which are assumedto be

imposedby metal barriersoy'by iron-bearingpackingand host rock materials,

the UO_ matrix of spent fuel might be such a waste form (Garistoand Garisto

1985; Johnson et al. 1985). By definitionfor congruent"dissolution,the

instantaneousfractionalreleaserates of the uraniummatrix and all nuclides

includedin it (i,j, ...,n)at the waste form surfaceare equal; thus

l_(Ro,t)uo2:l_(Ro,t)i: l_(Ro,t)j: ... :l_(Ro,t)n (3.32)

The NRC-defined(10 CFR 60) fractionalreleaserates do not conform to Equa-tion (3.24)because their mass-transferrates, _ (r,t),are normalizedto a

fixed inventoryevaluatedat 1000years after permanentclosure rather than to

an inventorycorrectedfor radioactivedecay. The fractionalreleaserates

are relatedfor congruent(and incongruent)dissolutionas follows:

_(Re,t)l[I(t)i]
_(Ro,t)i= (3.33)

I(Iooo)i

Combining Equations (3.32) and (3.33)"

_(Ro,t)i = _(R_,t)uo2[I(t)i/I(1000)i][I(1000)uo2/I(t)uo21(3.34)
_
_

.

For 2aBU(half-life of 4.47E+9 years), which is the dominant uranium isotope

in the matrix, the change in inventorybetween I000 and I0,000 years after

permanent closure is negligible, only 0.002%. Accordingly, over the time
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frame of interest,the 1000-yearand time-dependenturanium inventoriesare

essentiallyequal. If i is also a long-livednuclide, its time-dependent

inventoriesand its inventoryat 1000years will also be approximatelyequal,

so that Equation(3.34) reducesto

i_(R_,t)i: _(R0,t)uo2 (3.35)

CombiningEquation (3.32)with Equations(3.24) and (3.27),the fol-

lowing additionalequationsapply at the surfaceof the waste form"

_i(R_,t)i: _i(R_,t)uo2[I(t)i/l(t)UO2] (3.36)

_(Re,t)i: 4_(z DfR_ (C_)uo2 _(R_,t)uo2 [I(t)i/l(t)uoe] (3.37)

where _uoeis the specifictime-dependentfunction for mass transfer for the

UO2 matrix,evaluatedat the surfaceof the waste form [see Equation (3.17)].
Mass-transferrates, a'ndhence fractionalrelease rates, for nuclides from a

congruentlydissolvingwaste form scale directlywith (Cs)uoand the stoichi-

ometric proportionof that radionuclidein the UO2 matrix. 2Thisrelationship

appliesto even that proportionof such highly solublenuclides as Z4C,1291,

and 135Csthat may be uniformlydistributed(thoughnot nec,gssarilychemically

bound) within a congruentlydissolvingUO2 matrix. This model assumes that

the congruentlydissolvingwaste form matrix, UO2, is a stable solid phase

with a fixed specificsolubility (seeJohnson et al. 1985).

Equations(3.32)to (3.37)assume that no nuclide-bearingsolid forms

after the congruentdissolutionof the UO2 matrix. That is, the equations are

valid only if

< (c*) (3.38)
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where (Cs)i is the surfaceconcentrationof nuclidei controlledby congruent
dissolutionof the UO2 matrix and (C*)iis the solubilityconcentrationof i

imposedby the potentialformationof a new solid phase at the UO2 surface

[Equation(3.30)or (3.31)]. If the conditionin Equation (3.38) is not met,,

then nuclide i will be incongruentlyreleasedwith respectto uranium and the

other nuclidesincludedin the matrix. The remainderof this sectionwill

assume that the conditionof Equation (3.38)is met.

The surfaceconcentrationof i, (Cs)I, is ne longer equal to a solubility

limit imposedby its own nuclide-bearingsolid as it was in the incongruent

case. CombiningEquations(3.24) and (3.35)gives the followingexpression

for the time-dependentconcentrationof radionuclidei at the UO2 surface"

(Cs)_(t): (Cs)uo2[l(t)i/l(t)uoz][_(R_,t)uo2/_RB,t)i] (3.39)

Note that (Cs)i(t)is directly proportiona'lto the solubilityof UOz, the

time-dependentstoichiometricproportionof i in the UO2 matrix, and the

time-dependentratio of mass-transferfunctions. As steady-staterelease is

approached,the ratio of the mass-transferfunctionsapproachesa constant
ratio, Y, leaving

(Cs)I = Y(Cs)uo2[I(t)i/I(t)uo2] (3.40)

for t _ tss,where tssis defined as the time at which quasi-steadystate is

approached(Zavoshyet al. 1985). Equations(3.32)to (3.37)are strictly

valid only for time-independentvalues of (Cs)i. For congruentdissolution,

the same boundarycondition[Equation(3.39)]evaluatedat the waste form

surfaceremainstrue. However, the simple relationshipsregardingmass-

transfer rates [Equation(3.36)]and instantaneousfractionalrelease rates

[Equation(3.32)]do not apply at the waste packageboundary (r = Rz).

Instead,the followingrelationshipsbased on Equations (3.24)and (3.26)

apply:
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l_(R1,t)i: 4_EIDfRoRI(Cs)iqKRI,t)i (3.41) O

_(RI , t)uoz : 4_r_IDfRoRI (Cs)uo2 _KRI,t)uo2 (3.42)

and

i_(R1,t}i : B(R1't)i (3.43)
I(I000)i

. CombiningEquations(3.41)and (3.24)and rearrangingterms gives

l;1(R1,t)i= (Rz/Re)R(Ro,t)i[q_R1,t)i/q_Re,t)ll (3.44)

Substitutingfrom Equation (3.36)gives

_(R1,t)i (RI/R_)_(Re,t)uo2[I(t)I/l(t)uo2][_(R1,t)i/_(R_,t)_](3.45) O

At steady state, the ratio of the mass-transferfunctionsequals a constant

value, Y, so that Equation (3.45)becomes

_(R1,t)i : Y(R1/R_)_(RB,t)uoz[l(t)i/I(t)uo2] t _ tss (3.46)

Equations(3.43),(3.45),and (3.46)demonstratethat, under congruentdis-

solution,the releaserate of a radionuclidefrom the waste packagewill be

directlyrelatedto the releaserate of uraniumat the waste form surfaceand

the stoichiometricproportionof that nuclidewithin the UOe matrix.

3.2.2.2 Inventory-LimitedModel for Gap and Cladding Release

A series of mass-transferequations (Kim et al. 1986) describethe

releaseof highly soluble inventory-limitedradionuclidesfrom a waste

package. These equationsare based on a planar geometry,assumingthe

presenceof a waste Form, a void volume over the waste form, a porous layer
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O (or equivalent),and the host rock. lt is assumedthat, over the time scaleof interest,the void volume is filled by groundwater. A certainmass of

radionuclidefrom the waste form is assumedto dissolve instantaneouslyinto

this void, providingan initialconcentrationof the nuclide. The parameters
i

and dimensionsof the barriers are transformedfrom the actual cylindrical

geometryof a given waste packageas describedbelow. The governingequations

for this settingare

aNI a2N1
---- =D I - M l - RV < x < RI, t > 0 (3.47)
at

aN2 a2N2

a--T= D2 T 2 - _2 x > RI,t > 0 (3.48)

Ni(x,0):0 Ro < x < RI (3.49a)

O N2(x,0) =0 x > RI (3.49b)

NI(RI,t) :N2(0,t) t > 0 (3.50)

aN aN 2
- _iDf ] = - (_2Df x = RI,t > 0 (3.51)a-T

Nz(oo,t) :0 t > 0 (3.52)

aNI (RB,t) aNl(Ro, t)
- VV = - DfEIS + ;_VvNI(Ro,t) t > 0 (3.53)

at ax

Ni(Ro,0):N O (3.54)
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where N1(x,t) = radionuclideconcentrati.onin the backfillregion,g/cm3 0

DI : Df/kI

Df : diffusioncoefficientin the water, cm_/sec

. kI = retardationcoefficientin the packing, dimensionless

N2(x,t) = radionuclideconcentrationsin the host rock region,g/cm3

;L- radioactivedecay constant,I/yr = In 2/half-life

D2 = Df/k2

k2 = retardationcoefficientin the host rock, dimensionless

eI : porosityof the packing,dimensionless '

e2 = porosity of the host rock, dimensionless

VV = volume of the void, cm3.

An approximateequationfor the mass-transferrate into the host rock

using these equationsis

Q
_(R 1,t) = 2klelNoSv exp(Nt) _ 01+ 1 _ exp

-(2N + )2b21 (3 55)
4D,t )- Y°DIexp[(2N + I) bYo = DIY_2t]

erfc[(2N+I) b C_ -tIN N = 0,I,...2(DIT)z/2+ yo(D,t)I/2 _;+ I

and the functionalrates are

i_(R1,t)= R(R1't) (3.56)
I(1000)
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B(RI,t)
_(R1,t) - (3.57)

l(t)

_(R1,t) : mass-transferrate into the ho_t rock, g/see

No = initialconcentrationin void, g/cre3

Sv : surfacearea of the void, cm2

t = time, sec

6 : (KI/K_)II2_I/_2

b = packing thickness,cm

Yo = klelSv/Vv

erfc --complementaryerror function

i_(R1,t)= NRC fractionalrelease rate, parts/year

l_(R1,t)= instantaneousfractionalreleaserate, parts/year.

Q Equation (3.55) is an approximatesolution. However,Kang (1990)has foundthat this solution agreeswith a numericalimplementationof the exact
z

solution,for time <105years, and disagreesonly slightly for longer times.

These resultsappliedto the waste packingand host rock retardationcoeffi-

cients being equal (kI : k2) and at values of 1, 10, 100, and 1000.

The volume of the void, VV, is equal to the differencebetweenthe volume

of the cylindricalwaste containerand the total volume of enclosed spent fuel

rods. The surfacearea, Sv, is the surfacearea of the cylindricalwaste form

container. The width of the void in this model is equal to the ratio Vv/SV-

The initialconcentrationin the void, N0, is calculatedby dividingthe mass

of a soluble nuclideby the volume of the void. The nuclidemass is derived

from the fraction of the total inventoryof that nuclideoccurring in the

readily solublesource. The complementaryerror functionis estimatedusing
=

the continuedfractionalgorithm (Stegunand Zucker 1970)

-

-
_

-

0

-



where F is a series fractionalterm given explicitlyby Stegun and Zucker

(1970). Thus the term [exp(x)erfc(y)] in Equation (3.55)is simplifiedto

[exp(x- y)2 F]/nl/Z (3.59)

J

l 'The proportionalmass of the instantaneousy ¢!i:.;solved(gap) nuclide mr, can

be expressed as a fractionof the total inventoryof that nuclide,Xi, such
that

mi X_I(t)i
NO - - (3.60)

Vv Vv

From Equation (3.33),it can be shown that

i_(Rz,t)i- _(R1,t)i[l(t)i/l(1000)_] (3.61) 0

= A featureof the calculatedreleaserate is that "instantaneous"release

(Johnsonet al. 1985) from the engineeredbarrierdoes not occur, lt does not

occur becausematerialsreleasedfrom the waste form are delayedby transport

i throughthe packing (or equivalent)barrierbefore releasefrom the engineered

barrier. This delayed mass transportis explicitlytaken into account in the

. SUMO code. Such an approach is more realisticthan equating instantaneous

release from the waste form with instantaneousreleasefrom the EBS. Because

= of diffusionthrough the packing,release rates from the EBS remain finite,

= even though instantaneousdissolutioninto groundwateris assumed.

= Another featureof the inventory-limitedreleasemodel is a considera-=

tion of the effects of radioactivedecay and mass transporton releaserates

from the source volume. Both processeslead to decreasesin the concentration

of nuclide i at the source,and hence to _ decrease in the concentration

o gradientthat drives release.

0
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3.2.3 RadionuclideSources from Spent Fuel
Studiesof spent fuel (Barner1984) and of the interactionof spent fuel

with groundwatersolutions (Gray and McVay 1984; Johnson et al. 1985; Werme

and Forsyth 1985; Wilson and Oversby 1985) indicatethat releaseof radio-

nuclides from spent fuel can be dividedinto distinct sources: the matrix of

UO2 grains,the gap betweenthe fuel and the cladding,the boundariesbetween

the UO2 grains, and the cladding. These sourcescan be distinguishedon the

basis of differentphysical forms,radionuclideinventories,and processes

controllingrelease.

3.2.3.1 U_QO2_Matrix

More than 99% of the radionuclidesin spent UOz fuel are containedwithin

the UO2 matrix grains_ therefore,attentionhas been directedtoward the
matrix dissolutionrate and the mechanismunder which dissolutionoccurs under

a varietyof repositoryconditions. Recent spent-fueltests (Gray and McVay

1984; Johnsonet al. 1985; Werme and Forsyth1985; Wilson and Oversby 1985)

suggestthat actinideelements (Np, Pu, Am, and Cm) and some fission products

dissolve at rates that are initiallycongruentwith respectto calculated

inventoriesand that they are releasedin fixed proportionto uranium dissolu-

tion rates. This concept is supportedby chemicalanalysisof unreactedUO2

grains of spent light-waterreactor (LWR)fuel, which showedessentiallyno

compositionalzonation for a wide varietyof elements (Ba, Ce, Cs, I, Pu, Ru,

Tc, Te, and Zr) (Katayamaet al. 1980). For this reason,the EBS release

model includesan option to force a congruentdissolutionassumptionfor

releases from the waste form.

3.2.3.2 Gap and Grain Boundaries

The volatileand more mobile fissionproducts,such as 79Se, 93Mo, 99Tc,

1291,135Cs,137Cs,and possiblyB°Sr,tend to migrate out of the UO2 matrix and

down thermalgradients in fuel pins. These radionuclidestend to accumulate

both at grain boundariesas secondaryphases precipitatedin the fuel matrix

and voids, and in the gap betweenfuel and cladding (includingthe gas plenum

at the top of the fuel rod). Based on the limitedamount of the total fission

gases (typically<1.5%) released from LWR fuel (Bain et al. 1985; Barner
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1984),the total of gap and grain.-boundarysources should be less than 2% of

the inventoryof volatilefission products. The activationproduct 14Cmay

also be preferentiallysegregatedfrom the fuel matrix phase. However, the

14Cdistributionbetweenthe fuel, gap, and cladding is well characterized.

After the initialrap'idreleaseof fissionproducts from the gap, the pre-

ferentialreleaserates of many of these elements are _xpected to gradually

decrease and eventuallyapproachthe fuel matrix dissolutionrate, as the

limited inventoryof these nuclides,which have been segregatedfrom the fuel

matrix, is exhausted. The inventorythat is preferentiallyreleasedduring

this periodwill also includetilefissionproducts locatedalong grain

boundaries. Th_ individualreleasecontributionsof the gap and grain

boundariescannot be easily separatedbecausethe same mechanisms,such as

grain growth,bubble formation,and diffusion,lead to the accumulationof

both gap and grain boundary inventories. Furthermore,virtuallyno data are

availableon the chemical natures and proportionsof grain boundary phases.

Consequently,the SUMO code treats the gap and boundary inventoriesas a

single sourcefor modeling purposes. A key factor,therefore,in the calcu-

lated release from the gap and grain boundary sources is the inventoryof

nuclidescontained in both. The combined inventorycan representI to 2% of

fissionproductactivity,dependingon burnup and history. Particularly

importantis the irradiationtemperature,which more than any other factor

determinesthe degree of fuel restructuring_gas release,and phase segre-

gation. Improvedrealism in gap and grain boundaryreleases requiresmore

detailed characterizationof the amountsand variabilityof readilysoluble

fission productslocated in these phases.

3.2.3.3 ___.d__LEg

The claddingof LWR fuel is typicallya zirconiumalloy and may include

"crud"deposits that formed on the claddingduring reactoroperation. The

claddingdoes containa limited amount of nuclidesproduced by neutron activa-

tion. Of these nu,_lides,all but tritiumexceed the cutoff point of 0.1% of

the calculatedtotal regulatoryrelease-ratelimit in performanceevaluations

(10 CFR 61). Consequently,claddingmust be considereda waste form. In

particular,the claddingcontains an appreciablefractionof the total :4C
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inventoryof spent fuel (Van Konynenburget al. 1985). Becauseof the vol-
ati'lityof 14C as CO2 gas, both steam and saturatedhydrologicphases are

relevantto predictivemodeling of cladding performance(as a waste form).

There is evidenceof rapid releaseof 14C,probablyas CO2 gas, from the out-

side surfaceof intact claddingat 275°C in air (Van Konynenburget al. 1985).

In this situation,approximately0.3% of the calculated14C inventoryfor the

total spent-fuelassemblywas released. However,14Creleasesfrom a ruptured

fuel rod at the same high-temperatureair conditionsindicatethat if all of

the rods were to rupture,approximately9% of the 14C inventorywould be

releasedas a gas. This rapid release of 14C-bearingCOz gas from the clad-.

ding under steam conditionscan be modeled with the same inventory-limited

mass-transfermodel appliedto gap releaseunder aqueousconditions.

Modeling the interactionof claddingwith groundwateris limitedby the

lack of detailedcharacterizationand test data. At the two extremes,the

releaseof 14Ccould be controlledby slow uniformcorrosionof the cladding,

oy"the 14Ccould be concentratedin the surfacecrud layer, from which it is

rapidlyreleased on contactwith water. The few tests that have been per-

formed on cladding/groundwaterinteractionshow rapid releaseof an appre-
ciable portion (approximately0.05%) of the estimatedcladding 14Cinventory

(Wilson1985, 1986). After this rapid release,the 14Cconcentrationin

solution is observedto plateau,showing only slight increaseor decrease.

Thus, 14Crelease from cladding probably includescontributionsfrom both

rapid dissolutionof a surfacecrud layer and slower corrosionof the bulk

cladding. The EBS model in the SUMO code models these two separatesourcesof

nuclides from the cladding. An inventory-limitedmodel is used to predict

releaserates from the outer crud or surfacelayer. A solubility-limited

model is used to calculaterelease rates from the bulk cladding.

For spent fuel, a smal_ percentageof certainradionuclidesis not con-

tained "inthe fuel matrix. These radionuclidesaccumulatein the gap or grain

boundariesof the fuel during fue'Iirradiation(e.g.,Cs and I) or as crud on

the outer surfaceof fuel cladding (e.g_, 14C). In the SUMO code, the

volatileradionuclides(e.g.,14C)are assumedto be released instantlyon
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breaching of the containment. The nonvolatile radionuclides that are not
contained in the matrix generally have high solubilities and are not

expected to form colloids in oxidizing groundwaters. In the code, the

nonmatrix release rate of these radionuclides is set equal to Q(t)Csi or

4_ro(Ad/At)DiCsi,whicheveris greater. The releaserate remains at one of

these two values until all of the nonmatrix inventoryis depleted (hence the

term "inventory-limited"),at which time the nonmatrixreleaserate is set

equal to zero. Any furtherreleasemust then come from the matrix.

3.3 WASTE-.PA.CKAGE.ENV.IRONMENT

Site-specificinformationdescribingthe physicaland chemical environ.-

ments of the waste package and the repositoryis requiredfor realisticEBS

calculations. In particular,the hydrological,geochemical_and thermalenvi-

ronmentsof the simulatedwaste packagesmust be considered.

3.3.I Hvdrologic Model

The source-termmodels requirea water saturationvalue for the

diffusion-basedmodel and a water flux rate for the advection-basedmodel. _hz

This informationmust be representativeof the repositoryhorizonbecause it

is appliedto every waste package. There are two alternativesfor integrating

this informationinto the source-termcalculations.

The first alternativeis to have the user explicitlyenter a water flux

rate and a saturationvalue to be used in the calculations. These vaiues are

assumedto apply for all times, spatialconFigurations,and thermal

conditions.

: The second alternativefor obtainingthe water flux rate and saturation

values is to calculatethem within the SUMO code. First the pressure equation

(seeSection 4.3) is solved for a steady-stateflow field, given a recharge

= rate throughthe model geometryand specifiedboundaryand initialconditions.

This steady-stateflow field solutionneglects the effect of repository

: thermal loading on the regional flow regime. Once the steady-state flow field
z

has been obtained, the water flux rate and saturation at a specified location

are passed to the source-term model.
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3.3.2 GeochemicalModel
The compositionof groundwaterin a repositoryis determinedby mass-

transfer reactionsbetweenthe groundwaterand solids in the host rock, pack-

ing material,container,and waste form. These reactionsare controlledby

temperature,groundwatercomposition,the solubilityof solid phases in con-

tact with the groundwater,and the distributionof the aqueousmass among the

various chemicalspecies in solution. There is no provisionin the SUMO code
i

to explicitlymodel these complex phenomena. Instead,a detailed external

geochemicalmodel is used to build tablesof groundwatercompositionthat are

then input into the SUMO code.

The currentEBS releasemodels do not quantifygeochemicalinfluenceson

releases. Even though Equation (3.7) includesa term for colloidformation

and transport,no site-basedinformationis availableand the term is cur-

rently omitted. However, some of the currentcorrosionmodels do make

explicit use of the groundwatercomposition,and the SUMO code can receive and

store geochemicalinformationas it relatesto these corrosionmodels.

O 3.3.3 ThermalModel
There is currentlyno provisionin the SUMO code to performthermal

loadingcalculationson the repositoryor waste-packagescale. However, there

are two methodsfor using waste packagetemperatureprofiles as a function of

time in the SUMO code. The first method is to read a temperature-timeprofile

generatedby an external thermalanalysiscode and interpolatetemperatures

for desiredtimes. The secondmethod also reads informationprovidedby an

externalthermal code but derivesthe temperatureprofilesdifferently,using

referencecases.

3.3.3.1 Direct Input Approach for ThermalModeling

To obtain waste package temperatureprofiles,the SUMO code can read a

temperature-timeprofilegeneratedby an externalthermalanalysiscode. A

recent study was performedto generaterepresentativecurves for Yucca Moun-

tain (Altenhofenand Eslinger1990). The analysisconsistedof three steps:

i) the WASTES code (Ouderkirk1988) was used to evaluate thermalcharacteris-

tics of materialsreceived by the repository,2) the TEMPESTfinite-difference
n

z
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thermalcode (Trentet al. 1983) was used to evaluate near-fieldtemperatures
of the host rock based on a three-dimensionalrepositorygeometry,and 3) the

CANTEMPpost-processorwas used to estimatecontainersurface temperatures

from host rock temperaturesand output temperature-timeprofilesfor use in

the SUMO code.

3.3.3.2 ReferenceCase Thermal Profiles

Temperaturesof simulatedwaste packagescan also be calculatedby using

a temperature-timeprofileof a referencecase or design-basiswaste package

and adjustingthe profileto reflect the differencesbetween the waste package

of interestand the referencepackage. The temperatureof a simulatedwaste

package is computedfrom a simulatedinitialtemperaturebased on the assump-

tion that the differencebetween the temperatureof the simulatedcontainer

and the ambientrepositorytemperatureis proportionalto the difference

betweenthe temperatureof the referencecase waste packageand the ambient

repositorytemperaturefor all times.

The temperaturehistoryof the referencecase waste package and the

repositorywere obtainedfrom waste package and repository-scalemodels using

the ANSYS finite-elementcode (SwansonAnalysis Systems 1986). This code is a

widely used, general-purpose,finite-elementcode with both structuraland

thermalcapabilities. Three-dimensionalmodels were used to estimate short-

term (lessthan 1000 years) waste-package-scaletemperatures. One-dimensional

models were then used to estimatethe repository'saveragetemperature. The

averagerepesitorytemperaturesand the containertemperatureswere nearly

equal after 1000 years, so repositoryaveragetemperatureswere used to esti-

mate waste packagetemperaturesat times greaterthan 1000 years (Altenhofen

1981). Temperaturehistorieswere then tabulatedfor input to the thermal

module.

The initialwaste packagetemperaturesare obtainedby samplingfrom a

distributionof initialwaste packagetemperaturesthat is derived, in turn,

from a distributionof initialwaste packageheat-generationrates. The con-

versionof heat-generationrates to initialwaste packagetemperaturesdepends

on the thermalpropertiesof the host medium. The distributionof heat-

generationrates depends on assumed spent-fuelcharacteristicsand repository
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receipt scenarios. The derivationof values currentlyavailablein the SUMO
code is describedby detail in Liebetrauet al. (1987,Appendix B)o

3.4 CONTAINERFAILURETIME MODELS

The EBS model in the SUMO code considersdistributedcontainerfailures;

thereforethe time of containerfailuremust be modeled. Two options are

available in the SUMO code: I) the user may specifya time distributionfor

containerfailure, or 2) a corrosionmodel can be employed to estimatethe

time of containerfailure.

3.4.1 User-SpecifiedTime Distributionfor ContainerFailu_

An analyticform for the containerfailuretime distributioncan be

specifiedwhen runningthe SUMO code. The user choosesa single time or one

of 12 standardstatisticaldistributions,or choosesto specify a distribution

through a table of values (Table3.2).

3.4.2 ContainerFailureTimes Based on a CorrosionModel

The SUMO code currentlyimplementsthe corrosionmodel capabilitiesof

. Q the AREST code (Engelet al. 1989). Five types of corrosionor degradation

can be modeled: uniform,stress corrosioncracking,pitting, fracture,and

_. StatisticalDistributionsImplementedin the SUMO Code

= Index Distribution

z

0 Constant
I Uniform

= 2 Loguniform(base 10)
= 3 Loguniform(base e)

4 Normal
5 Lognormal(base I0)

: 6 Lognormal(base e)
7 Exponential

o 8 Triangular
9 Gamma
10 Beta
11 Weibull
12 Logistic
13 Cauchy
14 User-suppliedtable of values

=0 3.29
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cladding failure. The first three types of corrosion are the most general.
The other corrosion models, which were included in the ARESTcode, were not

delGted when that code was incorporated into the SUMOcode because no final

determination of the appropriate corrosion model for Yucca Mountain has been

made. However, detailed descriptions of the other models are not incorporated

into this document.

Ali corrosion routines in the SUMOcode are time dependent, and all

return both corrosion rates and depth. These corrosion routines are 1) uni-

form corrosion for low-carbon steel in salt water, 2) uniform corrosion for

low-carbon steel in basalt for both aqueous and steam environments, 3) uniform

and pitting corrosion for low-carbon steel in basalt-bentonite for both

aqueous and steam environments, 4) pitting of steel in an aqueous environment,

5) uniform corrosion of zircaloy in both aqueous and steam environments,

6) uniform corrosion of steel in an aqueous environment, and 7) uniform cor-

rosion of iron-based materials in an aqueous salt environment. The corrosion

rates output from these models are used to estimate container failure times,z

: which are needed because mobilization of waste occurs at that time.

03.4.2.1 ContainerCorrosionMode]_

The integrityof engineeredbarrierswill play an importantrole in

determiningthe extent to which radionuclidesare containedin or released

from a waste repository. Currently,it is primarilyengineeredbarriersmade

of metallic containermaterialsthat meet the NRC containmentperformance_

objectives at all U.S. repository projects. Because corrosion is the prin-
-

cipal mechanism by which the metallic containers degrade, corrosion rate

estimates are required for performance and safety assessments. This section

describesmodels that estimatecorrosionrates for metallicbarriers in

important repository environments.

The term "corrosion"describesa wide variety of complexphenomena
z

involvingboth chemical and electrochemicalinteractionsbetweena metal and

its environment. These phenomena depend heavily on the material and its

: environment. As a result, both the mechanisms of corrosion and the morphology

of the corrosion products are very diverse. Corrosion can be uniform or

Z localized,can result from appliedor residualstresses,or can occur because

0
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of galvanic couplingwith dissimilarmaterials. Even systemswhose corrosion
products have similarmorphologiesmay corrodeaccordingto very different

rate laws becausethe chemical speciesinvolved in corrosionand their

reactivitiesdiffer. Because of this diversity, it is unlikelythat any
i

comprehensivecorrosionrate equationcan be developed. Developmentof a

corrosionmodel for even a single-materialrepositorysystem is not a trivial

task, becausethe environmentsintowhich the metallic barrierswill be placed

have not yet been completelycharacterized,and it is not well established

what they will be like after the hundredsand thousandsof years of the

repository'sIifetime.

The currentapproachto corrosionmodeling is based on empiricalmodels

fit to relativelyshort-term(less than 5 years) corrosiontests. Empirical

models are, of course,appropriateonly to the conditionsand environmentsfor

which they were developed. Mechanisticmodels are also most accuratewhen

appliedto the conditionsfor which they were derived. However,becausemech-

anisticmodels are based on a deeper understandingof the chemicalorigins of

the corrosionprocess (deeperthan that obtained on empiricalgrounds alone),

they can, in principle,be extendedto other conditio.nsand environmentswhere
similar reactionmechanismsare known to occur. Unfortunately,there is an

almost completelack of data for requisitemechanisticmodel parametersin

repositorysituations.

The modeling philosophyused in developingthe SUMO code allows the

inclusionof some of the uncertaintyinherentin the models themselves,by

providingstochasticinformationabout the fitted parameters. The sensitivity

of the models to the data deficienciesand the importanceof these deficien-

cies can be determinedfrom how the input uncertaintiesaffect the results.

Models for three specifictypes of corrosionare currentlyimplementedin the

SUMO code. They are uniformcorrosion,pitting corrosion,and stress-

corrosioncracking. These types of corrosionwere chosen becausethey repre-

sent the most likelymodes of degradationin a repository. Other modes may be

added to the SUMO code if necessary. The materialsconsideredare limited to

low-carbonsteels,stainlesssteels,and zircaloy. The inclusionof corrosion
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models in the SUMO code serves two purposes. First, they are general empir-

ical models, and a change in the empiricalconstantsmight possiblymake them

applicable. Second,they providean importantcoding stub that incorporates

thermal and geochemicalinformationthat can be used for later models.

3.4.2.2 UniformCorrosionModel

Uniformcorrosionoccurs to some extent for most metals in most environ-

ments. Factors influencingthe rate of corrosioninclude,but are not limited

to, the compositionof the material under consideration,the environmentinto

which it is placed,the by-productsof the corrosionprocess, and the temper-

ature. The interrelationshipsbetween these factorsand their effect on the

actual chemicalprocessresponsiblefor corrosionare extremelycomplex. For

this reason, it is unlikelythat a purelymechanisticmodel of uniformcorro-

sion could be developedthat would be comprehensiveenough to includeall

metals in all environments. In the absenceof such a model, a familyof

empiricaluniformcorrosionmodels was developedthat may be appropriatefor

any specificset of conditionsand environments.

The most reliableuniformcorrosionrate models currentlyavailableare

empirical. A number of models have been developedfor carbon steel in

chloride-containingenvironments. Two such models have been included in the

SUMO code. The two modelswill be used to develop a uniform corrosionmodel

appropriatefor a given set of repositoryconditions.

Posey and Palko (1979)at Oak Ridge National Laboratoryhave publisheda

report on the corrosionof ferrousmaterialsirlsyntheticgeothermalbrines.

Using a speciallydesigned flow-throughautoclavesystem,they investigated

the influenceof pH (from neutralto moderatelyacidic)and temperature(up to

200:C) on the corrosionbehaviorof carbon steel in concentratedchloride

solution (4 M NaCl). They derived the followingempiricaltwo-termexpression

for the corrosionrate:
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Jcorr = I.90 X ]05 exp(-3.98x I03/T)+
(3.62)

4.19 x I0B (lO -pH) exp(-2.10x I03/T)

where Jcorr is the corrosionrate in mils per year (mpy),and T is the absolute

temperature(Kelvins). In the region of near-neutralpH, from about pH 5 to 9

(at 25°C),the corrosionrate is relativelyindependentof pH, and Equa-

tion (3.63)reduces to the following:

Jcorr = I.90 x 105exp(-3.g8 x 103/T) (3.63)

However,Equation (3.63)gives corrosionrates higher than those found by

other workers. For example,at 150°C (423 K), Equation (3.63)predicts a

corrosionrate equal to 15.6 mpy. This value is significantlylarger than the

O.575-mpycorrosionrate determinedfor carbon steel in similar brine envi-

ronmentsby Westermanet al. (1986). [At 150°C (423 K), Westermanet al.

(1986)found the corrosionrate of A216 steel in an anoxic simulatedPermian

Basin brine (PBB-2)equaled0.575 mpy]. The reason for this disparity is

probablythat the corrosionrates were determinedafter differentlengthsof

time after initiationof the experiments. In general,corrosionrate is a

functionof time, large shortlyafter the experimentis initiatedand decreas-

ing over a longer time. The data collectedby Westermanet al. (1986)were

taken after 4480 hours (0.511year), but the time intervalused by Posey and

Palko (1979),although unspecified,seems to have been much shorter (less than

8 hours). Clearly,a more completecorrosionrate equationmust includea

functionaldependenceon time.

An empiricalequationfor calculatingcorrosiondepth that contains an

explicittime dependencywas developedby Sastre et al. (1986)at Brookhaven

NationalLaboratory(BNL.),and variationsof this equation are implementedin

the SUMO code. This equationwas developedfrom data for carbon steelsover a

range of temperatures,brine compositions,and times. Although it was far

from complete,the data base was adequatefor generatingan approximatecor-

rosionequationthat was a functionof temperature(between25°C and 250°C),
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chloride concentration(between70 and 169,416ppm), oxygen concentration

(between0.03 and 3.0 ppm), and time (between0.083 and 16 years). This equa-

tion, which has been differentiatedwith respectto time to give an expression

for corrosionrate, is

Jcorr = 0.689 t-o.s31exp (-1402/r)(cI)°'$43(0)o.2d (3.64)

where t (time) is in years, (Cl) is the chloride concentrationin ppm, (0) is

the oxygen concentrationin ppm, and d is an experimentalparameterthat can

vary between0.00147 and 676.

The wide range for d suggeststhat corrosionmechanismsvary widely over

the experimentalconditionsstudied. The equation should thereforebe used

with caution, lt is useful,however,to considerwhat value of d is required

to fit the equation to data collectedrecently by Westermanet al. (1986).

Using the corrosionrate found by Westermanet al. for A216 steel in PBB-2,

and taking T = 432 K, (Cl) = 191,000ppm, (0) = 0.1 ppm for "anoxic"brine,

and t = 0.511 year, d is calculatedto be 0.0368. This value is within the

range specifiedby the BNL modelo Using this value for d, Equation (3.64)

reducesto the following:

Jcorr: 0.0254 t-_'s31exp(-1402/T)(CI)°'543(0)0.2 (3.65)

Under the conditionsused by Westermanet al. (1986),at 423 K, Equa-

tion (3.65) reduces further to the following"

Jcorr : 0.429 t _'531 (3.66)

Appendix A of Liebetrau et al. (1987) contains an extended discussion of tile

appropriatenessof these models to match other empiricaldata. Because this

model is not strictly applicableto the Yucca Mountain Project, it will not be

discussed further even though it is included in the SUMOcode.

Q
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3.4.2.3 _ittinqCorrosionModels
Pittingcorrosionis a local phenomenonthat can cause rapid penetration

of a metallic specimen. Pittingcorrosionis initiatedby local variations in

either the materialor the solution in contactwith the material. Differences

in the microstructureof the material,such as grain boundariesor inclusions

of second-phaseparticles,are likely spots for the initiationof pitting

corrosion. Welds or discontinuousjoints in the material may cause the solu-

tion to stagnateand may promotecrevice corrosion,which is similarto

pitting corrosion. Once a pit is initiated,the conditionsnecessaryfor pit

propagationare sustained,and the processbecomesautocatalytic. The time

and locationof pit initiationas well as pit growth are essentiallyrandom.

During formationof a pit, a local environmentis produced and sustainedthat

may be very differentfrom that of the bulk solution. The concentrationsof

reactantsand productsthat contributeto pittingproduce a situationdif-

ferent from that of uniformcorrosion. The pit is primarilya site for anodic

dissolutionof the metal, while large portionsof the canistermay act as a

cathode. The very large ratio of cathodicto anodic areas results in rapid

metal dissolution. The model chosen to describethis process is one by Stahl
and Miller (1985). This model is a simple treatmentof the very complexenvi-

ronmentwithin the pit itself. Pitting is treatedas a one-dimensionaltrans-

port process. The corrosionrate is assumedto be limited by diffusionof the

metal cation througha dilute binary electrolyte. The diffusionis driven by

gradientsof both concentrationand potential. Reactionsand reactionrates

within the pit are neglected,as is transportof material betweenthe pit and

the environment. The resultingequation is

dh W Iz.l C+(O) z F
- -- + I D exp z_ (3.67)

"dt p z_ h

where dh = the rate of pit depth increase,cm/sec
dt

W = the molecularweight of the metal, g/mole

p = the density of the metal, g/cnl3
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z+, z. - the proton charge on the constituentsof the binary electrolyte,
equivalents

D : the diffusivityof the metal cation in the pit, cm2/sec

C.(O) = the concentrationof the cation at the pit opening,mole/cm3

h - the pit depth, cm

F = the Faraday constant,96,500 coulombs/equivalert

R : the ideal gas constant,8.314 joules/mole-K

T : the temperature,K

¢ = the drop in potentialalong the pit depth, volts.

In Equation (3.67),all of the parametersare definedphysicalquantities

except AC and C+(O). Becausethe pit solution is markedlydifferentfrom the

bulk solution,a direct connectionbetween4¢ and the environmentis difficult

to make. In this model, it is assumedto be a constantthat may take on a

range of values. A suitablevalue for this quantity is suggestedby voltage

drop measurementsdone by Postlethwaiteand Onofrei (1979),in which a

potentialdrop of about 20 mV was measuredduring the pittingof both zircaloy I
and stainlesssteel. This drop is on the same order of magnitudeas the 9-mV

drop calculatedby a semitheoreticalapproachby Vetter and Strehblow(1974).

The quantity C.(O) is likely to depend on the bulk solution. Specifically,it

will depend in part on the rate at which it is transportedaway from the pit

mouth or is consumed by secondaryreactions. Specifically,the assumed form

For the quantityC+(O) will be

C.(O) :a(1 + Eh) + b[Cl-] (3.68)

° where Eh is the redox potentialand [Cl] is the concentrationof chloride-

ions in moles/cm3. The form for the term that is dependenton Eh is chosen to

ens'urethat C+(O) remainspositive. Other specificions could be added to

Equation (3.67)and their inclusionmay be necessaryas more data become avail-

: able. The form of Equation (3.67) indicatesthat the pit depth increasesas

the square root of time for a given set of conditions. Such a dependenceis
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indicativeof a diffusion-controlledprocess and is similarto the t,49 depen-
dence reportedby Marsh (1983). Table 3.3 lists the numericalvalues used by

the model. Ranges for the parametersare estimatesbased on the fact that

pitting ratesmay vary by an order of magnitudeor more. Tilenumbers

presentedapply to a generic steel and do not make a distinctionbetween a

low-carbonsteel and a stainlesssteel,even though stainlesssteel is less

susceptibleto pitting. The values calculatedfor the requiredparametersare

based on a very limiteddata base. Rangeswere estimatedfor some parameters

to partiallyaccount for the wide variationsin pittingcorrosiondata.

Pittingdata were not availablef_r zircaloy,and so no valuescan be given

for this case.

3.4.2.4 Stress CorrosionCrackin_q

The stress corrosioncracking (SCC) processoccurs under the combined

influenceof a corrosiveenvironmentwith a tensilestress. Tensile stresses

are likely to occur in a repositorybecauseof lithostaticor hydrostatic

TABLE 3.3. Values Used in Pitting CorrosionModel

i For FerrousMaterials

_ Variable Value Unit

W 55.8 g/mole(a)

p 7.86 g/cm3

D 5.0 x I0"B cm2/sec (b)

_- z+ 2(c)
Z -I(d)

; _ 0.02 volts(e)

a 2..47x 10-5

b 0.630

: (a) Fe.
: (b) Fe2+in IN H2SO4.

(c) Fe2+.
(d)Cl-.
(e) Estimatedrange" -0.01 to 0.04 volts.

_
_

=
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loads, residual stressdevelopedduring fabrication,or stresses imposedon

the material by accident. The processof SCC is modeled as a series of steps

wherebya tensile stress causes the fractureof a relativel_ybrittle,passive

film on the material,which is followed by rapid dissolutionof the metal. As

the dissolutionof the metal proceeds,a new passivelayer builds up at the

crack tip. Stress again fracturesthe layer, and the proce_._srepeats itselF.

Thus, SCC can be consideredto be a repetitiveseriesof passive layer frac-

turing and healing. The rate at which SCC occursdepends on the stress level

to which the material 'issubjectedand also the passivationrate of the mate-

rial in the given environment. A general form for the SCC rate equation is

v = Li/tf: pQf/tf (3.69)

where v : the crack tip velocity,m/sec

Lf : the depth of metal lost betweenoxide ruptureevents, m

tf : the time betweenoxide ruptureevents, sec

p = a Faradaicconst_nt_m3/coulomb 0

Qf = the amount of electriccharge associatedwith Lf, coulombs/m2.

Differentinterpretationsof these parametersresult in varioustheories for

predictingthe rate of SCC. In the SUMO code, a developmentin terms of

stress intensitiesis used (Newman1981). An alternateapproach in terms of

strainrates was used by Ford (1982),althoughstrain rates are more difficult

to calculatethan stress levels. Newman's (1981)work indicatesthat Qf is

relativelyinsensitiveto the environmentbut dependson the level of stress.

An indirectdependencyon stress intensity(Si-I)can be predictedon tile

basis of a simple linear elasticanalysisof the crack tip. The quantity tf

is environmentallydependent,because 'itis a functionof the pa.ssivationrate

of the material. Crack tip velocity is predictedby the followi.ngprocess.

The amountof charge accumulationbetween oxide ruptureevents (.lta given

stress intensityis determinedexperimentally. For a specificset of envi-

ronmentalconditions,the time required for that amount of charge to accu-

mulate is also determined. Then, by insertioninto Equation (3.69),these two
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quantitiesgive tilecrack tip velocity. The functionaldependenceof the
crack tip velocityon the stress intensitypredictedby this model has some

generalcharacteristics. First, a rapid increasein crack tip velocity is

seen for small increasesin stress intensityuntil a plateau is reached.

Then, at higher stress intensities,the crack tip velocityagain increases

rapidly as the strengthlimitsof the material are reached. The model

indirectlypredictsa thresholdstress intensitybelow which crack propagation

does not occur. This thresholdis defined as the stress at which the crack

tip velocityis equal to the rate of uniformcorrosionfor the given condi-

tions. If the crack tip velocityis below the rate of uniformcorrosion,the

passive film will be physicallyhealed faster than it carlbe fracturedand the

crack tip will not advance. Specificvalues for the parametersin this model

for a varietyof materialsare given by Liebetrauet al. (1987).

3.5 _STRIBUTED REI_EASES,FROMTHE ENGIN_.EEREDBARRIER SYSTEM

Release from the EBS is dependenton the failuretime of individualcon-

tainers. The source-termmodel calculatesthe times at which individualcon-

tainers fail and the amount of releasefrom each container. The release from
the EBS is then the sum of releases from individualcontainersthat fail at

random times. The source-termmodel providesa radionuclideflux (Ci/yr)to

the transportmodel for each nuclide as a functionof time. A capability is

includedto subdividethe repositoryinto four separateregionsor panels.

Each panel can have a differentwaste form and differentthermal character-

istics. This capabilitywill allow future analysisof both glass-basedand

_pent-fuelwaste forms in the same set of computer runs. Also, a combined

analysiswith differentrate form characteristicsresults in more accurate

concentrationgradients.

Releasefrom the EBS is computed until the inventoryof all nuclides

being modeledhas been depletedor until a user-specifiedtime limit has been

reached. The current implementationin the SUMO code allows the radionuclides

containedin the gap/grainboundaryto start releasingwhen the container

fails. However,releasesfrom the waste form matrix are not alloweduntil the

container'ssurfacetemperaturehas droppedto a user-specifiedvalue, even if
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the waste containerhas failed. This limitationreflects the argumentthat

liquid water cannot contactthe waste form until it has cooled below the boil-

ing point. Becauseair-basedtransportis not yet included in the SUMO code

(even though plans for it are in progress),the radionuclidereleases that are

in fact in the air phase (e.g., 14Cas CO_.)are includedin the water-phase
release values.
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4.0 FAR-FIELDTR.A.NSPORTMODEL

The underlyingtheory and the implementationof the transportmodel in

the SUMO code are describedin this section. The transportmodel and the

supportingdocumentationare an adaptionof the model implementedin the

PORFLO-3Dcode and its documentation(Runchaland Sagar 1989). This section

gives an overviewof the transportmodel, introducesthe conceptualmodel for

transport,describesthe mathematicalequations,and concludeswith a deri-

vation of the numericaldiscretizationscheme.

4.1 _)VERVIEW

Several featuresare availablein the transportmodel. By choosing

appropriatecombinationsof features,it is possibleto solve a wide range of

problems.

4.1.1 Spatial Dimensionalitv

The code is designed to solve three-dimensionalproblems. However, it

can be adaptedto solve one- and two-dimensionalproblemsby specifyinga grid
size of three in the directionsthat are to be omitted. In effect, this

specificationresults in the solutionof a pseudo-three-dimensionalproblem.

4.1.2 Problem Geometry.

A problemcan be definedin terms of either Cartesianor cylindrical

coordinates. In both coordinatesystems,z is the directionof the vertical

coordinate. The horizontalplane is representedby x-y in the Cartesian

. system, and by r-e in the cylindricalsystem. For a one-dimensionalproblem,

any of the three axes (x, y, or z) can be selectedas the directionof

interest. Two-dimensionalproblemscan be solved in the x-y, x-z, or y-z

; plane. The computationalelementscan vary in size acrossthe coordinate

system,but their geometry is restrictedto that of a rectangular

: parallelepiped.

4.1.3 TimerDependence

The transportmodel can handle either transientor steady-stateproblems.

All problemparametersexcept the spatialgrid can change with time. The

4.1
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values of some parameters,such as the source terms for fluid, heat, and mass, I

can be assumedto change continuouslywith time. Such quantitiescan be

specified in the form of tables.

4.1.4 _.c.eLDependence

Most of the problem parametersare allowedto vary over the spatialgrid.

The model domain can be divided into zones,each zone having some distinct

feature, such as a material propertyor source strength. The material proper-

ties can also be anisotropic.

4.1.5 .C_oupling.ofEquations

The SUMO code assumesthat fluid flow is isothermal. There are thus two

main equations,one for fluid flow and one for mass transport. The state

variablesin these equationsare the hydraulichead (P) and the radionuclide

concentration(C). These equationscan be solved either independentlyor in

coupledmode.

4.1.6 Boundar.yConditions

Varioustypes of boundaryconditionscan be specifiedin the SUMO code.

Dirichlet (specifiedvalues of the dependentvariableshydraulichead, tem-

perature,or concentration),Neumann (specifiedfluxes of fluid or mass), or

mixed (combinationof specifiedvalues and fluxes)boundaryconditionscan be

stipulated. Differenttypes of boundaryconditionscan be designatedover

differentportionsof the boundary. This featurecan be combinedwith the

time-dependencefeaturesto solve a large varietyof problemswith space- and

time-dependentboundary conditions.

Occasionally,the domain in which the mass-transportequationsare

requiredto be solved is large. If, in such cases, the rates of mass trans-

port are slow, the option of solvingthese equationsin grids that are smaller

than the total domain may be used. With this option,a user can specifya

location betweenthe source and externalboundaryof the domain to be a tem-

porary subdomain. This temporarysubdomaincan be expandedor eliminatedwhen

= a specifiedconditionis satisfied. This option can save computationaltime

for problemsthat are characterizedby large domain sizes with mass sources

concentratedin a small portion of the overalldomain.

e
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4.1.7 Methods for SolvinqGovernioaEQuations

The governingequationsare solved by first discretizingthem over the

spatialgrid and time steps,and then solvingthe resultingsystem of linear

algebraicequations. The fluid flow equation is discretizedbased on quad-

ratic approximatingfunctions;these functionsare equivalentto a central

difference scheme. The second-orderpartialderivativeterms in the mass-

transportequationsare also discretizedthroughquadraticapproximating

functions. However, the first-orderpartial derivativeterms in these equa-

tions can be discretizedby either a hybrid or an exponentialscheme. The

nature of these schemes is describedin Section4.4. The discretization

method used is based on integratingthe approximatingfunctionsfor each grid

element. This method resultsin solutionsthat automaticallyconservefluid,

heat, and mass locallywithin every grid element, as well as for the entire

model domain.

Alternatesolutionmethods for the linear systemsof algebraicequations

are provided. These includethe explicitmethod of point successiveover-

0 relaxationand the implicitmethodsof alternatingdirection implicit,
Choleskydecomposition,and Gauss elimination.

4.1.8 Variable Saturation

Problems in which the geologicmedia are either fully or partiallysatu-

rated, or in which some parts are fully saturatedwhile others are partially

saturated,can be solvedwith the SUMO code. In the partiallysaturated

environment,liquid (water)and gas (air) phases are assumedto exist. How-

ever, the movementof only the liquid phase is addressed. Considerationof

mass transfer is also restrictedto the liquid phase (i.e=,vapor transport is

not considered). Consequently,the SUMO code is a "single-phase"computer

code.

As part of the solution,the degree of liquid or water saturationis

determinedat each grid node of the domain. The boundary betweenthe areas of

positiveand negativepressuresis the water table. The water table can be

moved up and down only from grid node to grid node; no adjustmentfor water

table positioncan be made that does not coincide exactlywith node locations.

®
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4.1.9 Pore Structure

The user can define up to three types of porositiesin the SUMO code.

The smallestof these is the effectiveor flow porosity,which consists of the

connectedpores throughwhich fluid flow occurs. The second is the diffusive

porosity. Diffusiveporosity is greaterthan, or equal to, the effective

porosity, lt includesthe dead-endpores that are assumednot to contribute

to fluid flow but are assumedto facilitatethe diffusionof mass. The third

porosity is the total porosity. Total porosity is greaterthan, or equal to,

the diffusiveporosity. In additionto the pores that composethe effective

and diffusiveporosities,total porosity includesthe isolatedpores that are

assumedto be inert to fluid flow and diffusion.

4.1.10 Sources/Sinks

Severaloptions are providedfor describing sourcesand/or sinks of fluid

and mass. Spatiallyvariable sourcesand/or sinks can be specifiedby identi-

fying their zones of occurrence. The strengthof the source and/or sink can

either be constantor vary with time. For mass, the sourcescan be limitedby

inventory,their solubility,or both. Q
their

4.2 CONCEPTUALFRAMEWORK

A mathematicalmodel can provideonly a simplifiedrepresentationof the

complex hydrogeologicsystem. A variablysaturatedgroundwatersystem can be

viewed at differentscales--fromthe very small (molecular)to the very large

(regional)--andits descriptionwill vary according:to the scale of choice.

Even when a scale has been selected,a number of conceptualassumptionshave

to be made regardingI) the processesto be treatedin the model, 2) the

constitutiveequationsfor these processes,3) the level of coupling between

the processes,4) geometricrepresentationof the physicalsystem, and 5) the

spatialand temporalvariationsof the parametersand boundaryconditions.

Decisionson all these factorsproducewhat may be called a "conceptual

model." A conceptualmodel for a given physical system is not unique but

depends on the objectiveof the model and our level of understandingof the

site at the moment in time when the model is formulated. For a numerical

model to representa given problem reasonablyweil, the mathematicalmodel

0
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embodied in it should be compatiblewith the user's conceptualmodel of the

particularproblem. For this reason,this sectionaddressesthe conceptual

frameworkof the SUMO code and hence the conceptualmodels that this code can

simulate.

4.2.1 Scale of_Representation

Geologicmedia as well as the fluid and the constituentsit transports

(e.g., heat energy and chemical or radionuclidemass) can be visualizedat

many scales. The scale may be as small as a molecule or as large as a whole

geologic region. Obviously,as the scale increases,some of the finer details

importantto the smallerscale are lost. Thus the mathematicalrepresentation

depends on the scale of visualization. In the SUMO code, the characteristic

scale may be called "macroscopic,"which is much bigger than a molecule but

much smallerthen the regionalscale. At this scale, both the medium and the

fluid are consideredto be continuous. In the contextof transportthrough

geologicmedia, this means that each pore is not distinguishedindividually

and that the fluid and the medium effectivelyoccupy the same space simul-

taneously(Bear 1972). Thus, pressure and concentrationcan be defined at any

,-

point in space,whether that point is occupied by the solid or the fluid.

Obviously,such an assumptiondoes not hold at the molecularand microscopic

scales.

_ Anotherscale of interestis the scale at which the propertiesof the

medium and the fluid vary. In the most generalcase, these propertiescan

vary continuouslyin space. In practice,especiallywhen recourseis taken to

numericalsolutions,as is the case in the SUMO code, it is more common to

assume that the propertiesare piecewise-continuous(e.g.,varyingfrom com-

putationalcell to cell but constantacross a cell). The model has a large

_ amount of flexibilityin this regard,and the user may choose any scale of

variation,limitedonly by the system'savailablememory. Thus, the porous

medium can be assumedto consistof layers,each layer having distinct proper

ties, or the medium can be assumedto have arbitrarypiecewisevariationof=

-_ properties. Similarly,fluid properties such as density,can vary in a
z
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piecewisefashion. However,once the computationaldomain is discretized,i
'_ variationof all parametersis limitedto the scale defined by that

discretization.

In addition to being heterogeneous,the material propertiescan also be

directionallydependent,i.e., anisotropic. However, considerationof aniso-

tropy in the SUMO code is limitedto the specialcase where the coordinate

axes coincidewith the principaldirectionsof anisotropy. The case of

arbitrarilyorientedanisotropyhas been omittedfrom the model.

4.2.2 Porosit__z

Three types of porosityare used for the rock and soil matrix in the SUMO

code. The total porosityincludesall of the pore space in the rock or soil

matrix. This porosityis importantfor heat transferby conduction. The

effectiveor flow porosityreflectsonly interconnectednonstagnantpores.

The effectiveporosityis used in calculatingfluid velocity and convective

transportof heat and mass. The diffusionalporosity is equal to the effec-

tive porosityplus stagnantbut interconnectedpores. Diffusionalporosity is

of primary importancein heat and mass transferby moleculardiffusion. The

total porosity is greaterthan or equal to the diffusionalporosity,which is

greater than or equal to the effectiveporosity.

The pores representedby the differencebetweenthe total porosity and

the diffusionalporosityare assumedto be filledwith immobileliquid,even

in partiallysaturatedmedia. Although an alternativewould be to assume that

these pores are filledwith air, this alternativeis not includedin the SUMO

code. Thus, in the unsaturatedflow problems,these pores contain residual

moisture that is not drainedeven under extremesoil-moisturetensions. Dur-

ing mass transport,this residualporositywould further retard a contaminant

pulse.

4.2.3 Sourcesand SinLs

In the majorityof waste managementproblems,sourcesand sinks of fluid,

heat energy,and chemicalspecies are presentwithin the domain of interest.

Usuallyconsiderableeffort is requiredto frame these sourcesand sinks into

a form suited to the mathematicalmodel. In the SUMO code, the sourcesand
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sinks may be both spatiallyand temporallydistributed. Special discretiza-
i tion in space and time may be requiredto accuratelyaccommodatesourcesand

sinks in such cases.

The simplesttypes of sources(and sinks) are constant in time and are

specifiedat just a few discrete locations. Somewhatmore complex are those

that vary in time accordingto a regularfunction. For example, radioactively

decaying sourcesvary exponentiallyin time. To accountfor time-varyingor

dynamic sourcesand sinks,the SUMO code allows a time-varyingfunctionto be

approximatedand entered in the form of a table.

The most complex type of source for chemicalspeciesavailablein the

SUMO code is one that is specifiedin terms of its inventory(or initialmass)

and solubility. The inclusionof this type of source requiresthat the con-

centration in the source region be maintainedat a level that is consistent

with the solubilityof the inventoryitem(s)while the mass depletescontinu-

ously with time. Thus, with a sufficientlyhigh initialmass, the concentra-

tion in the source regionwill be equal to its solubility,remainingconstant

at this level until the mass is depleted to a point low enough that this con-

: centrationcannot be maintained. At that point, the concentrationin the
source zone becomes a decreasingfunctionof time.

4.2.4 Medium and Fluid Compressibility

In geologicmedia, the transferof mechanicalstressesbetween the fluid

and the rock matrix occurs slowly. Mechanicalequilibriumunder applied

stresses is maintainedby a sharingof the load betweenthe fluid and the

rock. If the rock is significantlycompressible,causing significantstrains,

then deformationof rock elementsmay have to be explicitlyconsideredin

modeling fluid flow and mass transport. In the SUMO code, the medium is

consideredto be only slightlycompressible,so the deformationis assumedto

be small enough that,the positionof rock elementscan be consideredto remain

static. However, the compressibilityof rock is not neglectedentirely. Its

effect is included in the "specificstorage"term, which representsthe amount

of fluid expelled by a unit volume of the saturatedmedium when the stress on

it is increasedby a unit amount.
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4.2.5 Darcy Flow

The flow of fluids in all elements of the geologic medium is describedby

Darcy'sequation. In the detailedmathematicaltreatmentgiven later, Darcy's

equation is substitutedfor more complexmomentum transferequations. This

simplifiesthe mathematicaldescriptionof flow considerably.

Only the flow of liquids is consideredexplicitlyin the current version

of the SUMO code. In unsaturatedmedia, the gas phase is consideredto be at

ambientpressureat all times and locations. This assumptionis reasonable in

most cases, but it may not hold in situationswhere the escape route of the

gas is blocked,or where the gas is moving rapidly.

In the case of partiallysaturatedflow, the volumetricmoisture content

and the hydraulicconductivityare assumedto be functionsof the soil moist-

ure tension. In many soils and rocks, these relationsvary dependingon

whetherliquid is imbibinginto or draining from the soil/rock;in fact, they

depend on its wetting/dryinghistory. This hysteresiseffect is not 'included

in the formulationof the SUMO code.

4.2.6 Thermo-Me.chanicalStresses 0

Mechanicalstressescreatedby thermal loadingare small and are neg-

lected. Rock deformationresultingfrom thermal loadingis assumedto have no

effect on fluid flow.

4.2.7 Rock Sorotion

A linearrelationshipfor partitioningthe speciesmass between the fluid

and the rock matrix is included in the SUMO code. The partitioningis assumed

to occur instantaneously(i.e.,all kineticsare neglected). In addition,a

perfectbalancebetweenadsorptionand desorptionis assumed (i.e., hysteresis

: is not considered). This is a highly simplifiedrepresentationof the actual

chemicalphenomena.

4,2.8 Chain Decay

Radionuclidescan be treated as single isotopesor can be embedded in

decay chains. The current versionof the SUMO code handleschains of any

0
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length. If a decay chain is longer than four members, a temporary"scratch"file is used for intermediatestorage;otherwisethe length of the decay chain

would be severelYlimitedby computermemory.

4.2.9 Radionucl.ideSQur_eTerm

The radionuclidesource term in the SUMO code is specifiedas a

piecewise-varyingfunction in time. The parent code PORFLO-3 offers two other

options: a solubility-limitedsource term and an inventory-limitedsource

term. These optionshave not been removed;however,they are not currently

accessibleto the SUMO user.

The chemicalphenomenonof waste dissolutionfrom the source term in

fluid is consideredto be instantaneous(i.e.,as soon as the waste comes into

contactwith the fluid, it dissolvesto the solubilitylimit).

4.3 THE GOVERNINGEQUATIONS

Two governingequationsform the mathematicalbasis of the SUMO code.

The two dependentvariablesare fluid pressure (or hydraulichead) and solute

concentration. The classicprinciplesof mass, momentum,and energy conserva-
tion form the basis for the governingequations° A number of auxiliaryequa-

tions, includingthe equationof state and the constitutiveequations,supple-

ment the governingequations. These auxiliaryequationscan be solved in

three-dimensionalCartesianor radial coordinatesystems. The theoretical

basis for these equationsis discussedin a number of textbooks(e.g., Bear

1972).

4.3.1 Equationfor Fluid Flow

4.3.1.1 The EQuationof Continuity

Consider an arbitrarycontrolvolume,V, that is boundedby a control

surfaceS, as shown in Figure 4.1. The controlvolume is filled with geologic

material of uniformproperties. The solid geologicmaterial has three types

- of pores"

i I. those that are interconnectedand throughwhich fluid flow

occurs--thesepores constitutethe effective(or flow) porosity,nE
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F__URE 4.1. Illustrationof the ControlVolume Concept

" Z. those that do not participatein fluid flow but are filled with
liquid and participate in heat and mass diffusion--the sum of the
effective porosity and the porosity provided by these pores will be

= called the diffusiveporosity,nD

3. those that are isolatedfrom other pores and participatein neither
fluid flow nor heat and mass diffusion, but which conduct heat--the
sum of the diffusiveporosity and these isolatedpores will be
called the total porosity, nT.

=_

2
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The effectiveporosity,mE, in the controlvolume is assumedto be partitioned
betweenliquidwater and air. In the limitingcondition,when nE is deter-

mined entirelyby liquid water, the medium becomesfully saturated_ lt is

assumedthat the solid, liquid,and air (when present)exist in continuous

pha'sesin the controlvolume.

The mass of the liquid, M, at time t in volume V is given by the integral

M = _v nEo p dV (4.1)

where a is the liquid saturation(volumeof liquidwater/diffusiveporosity),

and p is the liquiddensity. The mass may vary with time either because

liquid crossesthe surface,or becausesome fluid is directly injected into,

or withdrawnfrom, the interiorof V.

The incomingfluid flux, qf, at the boundin_ surface,S, can be written

as

where _ is the apparentvelocityvector of fluid and _ is an outward unit

normalto the surfaceS. Note that the velocity in Equation (4.2) is not the

pore-levelfluid velocity,because it is assumed that flow occurs over the

entire surfaceS, regardlessof whether a particularpoint on it is occupied

by a solid particleor a pore. This velocity is identifiedas the Darcy

velocityand discussedfurther in the next section. By an applicationof the

Gauss divergencetheorem, Equation (4.2) becomes

: qf = - _v _ "(p V) dV (4.3)

Assuming an internal mass-injection rate of m per unit volume, the principle

of mass conversionrequiresthat

0 4.11
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where 0 = nDoo is the volumetricmoisture contentand a, is an abbreviation

for a/ax. With the assumptionsthat the product (1)p)is at least once

differentiablein time and deformationof V 'issn'fall[see Abriola (1984) for a

derivationwith large deformations],

I "1Sva:(ep). v .(pv)-m dV:0 (4.5)

Becausethe volume V is assumedto be arbitrary,for Equation (4.5) to hold

at(1)p) +_.(pV) -m = 0 (4.6)

Equation (4.6) is the continuityequationfor liquidwater. A similarcon-

tinuity equationcan be writtenfor the gas phase. However, in the present

version of the SUMO code, the gas phase is assumedto be at atmospheric

pressureand passive. Therefore,its motion is not considered.

4.3.1.2 Darcy'sLaw for Flow Dynamics

The velocityvector,_, m/sec, in Equation(4.6) must be obtained based

on dynamic considerations. The principleof conservationof momentumwould

dictate use of the Navier Stokes equations(Bear 1972). However, for laminar,

porous media flow with low velocities,the much simple:rDarcy'sequation is

employed. Darcy'sequation,which was originallyderived from experimental

observations,has since been derivedfrom basic principlesand the assumption

that the inertialforces are negligible(Hassanizadeh1986a,b). The equation

is

-+

0
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Q where _s = saturated'intrinsicpermeabilitytensor,m2

kr = (scalar)relativepermeability,dimensionless

= fluid dynamic viscosity,kg/m.sec

p = thermodynamicpressure,kg.m/sec2.m_

p = fluid density, kg/m3

g = accelerationdue to gravity,m/sec2

z = coordinatein the verticaldirection,m.

The x and y coordinatesare assumed to lie in the horizontalplane.

In Equation (4.7),_s is a propertyof the porous medium. For aniso-

tropic media,_s is a tensor of the second order. For the equationsin the

SUMO code, it is assumedthat the coordinatedirectionsand the principal

directionsof ks coincide,so that all of the off-diagonalcomponentsof the

_s tensor are zero. On the other hand, kr is a scalar and equals unity for

fully saturatedmedia. For partiallysaturatedmedia, k < I. lt has been

assumedthat gravitationalaccelerationacts in a directionopposite the

positivedirectionof the z coordinate.

The limits of applicabilityof the Darcy flow equation for saturated

flows have been exploredby a number of investigators(Bear 1972; Cheng 1978).

lt is generallybelievedthat the Darcy equation [Equation(4.7)] is appli-
_m

cable withoutappreciableerror for flows with a Reynolds number of less than

10, where the Reynoldsnumber is based on a representative"grain"size for

- the equivalentporousmedium.

: 4,3,1.3 GovernincLEQuati__ H_H_y_dz_dr.a.ul___icHea_._____dd

To maintainclarity, for initialdevelopmentof the governingequation

for hydraulichead we assume anisothermalconditions. The isothermal

conditionin the SUMO code is then representedby removingtileappropriate

<- terms from the final governingequation. Substitutionof Equation(4 7) into

j Equation(4.6) gives the followingequation for fluid pressure"

_

0 4.13
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To simplify Equation (4.8),a new variable,P, is defined as

P =p/(p'g) +z - z" (4.9a)

or

* (4.9b)P =-_+z -z

where p is the referencefluid density and pressure (kg/m3),z* is an arbi-

trarilydefined datum from which z is measured (m), and i)is the soil-moisture

tension (m). The datum may be arbitrarilyselected,but it is commonlythe

water table, ground surface, or mean sea level. Although z_*may be assigned

any numericalvalue, it is often convenientto give it a zero value by

locatingthe origin of the coordinateaxes at the datum, ill

The new variable,P (in units of length),is a normalizedpressurethat

is equivalentto a hydraulichead definedwith r_spect to the reference
lm

density p. However,P is not a true potentialfunctionbecause it is not

defined with respectto the local fluid density. The thermodynamicpressure,

p, is negative (i.e.,it is less than atmosphericpressure,which is taken to

be zero) in partiallysaturatedmedia and is positive in fully saturated

media. For partiallysaturatedsystems, soil-moisturetension,_, is defined

as in Equation (4.9b). The soil-moisturetension_ is definedonly when

O<a<I.

To obtain a more convenient form of Equation (4.8),the time derivative

is expandedto

at(e p)-e a,(p)+patCe) (4.10)

O
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O The fluid density, p, is in general a functionof pressure(p) and temperature
(T), i.e.,

p = p(p,T) (4.11a)

and therefore

= at(p)= ap(p)iTatCp)+ aT(p)Ipat(T) (4.11b)

Definingfluid compressibilityas

/gp= (I/p)8p(p)lT (4.12a)

and the fluid thermalexpansioncoefficientas

#T = -(I/p)aT(p)lp (4.12b)

®
Equation (4.11b)becomes

at(p)= [/_,at(P}-#T at(T)]P (4.13a)

or in terms of P
z

_

: at(p) = [/3pp°g otcP) -BT OtCT)]P (4.13b)

The volumetricmoisture content,O, in Equation(4.10) is a product of

diffusive porosity (no) and saturation (o). For saturated media, o = 1

" (constant),and nD is a much strongerfunctionof p than of T. For

unsaturatedmedia, nD remainsconstant and o varies. Thus, for saturated

:2

=
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media (o = I), and neglectingtemperatureeffectson nD, the variationof 0 i

may be writtenas

at(e)= at(nD)= ap(nD)at(p) (4.14a)

For unsaturatedmedia it can be written as

at(e) = nD8p(a) at(p) (4.14b)

Definingporous medium compressibilityas

(Xp - ap(nD) (4.15)

Equation (4.14a)becomes, in terms of P,

at(e) =ep p" g at(P) (4.16a)

®
while Equation (4.14b), in terms of P, takes the form

at(e) : nDap(o') at(P) (4.16b)

SubstitutingEquations (4.13b)and (4.16a)in Equation (4.10),for o : I

at (0 p) : (ep+ nD/gp) p g p*at(P) - % p #T at(T) (4.17a)

Similarly,for o < I and using Equation(4.16b),

at(e,p): % ap(o)p at(P)-e p#Tat(T) (4.17b)

0
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e On the side of the first term is term;right-hand Equation (4.17), a "storage"

the second term dependson the time-variationof temperature. For fully satu-

rated media (_ = 1), the coefficientof specificstorage is defined as

Ss = (ep +_Ep) P P*g (4.18a)

The units of Ss are (I/L) where L denotes unit of length (e.g., feet or

meters). For partiallysaturatedmedia (o < I), the coefficientof specific

storage is

Ss = no ap(o) (4.18b)

Commonly, Ss for unsaturatedmedia (a < I) is written in terms of _, i.e.,

s, =,- a_xe) (4.18c)

For unsaturatedmedia, the e._ relationshipis known as the soil (or
rock) characteristiccurve and is determinedexperimentally. In saturated

media, the specificstoragecan be eitherdirectly specifiedor estimatedfrom

the liquid and media compressibilities. In the SUMO code, Ss is specified.

The reason for specifyingSs (ratherthan compressibilities)for saturated

media is that Ss is usuallyestimateddirectlyfrom the analysisof pumping

test data. Thus, in terms of Ss, the time derivativeof Equation (4.8)
becomes

at(ep)= pssat(P)-o p#Tat(T) (4.19)

Now substitutingEquation (4.9a)into the remainingterm of Equation

(4.8),

®
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where
, .

, (4.21a)R =p/p

is the ratio of fluid densities. Settinghydraulicconductivityat reference

fluid density as

K = _ p"g/_" (4.21b)

the buoyancygradient as

B =R - 1 (4.21c)

the viscosityratio with referenceviscosity_ as

{ = v'l (4.21d) 0
...

,,

and the volumetricsourceterm as

mV = m/p' (4.21e)

Equation (4.20)becomes

Becauseconditionsare isothermal,and at(T) are both zero,

Equation (4.22) becomes

Ssat(p) =_. {Kkr _p} +mv (4.23)

0
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Equation (4.23)governspressurefor single-phasefluid flow under
isothermalconditions. The coefficientof specificstorage,Ss, and the

hydraulicconductivitytensor,K, in Equation (4.22) are at the reference

values of fluid density (p')and viscosity (p*)and are thereforeconstant.

In its generalform, consideringboth CarteSianand cylindricalcoordinate

systems,this equation is

Ss atP = (I/r) ax(rKx6xl))+ ay(KyOyP)+ a,(KzazP)+ mv (4.24)

In Cartesiancoordinates,r-.oo; in cylindricalcoordinates,r is the radial

distance and its directioncoincideswith the x coordinate.

4.3.1.4 EQuationsfor VelocityComponents_

The equationsfor the Darcy velocity are now writtenas

U = - KX a,P (4.25a)

O!, v = - Ky ayP (4.25b)

W :-K zazP (4.25c)

where KX, Ky, and Kz are the principalcomponentsof the hydraulicconduc-

tivity tensor,_, along the x, y and z directions,respectively.

The average fluid velocity in the pores, known as the pore velocity, is

obtainedby dividingthe Darcy velocityby the effectiveporosity, nE. These

pore velocitycomponentsare given by

u :U/ne (4.26a)

v =V/ne (4.26b)

4.19
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W : W/ne (4.26c)
i

, .

4.3.2 Equation for Mass Transfer

4.3.2.1 Conservationof Chemical Se_._

The derivationof an equation for conservationof chemical species

parallelsthat for the conservationof heat. From the principleof mass

conservation,it follows that the rate of change of the mass of a chemical

species in a controlvolume V must be equal to the sum of the rate at which

the speciesis added throughtileboundaryS of the control volume plus the

rate of speciesgeneration insidethe controlvolume (Figure4.1) minus the

rate at which the speciesare consumedthroughchemical reactionor radio-

active decay.

The rate of change of mass (Mc)TJfa species in control volume V is

_ =at _v _dV ] (4.27)

Q
where Ce is the mass density (or concentration)of the chemical species in the

fluid-solidmatrix per unit volume.

The rate at which the speciesenters the control volume,lc, is given by

J = -_ (V C + Jc+ JD) " _ dS (4.28)S

where C is the mass of the species in the fluid per unit volume of fluid,
_

3c is the species flux resulting from diffusion, and 3D is the flux resulting

; from dispersion(Bear 1972, po 643). Other forms of speciesexchange,such as
=

those caused by the Soret effect (thermal-related) are assumed to be

negligible.

With Sc as the rate of mass-species generation resulting from direct

-- injectionand chemicalreactionper unit volume of the system,the rate of

= increaseof the species (Ec)in the controlvolume is
z

.
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0 Ec = ,rv ScdV (4.29)

With RC as the rate of reactionor decay, the rate of disappearanceof

the chemical species (ec)caused'byeither radioactivedecay or an Arrhenius-

type chemical reaction in the fluid-solidmatrix is given by

ec : -,FvRcCedV (4.30)

Combining Equations(4.27)through (4.30)with the Gauss divergence

theoremand the fact that the V is arbitraryleads to the governingequation

for the conservationof chemical species

4.3.2.2 Govern________inqEQuation=forSpecie_sConcentration

The quantityCe in Equation (4.31)dependson how the chemical speciesis

partitionedbetweenthe solid matrix and the fluid. Denoting the fluid and

solid concentrationsby C and Cs, respectively,Ce becomes
z

£

Ce :0 C + (I -hT) Cs (4.32)
-

where it is assumedthat no chemicalspeciesare containedin the isolated

pores (nT - hD) (i.e.,the processesof advection,diffusion,and dispersion

do not exchange mass in these pores).
_

J In the SUMO code, adsorption-desorptionprocessesare responsiblefor the

partitioningof the radionuclidemass betweenthe fluid and the solid phases.

= In general, descriptionsof the sorptionprocessmay be classifiedas I) local

equilibriummodels and 2) disequilibriummodels. In either kind of model,

sorptionoccurs at the interfacebetweenthe liquid film and solid surface.

0
4 21_ °
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The disequilibrium models assume a time-dependent mass exchange between the
immobile and mobile liquids, and between the liquids and the solid (Goltz and

Roberts 1988). The disequilibrium models are more complex and assume a cer.-

tain geometry for the immobile region and diffuse mass from the immobile to

the mobile region (Sudicky and Frind 1982). The disequilibrium models result

in two concentration equations, one each for the mobile and the immobile

regions, and require extra parameters to characterize the processes.

The local equilibrium models assume that the solid and liquid phases are

in continuous reversible equilibrium (i.e., any change in the concentration in

the liquid is accompanied by an instantaneous corresponding change in the

concentration in the solid phase). Also, the concentration in the mobile and

immobile fluid regions is assumed to be the same. In the simplest of these

models, which is included in the SUMOcode, the solid surface available for

sorptionis assumedto be inverselyproportionalto the density of the solids.

This same model assumesthat the sorptionprocessis describedby a linear

Freundlichisotherm (Freezeand Cherry 1979, p. 403), such as that for satu-

rated media

0
C_ : Ps _ C (4.33a)

where kd is variouslycalled the distribution,sorption,or partitioncoeffi-

cient. Equa_._on(4.33a)impliesthat the adsorptionreaction is Fully

reversible,that is, that as the concentrationC in the solution increases,

the mass adsorbed by the solids is releasedback into the solution.

One additionalassumptionregardingthe extent of wetted surfaceunder

i variable saturationis required before Equation (4.33a)can be used for

unsaturatedmedia. One possible assumptionis that the wetting fluid will wet
_

all of the availablesolid surface,regardlessof liquid saturation. With

this assumption,which appearsto be appropriatefor higher saturations,no

modificationto Equation (4.33a)is required. On the other hand, especially

at lower saturations,one could assume that some of the pores are dry and that

thereforethe solid surfaceavailablefor sorptionis proportionalto satura-

tion. With the latter assumption,Equation (4.33a)is modified to

4.22 0
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0 Cs :a Ps kdC ,(4.33b)

Substitutionof Equation (4.33a)into (4.32)gives

Ce =0 C + (I - hT)Ps k_C (4.34)

which can be written

1

(1-nT)Ps kdl (4 35a)Ce=OC I+

Substitutionof Equation (4.33b)in (4.32)gives

(l-nT)P s kd (4 35b)Ce:OC I+ .
nD

The quantitywithin the brackets in Equation (4.35)is called the retardation

coefficient,RD. In terms of RD, Equation (4.35)takes the form

Ce :e RO C (4.36)

In moving fluid, RD representsthe ratio betweenthe migrationvelocitiesof

the fluid and the radionuclide. In general, it is analogousto specific

storage in the flow equation, lt representsthe capacity of the medium to

store the chemical species. In the presentversionof the SUMO code, the more
_

general definitionof RD providedby Equation (4.35b)is used. This is

becauseat higher saturations,0-, nD and the equationis identicalto

Equation (4.35a);otherwise,at lower saturations,Equation (4.35b)is more=

appropriate.

Z.
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From Fick's Law, the diffusionflux term is written as 0
+., ,

_Ic= - 0 DM _C C4.37)

where DM is the moleculardiffusivityof speciesin the fluid_m2/sec. In

saturatedmedia, 0 = nD, and the entire diffusiveporosityparticipatesin

mass exchange throughmoleculardiffusion.

The mechanicaldispersionterm is writtenas (Bear 1972, p. 646)

_ID= -nDD _c (4.38)

where _ is a second-ordertensorof principaldiagonalsof fluid dispersion,

mZ/sec.

Substitutionof Equations(4.32)through (4.36) into Equation (4.31)

gives the speciesconcentrationequation

, Q

(4.39)

In terms of the generalizedCartesianor cylindricalthree-dimensional

coordinates of 'the SUMOcode, this equation is

ot(eR_C). (I/r)O_(rUC)+Oy(VC)+a_(wc)=
=

(i/r)ax[r(eDM + _TDDx)@xC]+ ay[(ODM + 17DDy)ayC]+ (4.40)

- Oz[(ODM . noOzlazC] + s_ - 0 R_RC C

2:

J

•
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. 4.3.3 Coupling Terms

There is a one-waycoupling betweenthe concentrationequationand the

pressureequation;that is, while the pressurefield has an impacton the

concentrationsthroughthe velocity field, the reverseis not true.

The concentrationequation is coupledto the pressureequationthrough

the convectivevelocities. The strengthof this couplingdependson the

magnitudesof'the velocities. The ratio of the convectiveto the dispersive

transportof speciesis known as the Pecletnumber. How the concentration

equation is solved dependslargely on the value of the Peclet number. In the

absenceof convectivetransport,the equation is fully parabolic. When the

transportby dispersionand diffusionis negligiblecompared to that from

convection,the equationbecomes hyperbolic. The Peclet number plays a cru-

cial role in proper discretizationof these equations.

4.3.4 General Form of the GoverninqEQuations

Both governingequations[Equations(4.23)and (4.40)]have similar

mathematicalstructures. They are second-order,coupled,parabolicequations

and may be representedby the general transportequation

a atf + (I/r)ax(rb U F -r cX axF) +ay(b V F -_ ayF) +
(4.41)

az(bW F -cz azF)=S F -sF F

where F is the dependentvariable (P or C) and the variousother coefficients

and source terms are as summarizedin Table 4.1. In later discussionsof the

solutionof the governingequations,referencewill be made to Equation (4.41)

and its generic dependentvariable,F.

4.3.5 Auxiliary EQuations

In addition to the governingequationsjust described,severalauxiliary

equations are needed for complete descriptionsof the flow and transport

processes. These auxiliaryequationsincludedescriptionsof the initialand

boundaryconditionsand equationsof state that describethe dependenceof the

fluid and solid propertieson pressure,saturation,and mass concentration.
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TABLE4._I.. Coefficients and Source Terms of the General Transport OEquation for the Two Dependent Variables of the SUMOCode

F a b cX Cy cz SF sF

P Ss 0 Kx Ky Kz mv 0

C ORd I ODM + r/DDx BOM + I"IDDy eDM + r/DDz SC ePRdRC

4.3.5.1 Fluid Properties

For most applications of the SUMOcode, the primary fluid is liquid

water. For water at IO0°C, compressibility (m.sec_/kg) is on the order of

10"6; therefore changes in water density resulting from pressure variations

are neglected in the SUMOcode. However, if the fluid of interest is a gas,

the pressure dependence of density may have to be accounted for.

4.3.5.2 H_y_dr_.au._licPropertiesof SaturatedMedia
J

The two main parameters in the saturated flow equation [Equation (4.23)]

are the coefficient of specific storage and the hydraulic conductivity tensor.

Therefore the reference values of Ss and K must be specified for application dlh
_ of this equationto saturatedflow.

4.3.5.3 H_y_draulicProperties of PartiallySaturatedMedia

Though a singlegoverningequation [Equation(4.23)]was written for both

saturatedand unsaturatedflow, there are two major differencesbetweenthese

two types of flow. In saturatedflows, kr = I and is thereforeeliminated

from Equation (4.23). It,cannot be eliminatedfor unsaturatedflows, where kr

° depends on saturation, o, and is less than I. Also, while S_ is directly

specified for satura ad flow, this is not possible for unsatu,rated flow. The

value of Ss is the (negative)slope of the soil-moisturetension curve and

; therefore also depends on saturation. As will be discussed below, saturation

depends on pressurehead, so in the unsaturatedflow case the flow equation is

nonlinear.

Because of the simultaneouspresence of both liquid (i.e.,water) and gas

(i.e., air) in unsaturated media, liquid-gas interfaces are formed throughout.

These concave interfaces extend from grain to grain across each pore channel.

4.26
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The radius of curvatureon each interfacereflectsthe surfacetensionon thatinterface. Liquid in the unsaturatedzone is held under these_surfacetension

forces. The greater this force,the smallerthe amount of moisture held. The

! relationbetweenthe tensionforces and moisture coi_l_e_tis dependenton soil
(or rock) part'iclesizes and their arrangementsin t_,_aggregate. "Thisrela-

tion is often measured in the laboratoryand can be measureddirectly in the

field, lt is then specifiedas a basic hydraulicpropertyof the medium. The

relation0._ is hysteretic,i.e., it has differentshapes for wetting and

drying episodes. However, hystereticeffects are neglectedin the SUMO code.

Soil-moistureretention(0._) curves can be specifiedeither as an analy-

tic functionor as a table. Two options for analyticfunctionsare provided

•in SUMO. These are

1 I. The van Genuchten (1978)relation

O* = [1 + (_/_)n]_, h < 0 (4.42a)
J

8" = I, h > 0 (4.42b)

0 where e, m, and n are empirical constants and O* is the normalized water

content (or saturation), which is defined as
z

" O* 0 - Or
l = (4.43)

° - er

in which er is the residual (or immobile) moisture content. In the SUMOcode,

because of the way the diffusive and effective porosities have been defined,

__ 0r : nD .-nE (4.44a)

The coefficientsm and n are relatedthrough the equation

-__-
.
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m : (I - I/n) (4.44b) 0

2. The Brooks and Corey (1966)relation

8"= (_*)_, h < -_° (4.45a)

8*= I, h >_-_" (4.45b)

where _ is the air entry head and /3is an empiricalconstant.

From Equation (4.45a),it is apparentthat when 4 = _*, 8*= I (i.e.,

full saturationis approachedas _+ _*). Thus, for _._<4*, the soil is satu-

rated. No such cutoff point is stipulatedin the van Genuchtenrelation.

In additionto the analyticalfunctionsembedded in the SUMO code, any

arbitrarysoil-moisturecurve can be specifiedas a table of 8'4 values. For

any _ that is not includedin the table, the correspondingvalue of 0 is

obtainedthroughlinear interpolation.

Measurementof unsaturatedhydraulicconductivityin situ is difficult.

Therefore,unsaturatedhydraulicconductivities[or relativehydrauliccon-

ductivities,kr in Equation (4.7)]are usuallyestimatedbased on certain

physical attributesof the porous medium (e.g., pore radii, porosity,and

tortuosityfactor). The simplestformula for kr is based on generalizationof

Kozney'sapproach (Brutsaert1967)

kr= (8*)Y ' (4.46)

where y is an empiricalcoefficient. A value of y : 3.5 has been found to

agree well with experimentalobservations(Averjanov1950).

Other more complex formulaefor kr hav__,been derivedusing basic theory

of flow in capillaries. Burdine (1953)derived the relation
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I d O/Foz I d 0 (4.47)
,.

Substitutingthe van Genuchtenrelation, Equation(4.42),into (4.47),

Pr(El') = (O*)z[l -(1 -O*i/m) mI (4.48a)

If the Brooks and Corey moisture retentioncurve, Equation (4.45),is used

insteadof the van Genuchtenrelation,then

krCO*) = 0*(3+2//9) (4.48b)

By setting/9=[2/(y-3)],Equation (4.48b)reducesto the simple formulagiven

in Equation (4.46).

The formulaefor kr can also be written in terms of _. The formula

correspondingto the van Genuchtenmoisture retentioncurve is

kt(gO = l-(_)n-2 [l+(_/_)]'_n (4.49a)
[] +(,iVo,)"]2n'

while for the Brooks and Corey moisture retentioncurve, it is

kr(_) = (_,) _-3# (4.49b)

Mualem (1976)used a pore-sizedistributionin a modified form of the

Childs and Collis-George(1950)relation to obtain

,O i

kr = (0 .1/2) de / dO. (4.50)
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Using Equation (4.50),the formula for kr in terms of 8 is, for the van
Genuchtenrelation,

Rr(O ) = 0 "I/2 [1 +'-(I - O*I/m)m]2 (4.51a)
c

and for the Brooks and Corey relation,

kt(O*) = O*(s/z.z/#) (4.51b)

: The correspondingrelationsin terms of 0 become

[I .]m/2
z

= and

" 0

__ kt(,) = (_,.)-2-_B/2 (4.53)

_ Although other formulae for relative permeabilityare availablefrom the

literature,only these are used in the SUMO code. In addition,an option is

availableto specifyeither the kr.Oor the kt"_ curve in tabularform. If a

table is provided,linear interpolationis used to obtain the value of kr for

any value of _ or 8.

= 4.3.5.4 MechanicalD_ispersion

Transportby mechanicaldispersion is caused by the nature of flow in the

=- interconnectedpores of the medium (Bear 1972 p. 579) This phenomenon

occurs only in moving fluid and is the result of the velocityvariationsat

: smallerscales that are not resolvedby the model.
.

-_ In general, the coefficientof mechanicaldispersion,D, is a second-

order symmetrictensor (Bear 1972, p. 605), and a functionof both the medium

- and the fluid. To simplifythis term, a set of materialparameterscalled
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dispersivitiesare defined. Based on experimentalevidence,longitudinaland

transversedispersivitiesare definedto representthe processof mechanical

dispersion in the directionof the averagefluid velocityand the directions

orthogonalto it, respectively. The x, y, and z coordinatesin the SUMO code

are assumed to coincide with the principaldirectionsof the hydrauliccon-

ductivity. In contrast,the averagefluid velocitydoes not generallycoin-

cide with the x_ y, or z axis. To obtain the componentsof the dispersion

coefficiei_i:in/the directionsof the-axes_the followingequationssuggested

by Scheidiitage)_'j(!961) are used"

Dx =eL U / +CT (V/+W/) (4.54a)

Dy = eL V/ + eT (W/+LI/) (4.54b)

Dz =eL WI .eT (U/+V/) (4.54c)

where O_L and eT are the longitudinaland transversedispersivities,

0: respectively,and

U/ = UZ/_ (4.55a)

V/ : V2/_ (4.55b)

W! = W_/_ (4.55c)

where _ = (U2 + V2 + W2)I/2 (4.55d)

4.3.5.5 Boundaryand InitialConditions

The boundaryconditionsfor the three ,governingequationscan be repre-

sented in general as
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- aaF/aN= b(F - Fo)+ c (4.56) 8

where F representsP or C, dependingon which governingequation is under

consideration;N is a directionnormal to the boundary;and a, b, c, and F0

are constants. By selectingappropriatevalues of a, b, c, and Fo, three

types of boundary conditionscan be representedby Equation (4.56). These

boundary conditionsare

1. Dirichlet boundarycondition" Obtained by specifyingthat a = c =
O, and b = I. In other words, this conditionis representedby

F ='Fo (4.57a)

where Fo is the specifiedvalue of F at the boundary. This boundary
condition is also known as a fixed head or concentrationboundary
conditionfor the P and C equations,respectively.

2. Neumann boundarycondition: Obtained by specifyingthat b = O. In
this case, a is equal to either the hydraulicconductivityor the
dispersion coefficientfor the fluid flow and mass transportequa-
tions, respectively. Thus, this boundarycondition is

- aaF/aN = c (4.57b) 0

where c is the specifiedflux of fluid or chemical speciesper unit
surface area of the boundary.

3. Mixed (or radiation)boundarycondition: Obtained by substitutingc
= 0 in Equation (4.56),resultingin

- aaF/ON = b(F - Fo) (4.57c)

In this case, a has the same meaning as for Neumann boundarycon-
dition; b is the fluid or mass-transfercoefficient;and Fo is the
equilibriumvalue of F. Using the fluid flow equation as an

example, Fo may be specifiedas the steady-statepressure.

The initialconditioncan be any reasonablevalue of the variableunder

consideration. For ease of specification,linearlyvarying initialand

boundary conditionsare allowed, ioe.,

F =a *bx + cy +dz (4.58)
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where a, b, c, and d are constants, and x, y, and z are the coordinates of a

point either in the interior of the domain or on its boundary.

4.4 SOLUTIONOF.GOVERNINGEQUATIONS
e

The numericalsolutionto the governingand auxiliaryequationsdescribed

in Section4.3 is obtained in two steps: I) using the nodal point integration

method,the governingequationsare discretizedinto a set of algebraicequa-

tions; and 2) the matrix of algebraicequations is solved. Alternatechoices

for "integrationprofiles"in step I and different "matrixsolution"methods

in step 2 provideadaptabilityto problems of increasingdifficulty. This

sectionis devotedto a discussionof these two steps. The generic transport

equationgiven in Equation (4.41)provides a convenientbasis for these

discussionsand will be referredto throughoutthis section.

4.4.1 Discr.etization Method

To transform the differential equations into their algebraic analogues,

: the method of Nodal Point Integration(NPI) is employed (Gosmanet al. 1969;

= Patankar 1980; Runchal 1969). The NPI method is also referredto in the

qp..; literatureas the "finite-volume"or the "integratedfinite-difference"method
_

(Edwards1969; Narasimhanand Witherspoon1976). The method does not involve

direct replacementof the governingequationderivativeswith numericalones,

as would conventionalfinite-differenceschemes. Rather, the basic principle

-_ of the NPI method is to analytically"integrateassumedpolynomialprofilesfor

the dependent variable [F in Equation (4.41)] over a time step and a finite

volume that is located within the overal _ calculation domain. This integra-

" tion approach bears some resemblance to the finite-element method° However,

it also differs from the finite-element method, in that it intrinsically

maintains (approximately) the mass and material balances at the local scale of

an element, leading to a potentially more accurate numerical formulation than

that of the finite-element method.=

The NPI method implemented in the SUMOcode uses hybrid profile functions

(Runchal1972). These functionsare constructedafter the spatialdomain is

discretizedinto a set of finite volumesby imposinga grid.
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4.4.1.1 The Spatial Grid D
v

The spatial grid used in the SUMOcode is constructed with three mutually

perpendicular surfaces. In the Cartesian coordinate system, these surfaces

are planes that correspond to the right-handed orthogonal (x,y,z) coordinates.

In both coordinate systems, the z axis is taken to be vertical and positive in

the upward direction. Except as noted otherwise, the (x,y,z) notation will be

used. The discussion can also relate, however, to the (r,O,z) system by

substituting r for x and 0 for y. The grids are shown in Figures 4°2 and 4.3

for Cartesianand cylindricalcoordinates,respectively. The dashed lines

representthe grid surfaces. Horizontalcross sectionsthroughthese grids

are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

In the followingdiscussion,the grid surfaces (oy"qrid lines, in two

dimensions)are identifiedby the indices I, J, and K the x, y, and z

directions, respectively. Over the domain, these gr_d surfaces are numbered

=: from I to IMAX, I to JMAX, and I to KMAXin the x, y, and z directions,

respectively. Grid nodes are points where the three mutually perpendicular

surfaces intersect. The total number of nodes (internal plus boundary) in the

' " 0- domain is thus IMAX,jMAX.KMAX.

The actual integrationand solutionof the governingequationsof the

SUMO code proceedsby referencenot to the grid surfacesor nodes but to the.

elements. These elements are also referred to as the control volumes or

cells. Each internal grid node has an associated element or control volume,

and the boundary grid nodes are on the edges of elements. 'The control volume

for each node is obtained by drawing surfacesthat are locatedexactlymidway_

betweenthe grid surfaces. The cell surfacesare drawn as solid lines in-

Figures4.2 through 4.5. Because the grid surfacesmay be unevenlyspaced,

the controlvolume sizes associatedwith nodes may vary from one node to

another. The actual physicaldomain of a problem is thus completelycovered

- by a discretenumber of contiguouselements. The boundarynodes surrounding

the physicaldomain are employedto impose boundaryconditionson the problem.

A typicalcell, or element, is shown for the Cartesiangrid system in

Figure4.6 and for the cylindricalgrid in Figure 4.7. A horizontalcross

sectionthroughthe Cartesianelement of Figure 4.6 is shown in Figure 4.8.
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----'- CellFace

------ GridLine sgloloTs.3

FIGURE_4._2.Illustrationof the CartesianGrid Arrangement

z

The node, P, enclosed in the cell has the grid indices (I,J,K)o The value of

the dependentvariableF at node P (and all internalnodes) is assumedto be

influencedby the six nodes that are the node's immediateneighbors;these are

- denoted by E (east) W (west) N (north) S (south) U (up) and D (down).

The respective indices for these nodes are (I+I,J,K), (I-.1,J,K), (I,J+I,K),

-_ (I,J-I,K),(I,J,K+I),and (I,J,K-I). The correspondingcell faces are denoted

r,

=
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EIGURE 4_.3. Illustration of the Cylindrical System
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: FIGURE 4.4. Horizontal Cross Section Through a Z Plane for the
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FIGURE 4.5. Horizontal Cross Section Through a Z Plane for the
Cylindrical Grid System
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_FIGUR._E_4_._Z.Typical Grid Cell in Cylindrical Coordinates
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by e, w, n, s, u, and d. Each of the cell faces lies exactly midway between

the elementnode P and the nearestneighbor in the given direction. The

number of internalnodes and, equivalently,the total number of cells is

(IMAX-2),(JMAX-2)°(KMAX-2).

During numericalmanipulations,the values of pressurehead and con-

centrationare defined at the grid nodes. The flux variables(i.e.,velocity

and mass fluxes) are definedat the cell faces. The U velocity locationsfall

midway between the grid nodes in the x direction,the V velocity locations

fall midway between the grid nodes in the y direction,and the W velocity

locationsfall midway betweenthe grid nodes in the z direction. The use of

this "staggered"grid approachallows a more naturaldescriptionof the

physical systemwhere fluxesare defined at elementboundariesand intrinsic

propertiesat,element interiors. The index notationemployed is such that the

velocitycllmponentsat the w (west),s (south),and d (down) faces of the

controlvo'_umeare denotedby the same i, j, and k index values as the F

values at the associatedgrid node (i.e.,Fijk and Uijk indicesare the same).

4.4.1.2 Inteqrationover a Cell

Conceptually,discretizationof the governingequationsderivesfrom

integrationover each individualcell and over each time step. Given the

generalEquation (4.41),for a node P as shown in Figure 4.8, the integral is

t (4.59)
Vp

where L,, Lx, and Lz are partialderivativeoperators,i.e.,

: a,[(bUF)-. a,r)] (4.60,)

Ly = Oy[(b V F) -(oy OyF)] (4.60b)

Ez = az[(bWF) - CzazF)] (4.60c)
_
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If a polynomialprofile for F (and other terms, such as SF) is assumed

during the time interval[t, t+at] and over the volume V, then Equation (4.59)

can be integratedanalyticallyto obtain an algebraicequationapplicableto

node P. This procedureis followedto obtain an algebraicequation for each

.... internalnode.

4.4.1.3 T_em.poralInteqration

Assuming a linear time variationof F at node P(I,J,K),the time integral

of the term containingthe time derivativeand decay terms of Equation (4.59)

is

t ]v at(aF) + sF F dV,dt : a(Fn+1- F ) + sF&t F +IdV (4.61a')

In Equation(4.61a),Fn+land Fn are the values of F at points in volume V at

time steps n+1 and n, respectively[ire.,Fn+1= F(tn+l)and Fn = F(tn) where

tn+I _ tn+at]. For the remainingterms in Equation (4.59},the time integral
is written as

0
t_t (L_. Ly+ Lz - SF) dV dt =at LX + Ly + Lz - S dV (4.61b)

V

The superscriptsk, m, i, and j in Equation(4.61b)each correspondto some

time in [t,t+at]. In terms of time steps,n <_k,m,i,j_<n+1. Particular

choices of values for k, m, i, and j give rise to differentnumericalschemes

_nd solutionmethods. The schemesused in the SUMO code are

I. k-m=i:j=n. That is, all values in Equation (4.61b)are evaluatedat
the previoustime step and hence are known. This is a fully expli-
cit formulation. In this formulation,only one unknown, F(t+at),
remains in the equationfor a node. The point successiveover-
relaxation(PSOR)method in the SUMO code uses this type of
formulation.

2. k:m=i=j:n+1..That is, all values in Equation (4.61b)are those at
the new time step. In this case, values of F(t+at)for not only
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node P, but also all of its neighboringnodes, appear in the equa-
tion for node P. This is the fully implicitformulation. The
Gaussianeliminationroutine uses this formulation.

3. Three substepsare taken to completethe solution for a time step.
In the first substep,k = n+1; in the second,m = n+1; and in the
third, i : n+1, while all other superscriptsare held equal to n.
This formulationis used in conjunctionwith the alternating
directionimplicit(ADl) method of solution in the SUMO code.

These various solutionmethods have their own accuraciesand stability

characteristicsand differ greatly in requirementsof computermemory.

4.4.1.4 S_p_ati___a_]_lInteqration

Alternativemethodsare provided in the SUMO code for spatialintegration

of the terms appearingin Equation (4.61). From an inspectionof this equa-

tion, it is apparentthat the spatialterms fall into four categories: I) the

diffusionterms with characteristicsecond-orderspace derivatives,2) the

convectionterms with first-orderspace derivatives,3) the sourceand sink

terms, and 4) the accumulationterms with first-ordertime derivative.

In the NPI formulation,integrationproceedsby the assumptionof a

suitable inter-nodalprofilefor the piecewisevariationof the state varia-

bles [F of Equation (4.41)]From one grid node to another. In the approach

taken, the diffusiveand convectiveterms are considered separately,each with

its own characteristicprofile. 'Thisapproach is illustratedbelow for the

Cartesiancoordinatesystem. The developmentof the equationsproceeds

identicallyfor the cylindricalcoordinatesystem.

The integralof the x-directionalcomponent(11)of 'thediffusionterm

in Equatio_ (4.61)is written

),t_s't.Fvax(c" a.F) dV dt (4.62)II = .t p

By applicationof the divergencetheorem,this equation is

:°l r axF>i.dsdt (4.63)11 Jt JSijk
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where i is the vector componentin the x direction and Sijk is the bounding

I_ surfaceof the elementfor point P at (I,J,K). In the Cartesiancoordinate

system_the surface is made up of six rectangularsurfaces. Equation (4.63)

becomes

where e and w denote the values of the quantity at the e and w faces of the

element,as shown in Figure4.8.

Furtherintegrationnow proceedsby assumingthat in the interval

Xi.! _ X _<Xi+1_ Yj-I-<Y -<Yj.I'and ZR.I _<Z <_ Zk+l, the state variable F is

representedby the piecewisequadraticpolynomial

2 2 2 (4.65)F = ao + alx + a2x + a3Y + a4y + a5z + a6z

where the a's are arbitraryconstants. This yields

axFlw= aI + 2a2xiq/2 (4.66a)

a,Fle: al+ 2azxi+i/_ (4.66b)

Also, Equation (4.65) impliesthat for nodes W, P, and E of Figure 4.8,

2 2 2

FW : a_+ alx__I + a2xi_I + a3Yj + a4,yj + aszk : a6zk (4.67a)

Fp aB+ alXi + a2xi2 2 2= + a3yj + a4yj + aszk+ aBZk (4.67b)
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z 2 2 (4 67c)
FE = a_+aixi+I + a2xi+I + a3yj + a4yj + asz_ . aBzk

Because

xi.,i/2= (xl+Xi-l)/ 2 (4.68a)

and

xi,i/2= (xi + xi,l)/ 2 (4.68b)

Equation(4.67)yields

(Fp- Fw)/ (xi -Xi_l) = aI + 2azxi_1/2 (4.69a)

i

and

(FE - Fp)/ (xi+I - xi) = aI + 2a2xi,i/2 (4.69b)

• Comparisonof Equation (4.69)with (4.66)gives

axFIw= (Fp-FW) / (xi - xi_l) (4.70a)

and

a Fle= (FE- Fp)/ (xi+I - xi) (4.70b)

In the notationof Figure 4.8, these may be written more compactlyas

a.FI. : (Fp -F W) / 6xw (4.71a)

and

axFle= (FE -Fp) / 6xe (4.71b)
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Q where _ is xr -xi_I and _xe is xi.I -x i.

On the assumptionthat cX stays constantacross a cell face, Equation

(4.64)becomes

where the cell face areas Ae and AW are given by

--(Yj+I/2- Yj-I/2)(zk+i/2- Zk-i/2): _ (4.73)

and Cxe and Cxn are respectivelythe averagevalues for CX in the east and west

directionsfrom point P.

To completethe transformationof this integral,assume that a repre-

sentative(average)value of Fm betweenF(t) and F(t+6t) exists. In general,

this may be written as

F F(t) . F(t.St) (4.74)

Three choices for e are provided in the SUMO code. These are the fully expli-

cit schemewith e = I, the implicit schemewith e = O, and the ADl schemewith

intermediatevalues of _.

The final form of the integral11 is now

where

: Cxw& 6t / 6_ (4.76a)
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BE : Cxe Ae 6t / 6xe (4.76b) 0

Similarly,the integralsfor the y and z directionaldiffusionterms of

Equation4.61b may be written as

where

Bs = CysAs6t/ 6ys (4.79a)

BN : Cynan6t / 6yn (4.79b)

BD: CzdAd6t/ _Yd (4.79C) ®
4

Bu : czuAuSt/ Syu (4.79d)

such that

6Ys = Yj - Yj-I (4.80a)

6Yn = Yj*I - Yj (4.80b)

_Zd = Zk - Zk-1 (4.80C)

6Zu :ZR,I -Zk (4.80d)

AS : (Zk+z/2- Zk_Z/2)(Xi+i/2-Xi_i/2): An (4.80e)
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Ad : (Xi+i/Z- Xi-I/Z)(Yj+I/Z- Yj-I/2): _ (4.80f)

The values of the diffusion coefficients at the interfaces, C in

Equations (4.76) and (4.79), are taken to be functions of the values at their

nearest neighbor nodes. Four choices for these functions are available in the

SUMO code" I) harmonic mean, 2) geometric mean, 3) arithmetic mean, and 4)

upwind value. For Cxw, these four functional forms are, respectively,

Cx.:2 CxwCxp/ (Cxw+Cxp) (4.81a)

C×w (CxW CxP)I/Z (4.81 b)

Cxw = (Cxw +Cxp) / 2 (4.81c)

Cx" =Cxw, if U > O; Cx, = Cxp, if U < 0 (4.81d)

where Cxw and Cxp are the values of the diffusion coefficient cX at the nodes W

and P (Figure 4.8). In fully saturated flow problems, the harmonic mean

option appears to give the best results; for the unsaturated flow problems,

the geometric mean option seems to work best.

The integral of the x-directional component of the convection term in

Equation (4.41) is written as

P

Proceeding as we did for the diffusion term, this integral can be written

as

( ° )14 :_ beU_"Fe _ _ b.Uwm FmW_ 6t (4.83)
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where e

be = (bE + bp)/ 2 (4.84a)

b, = (bw + bp)/ 2 (4.84b)

Fern= fe Fm -E + (I fe)Fp (4 84c)

m (4 84d)Fwm:f,,,Fwm +(I -fw)Fp

Becausethe second-orderpolynomial[Equation(4.64)]is used,

fe : f,, : I/2 (4.85)

However, the use of this polynomialfor the convectiveterms may lead to

,. numerical instabilityif the grid Peclet number exceedsa critical value of 2

(Patankar1980, p. 82). In the presentcontext,the grid Peclet number for

the x-directionflux at locatione of the contro'1volume would be

Pe= belull / (4.86)

where Xe is the local grid size and Ue is the velocitycomponentin the x

direction. To combat this instability,the SUMO code employsthe hybrid

approach (Runchal1972; Spalding 1972) to select suitablevalues for f in

Equation (4.84). In this approach,the second-orderpolynomialof Equa-

tion (4.64)is employed if the local grid Pecletnumber is less than 2.

Otherwise,an upwind (or donor) scheme is employed. The general expressions

for f in Equation (4.84) are then given by

fe :0.5-0.25 (Pe/'IPel)[I +(lIPel - 21) / (IPel -' 2)] (4.87a)
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The convectiveintegraIof Equation (4.83)can alternativelybe written

as

4 = _ + m _ + _, ') m

where
i

CW = bw UwmAW6t (4.89a)

Ill •
CE = beUe _ 6t (4 89b)

c_=% IC_'l (4.89c)

cE= feI_'I (4.89d)

By analogy,the convectiveintegralsin the y and z directionare written

as

(.;)( ;) ,)mIs = CNFN - F + CSFS - F + - CN Fp

16 = Cu(FUm_ fpm)+ CD(FDm _ pp)+ (CD' _ Cu')mpp (4.91)

!

where

Cs' = bs Usm A_6t (4.92a)
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@C N =b n Umn An 6t (4.92b)

f

CD : bd Udm A_ 6t (4.92c)

Cu' : bu Uum Au 6t (4.92d)

Cs f, I I 14.92e)

c. =fRIC,I (4.92f)

co: f_ i%"i (4.92g)

@i

Cu : f,, ICL,I (4.92h)

where the b's and f's are defined analogously to Equations (4.84) and (4.87).

The source term, S of Equation (4.41) is discretized as

17 = Vp

= Spm Vp _t (4.93b)

where

Vp = [(xi+ I - xr_}) (Ya.1 " Yj-.I) (Zk,z " Zk-l)]/8 (4.94)
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As indicatedin Equation (4.61a),the decay rate term, sF F, of Equa-

tion (4,41)is alwaysdiscretizedat the tildelevel t+6t, so

n+_Fpn+I= Sp Vp6t (4 95b)

For the accumulationterm, 19, the F is assumedto remain constant over
the Cell so that

4.4.1,5 .A_IcIebraicAnaloque of the GeneralTransportEQuation

The algebraicanalogueof the general transportequation [Equa-

tion (4.41)]can now be obtainedby combiningEquations(4.75) through (4.96).

The new equation is written as

(4.97)

s;v__t-,p" Fp_'v,6t-

' ' ') mCw'-C E' +Cs -C_, *C D' C,u Fp
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where 0

AW : BW + Cw (4.98a)

AE : BE + CE (4.98b)

As = Bs + Cs (4.98c)

AN = BN + CN (4.98d)

Ao : BD + CD (4.98e)

: Bu. % (4.98f)

and the superscriptm indicatesthe time at which various values are taken

(tm=tn or tm=tn+1).

From the continuityequation,the last term on the right-handside of Q

Equation (4.97)is identicallyzero for incompressiblefluids and negligible

for fluidswith small compressibility. Equation (4.97)can be written irla

more compactlyas

ApF£+I = ap Vp F£ + _M {AM(F£ - FI)+ M_ (-1)k CM' F£ ] + S£ Vp 6t (4.99)

where M takes values of E, W, N, S, U, and D, respectively;k is +I for M = W,

S, or D, and is-I otherwise;and

Ap : apVp+ spn+iVp6t (4.100)

Both the explicitand implicitversionsof Equation (4.100)can be solved

with the SUMO code.
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4.4.2 Inclusion of Boundar_yConditions in Alqebr.aic An_
The general form of the boundary condition, as discussed in Section 4.3,

is

- a aF/aN = b(F - Fo) + c (4.101)

where N represents a direction normal to a boundary. Suitable choices for a,

b, c, and Fo allow representation of Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed boundary

conditions. The algebraic equations for nodes located next to boundaries are

modified to account for Equation (4.101). As an example, consider that the

node W, to the west of node P in Figure 4.8, is a boundary node. To incorpo-

rate Equation (4.101). into the algebraic analogue for node P, it is written as

- a (Fp- Fw)/ 6xw =b(Fw - Fo)+c (4.102)

where the value of Fp is taken at the advanced time t+_t (or at time step

n+1). Equation (4.102) is now solved for FWto yield

Q

Finally, Equation(4.103)is substitutedinto the algebraicequation [Equa-

tion (4.99)]for node P, which eliminatesFW from that equation.

Thus, when the coefficientmatrix is formed,the boundary conditionsare

includedin it implicitly. Once the equationsare solved (i.e.,the value of

Fp is obtained),Equation (4.103)is used again to obtain the value of F (in

the case of Neumannand mixed boundary conditions)at the boundary.

4.4.3 Solutionof AlqebraicEquati.ons

4.4.3.1 ExplicitSolutionMethod

For explicitsolutionof Equation (4.99),the superscriptm is replaced

by n; that is, all of the Fm values appearingon the right-handside of
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Equation (4.99)are assumedto be those at time t [see Equation (4.74)]. i

Equation (4.99)can then be rearrangedto read

= .n CN Fp + Sp Vp _Tt,(4.104)
M M

Becauseall quantitieson the right-handside of Equation (4.104)are known

from initialconditionsat time t Fn.1 is easily evaluatedby a simple' p

substitution. The substitutionis performedin a point-by-pointmanner.

Three alternativesare availablefor the order of this substitution. In the

first, the substitutionstarts along the x direction (I = I to IMAX), then

along the y direction (J = I to JMAX), and finallyalong the z direction (K =

I to KMAX). This is called a "sweep in the x direction." For the second

alternative,the substitutionis performedin the order y, z, and x, and in

the third, it is performed in the order z, x, and y. These last two

alternativesare called sweeps in the y and z directions,respectively.

4.4.3.2 Impli.citSolutionMethod

For the implicitsolutionof Equation (4.99),the superscriptm is

replaced by n+1; Equation (4.99)then becomes

+ Z AM + (-1)k+l CM Fp = 'Z AM FM + Spn (4.i05a)
M M

where

n + cn (4 I05b_Spn = an VpFp _p Vp6t • ,

There are at most seven unknowns (at node P and its six nearest neigh-

bors) in Equation (4.105a). For those nodes that have no boundary node as

their neighbor,the number of unknowns is exactlyseven. Values of F for

boundary nodes are eliminatedfor equationsof nodes locatednext to domain

boundaries. Thus, for these nodes, the number of unknowns is less than seven.

Writing the set of equationsfor all the nodes createsa hepta-diagonal
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matrix. This coefficientmatrix is of banded form and very sparse. The

actual band width depends on the way the nodes are numbered. In the SUMO

code, nodes are numbered in the order of first increasingthe I index, then

the J, and then the K index. With this numberingsystem,the band width is

2_(IMAX-2).(JMAX-2).To get an idea of the sparsityof the coefficient

matrix, considera grid whose dimensionsare 10 by 12 by 15. The total number

of nodes in this grid is 1800. The number of internalnodes is 1040. Thus,

the coefficientmatrix has 1040"1040= 1,081,600elements,of which less than

1040"7 = 7,280 are nonzero.

Only iterativemethods for solvingthe matrix of equationsare included

in the SUMO code. Althoughdirect solutionmethods are accurate,elements

within the band width become nonzeroduring eliminationprocedures;thus these

methods requirea large amount of storageand can be used only for relatively

small grids. Iterativemethods can be implementedwith a limitedamount of

storagespace and are thereforepreferablefor large grids.

The alternatingdirection implicit (ADl)method completesthe solution

for each time step in three substeps. In the first substep,Equation (4.102)

is replacedwith

Ap + _ AM + (-I)k CM Fp = AE FE + AW FW Sp S n (4.106a)
M

where

n n n n (4 I06b)Sn = As Fs + AN FN + AD FD + AU Fu

Equation (4.106)generatesa tri-diagonal(no more than three unknowns

per node) matrix that is easily solved using the Thomas algorithmto yield

values of F*. For the next substep, anotherapproximation,F**,is obtained

from

Fp As Fs _ FN... So . _n (4.I07a)
M
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where O

S* =AW F* +AE F* +AD F* +AU F* (4.107b)

Finally,the solution for Ct is completedby a third approximation,

Fp , which is obtained from

.]_ ,,, .,,, _,,, ,, n (4 108a)
A_+_ AM+ (-1)kC_Fp =Ao_0 +% Fu +S .Sp •

M

where

S" = Aw Fw" + AE FE + As Fs" . AN FN'* (4.108b)

*** n+l O
In many instances,Fp provides an acceptableapproximationto Fp .

However, the SUMO code providesfor the iterativesolutionof Equa-

tions (4.106)through (4.108)for a user-specifiednumber of cycles at each

time step°

The procedureabove describesthe solutionprocessthat proceeds first in

the x direction [Equation(4.106)],then in the y direction [Equa-

tion (4.107)],and finally in the z direction[Equation(4.108)]. In a manner

similarto the explicit solutionmethod,the SUMO code also providesfor

sweeps to be conducted in the y-znx and z-x-y directions.

4.4.4 Treatmentof Nonlinearities

The governingequation for fluid pressure,Equation (4.24),may have mild

nonlinearitiesas a result of expressionssuch as storativity(Ss)and

relative permeability(Kt)being functionsof pressure. If time steps are

suitable,these minor nonlinearitiespresentno great difficultyin solution.
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In general, it is assumedthat the values of these pressure-dependentexpres-

sions are taken from the solutionsat the previoustime step. That is, these

quantitieslag the solutionby one time step.

The governingequation for pressure,Equation (4.23),under conditionsof

partial saturationcan be highly nonlinear. This is apparentfrom the soil-

moisture relationsdiscussedin Section4.3. For most soiis and rocks, the

degree of nonlinearityincreasesas the saturationdecreases. To deal with

these nonlinearities,an iterativemethod is followed in the SUMO code.

Three iterativemethodsfor nonlinearequationsare discussed by Huyakorn

and Pinder (1983,p. 156): I) Picard, 2) Newton-Raphson,and 3) Chord Slope.

Of these, the Picardmethod is the simplest,requiresno additionalstorage,

and is currently implementedin the SUMO code.

In the Picard (or successivesubstitution)method, solutionbeginswith

an initialguess, usuallythe user-specifiedinitialconditions. Values of

parametersthat are functionsof the dependentvariableare calculatedusing

this guess and then substitutedinto Equation (4.99). Solutionof Equation

(4.99) provides a new estimateof the solution,and the process is repeated

until a user-specifiedconvergencecriterionis satisfied.

Two options for determiningconvergenceare provided in the SUMO code:

max

i=l,Nl(l- Fi(k+1)/Fi(k) I< e (4.110)

and

(I/N) (I [F_(k+1)/Fl(k)])2_ _<_ (4.111)

where N is the total number of internalnodes, k is the iterationnumber,and

e is the specifiedconvergencelimit.
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4.4.5 Choice of SpatialGrid and Time Steps

The design of the spatialgrid and the choice of time steps for a given

problemdepend on severalcompetingobjectives. A need for detailed and

accuratesolutionssuggeststhe use of a fine-meshspatialgrid and small time

steps, but limitationson computerresources (specificallymemory and execu-

tion time) restricttheir use. In practice,considerationsof computational

cost, the accuracy and stabilityof the numericalsolution,output needs with

respectto locationsand times, and accommodationof special physicalfeatures

(boundaries,heterogeneities,and sources) all influencethe design of the

spatialgrid and the choice of time steps. Some of the factorsthat should be

consideredin choosing grid spacingand time steps are discussedbelow.

4.4.5.1 Desiqn of SpatialGrid

The spatialvariationin hydraulic,thermal, and mass transportproper-

ties should be adequatelyrepresentedby the grid. The material properties

are specifiedat grid nodes and are assumedto remain constantwithin a cell.

I'Fthese propertieschange in a discontinuousmanner, as is common in layered

media, spatialgrids should be designed such that a cell face coincideswith

the boundarybetweentwo layersthat have differingcharacteristics. For

problemswith continuouslyvaryingproperties,the cell size should be smaller

in regionswhere the variationin properties is relativelyrapid, and "larger

where the variationis more gradual. In general, a uniformlyaccurate

solutionmay be expected if the propertiesof interestvary uniformlyacross

the cells of interest,

To design the grid, it is helpful to sketch the domain and all of the

zones in which the propertieshave differentvalues. Becausethe material

propertiesbetween a cell's node and its face (in a given directionfrom the

node) are constant,cell faces should be locatedwhereverpropertiesare

expected to change abruptly. As a practicalminimum, three cells are

necessaryto adequatelydefine a distinctgeologic layer. A layer as thin as

1 m shouldbe representedby three cells; more cells will be required for

representingthickerformations.
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For a varietyof reasons,solutionsmay be needed on a finer scale in
some parts of the domain than in others. For example, interestmay be focused

on areas where temperaturesor chemicalconcentrationsare high. In such

areas, smallercells should be used.

Geologic and artificialfeatures,such as fracturesand igneousdikes or

boreholes,wells, and tunnels,are distinguishablefrom the geologiccontinuum

by their physicalpropertiesand scales. To accuratelyrepresentthese fea-

tures, cell sizes that are comparableto the sizes of these features (i.e., to

the sizes of their openings,thicknesses,and diameters)shouldbe used.

Hydraulichead and chemical concentrationsare expectedto change

relativelyrapidlyclose to sourcesand sinks of fluid and mass. If large

cells are used in such areas, unacceptableerrorsmay occur in the solution.

As a general principle,finer-meshgrids should be used in areas where the

values of the state variablesare expectedto change rapidly.

Some boundariesare naturalgeologicfeatures. For instance,a river may

form a boundaryat which it is appropriateto specifyhydraulicheads. Cell

sizes should be comparativelysmall in proximityto these boundaries. In
contrast,arbitraryboundariesthat do not representnaturalgeologic features

are usually locatedat large distances(in theory, at infinitedistance) from

the area of interest. Near these boundaries,coarse-meshgrids can be used.

However, in problemswith boundariesat infinity,it is advisableto discern

whether the boundariesare indeedlocated sufficientlyfar away that they do

not affect the solution.

The amount of computer memory required for solving a problem is propor-

tional to the number of computational cells. Consequently, an upper limit to

the number of computational cells is imposed by the capacity of the available

computer memory. An estimation of appropriate cell size, based on considera-

tions discussed above, may require adjustment to remain within this limit.

The time required to solve a problem is a nonlinear function of the

number of grid cells. The time of computation increases in a ratio that
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varies from the square to the cube of the number of cells. In some cases, the
maximumallowable computation time may restrict the maximumnumber of com-

putational cells.

4.4.5.2 Choice of Time Steps

The size of time steps is determined by the time scales that are char-

acteristic of the propagation of pressure, diffusion, and convective trans-

ients. These time scales depend on the cell sizes and on the material

properties.

The choice of time steps is also influenced by numerical stability. In

general, a stable numerical scheme controls the growth of numerical error as

the solution advances with time. The two types of instabilities that may be

encountered are weak instability, in which the solution oscillates about a

mean value, and strong instability, in which divergence from the true solution

increases monotonically. Both types of instabilities can be removed by

shortening the time steps. However, for overcoming strong instability,

alternate solution methods may be more economical.

Let 6L represent the length of one edge of a computational cell. Depend-
ing on the coordinate direction under consideration, 6L equals 6x, 6y, or 6z.

Let KL represent the hydraulic conductivity in the L direction of the cell
under consideration (L could be in the x, y, or z direction). The char-

acteristic time scale (6tpL) for the propagation of transient pressure (or

hydraulic head) effects in the L direction for that cell is given by

6tpL : Ss 6L 2/Kt (.4. 112)

A similar equation can be written for each cell. The smallest of these

characteristic time..scale values for all cells in the grid represents the time

scale for pressure transients (6tp). The term 6tp is an approximation of the

time required to propagate a pressure change across a cell. If the computa-

tional time step, 6t, is much larger than 6tp, then it is possible that the

variation of pressure with time will be missed across some of the cells in the

grid. Therefore, for problems in which prediction of time-dependent pressures
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is important,6tp can be used as a guide in selectingappropriatetime steps.For the ADl method of solution,there is no theoretical limit on 6t for

stability,but for physicallyaccurate solutions,6t should be kept less than

10 times 6tp.

Pressure transientsmay be thoughtof as waves of differentfrequencies.

As the high-frequencycomponentspass across the computationalgrid, the

severityof pressuretransientsdecreases.Therefore, it is possible to

graduallyincreasethe size of the time step as the solutionadvanceswith

time.

A time scale for diffusionis defined in a manner similarto the time

scale for pressuretransients:

6tD = _L2/(2_) (4.113)

where DL is the hydrodynamicdispersioncoefficientin the L direction (which

can be x, y, or z). lt is the sum of the moleculardiffusioncoefficientand

the coefficientof mechanicaldispersion. As with 6tD, the smallestvalue of

6to in the grid is selected. If diffusionand dispersionare major considera-

tions, the choiceof size of the time step should be guided by the value of

6tD. For the PSOR method to be stable,the computationaltime step size, 6t,

should be less than 6tD. For other methods,6t should be less than 10 times

6tD•

Time Scale of Convection. The time scale of convectionis based on the

flow velocityof fluid and is defined as

6tc =6LIUL (4.114)

where UL is the fluid velocityin the L direction (whichcan be x, y, or z).

The constrainton size of the computationaltime step, 6t, based on Equa-

tion (4.114),is often stated in terms of the Courantnumber,or Co, which is

defined as
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Co = 6t/6tc = (UL 6t)/6L (4.115)
' ,

For the PSORmethod to remain stable,Co must not exceed unity. For other

methods, Co must not exceed 10 times 6tc.

Other Time Scales. The time scalesdefined above are the most common

ones. However,in certainproblems,other timescales may apply. These other

time scales apply whenevertime-dependentphenomenaare included in the

problem. For example, time-varyingsourcesand sinks and time-dependent

boundaryconditionswould inherentlyhave associatedtime scales. The general

rule in such cases is that the size of the computationaltime step, 6t, must

: be kept less than any of the other time scales of a problem. Thus the effect

of the variation of time on any phenomenonwith a time scale less than 6t will

not manifest itself in the solution.

z
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5.0 POPULATIONDOSE AND HEALTH EFFECTSMODEL

A generic illustrationof exposurepathwaysto humans from an arbitrary

contaminantsource is given in Figure 5.1. This sectiondescribesthe par-

ticular exposurepathways and associateddose models that are implementedin

the SUMO code. The discussionis divided as follows:

• Calculationof the effectivedose equivalent

• Pathwaydose calculations: models to determinetotal population
doses from importantpathways

• Incorporationof sources: specificationand use of source terms

• Airborne release: models for estimatingaverageair concentrations
downwind of an airbornereleaseand definitionof the population-
exposure factor

• Waterbornerelease: definitionof the populationexposedto a
waterbornerelease

• Environmentalconcentrations" models to estimate importantair and
water pathwayconcentrations

• Specialmodels for 3H and 14C" models that imputehealth effectstoonly the portionsof these speciesthat are released from a
repository

• Generalconsiderations.

The first-generationSUMO code uses only the waterbornedose model.

However, becausethe capabilityto model airbornereleaseshas been retained

in the code in anticipationof future analysesof gas-phase14Creleases,the

exposure models for both airborneand waterbornereleasesare described. The

dose models and supportingdocumentationare extractedfrom the GENII system

(Napieret al. 1988). However, all of the coded routineshave been sub-

stantiallymodifiedto fit into the SUMO framework.

The analysesperformedby the dose models are structuredin time to

correspondto a series of consecutive70-yearperiods. Within each 70-year

period, averageparametervalues (appropriateto the period) are used to per-

form the analyses.
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5.1 C__A_CULATIONOF THE EFFECTIVEDOSE EQU!VAL.ENT

O
The total dose or lifetimeeffectivedose equivalent,DL, is calculated

by summingthe externaldose, DEXT, and the weighted sum of the internaldose,

DINTo, to each organ. The lifetimeeffectivedose equivalentfor a 70-year

period is

DL =_ DINTo Wo +DEXT (5.1)
o

Externaldoses and cumulativedoses to each internalorgan are calculated

for each 70-year period. The externaldose, DEXT, is the sum, over all radio-

nuclides,of the externalexposuresto water, the externalexposure to shore-

line soil, and submersionin air. lt is given by

DEXT = _ Die* + }]DleS + _ Dlea (5.2)
i i i

e where Diem is the dose from external exposureto radionuclidei from medium m
(water,soil, or air), in person.rem.

The internaldose for organ o, DINTo, is the sum, over all radionuclides,

of the inhalation,terrestrialpathways,and aquaticpathwaysdoses for that

organ and is given by

DINTo : _ Dohi + _ Doti + Z_Doai (5.3)
i i i

where r}omi equals internaldose for organ o from radionuclidei and pathwaym

(inhalation,terrestrial,or aquatic).

The internaldoses for the six designatedbody organs and the doses for

the five remainingorgans with the highestdoses are each multipliedby an

organ-weightingfactor,Wo, and summedto give an effectivedose equivalent.

'Theweighting factorsfor the body organs are given in Table 5.1. The

weightingfactor for each of the five remainingorgans is 0.06.
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",i TABKE 5.],. Organ WeightingFactors (Wo) 0
Organ Wei__qh_tht

Testes/Ovaries O.25
Muscle O.15
Blood Marrow O.12
Lung & Lymph 0.12
Thyroid 0.03
Bone Surface O.03

5.2 PATHWAYDOSE CALCULATIONS

The exposure pathwaysare describedin the followingsubsections.

Except where noted, the symbolsused to representterms are those given in

Table 5.2.

5.2.1 Air Submersion

Contributionsfor externalexposure from air submersionare included for

I) submersionin the releaseplume, 2) submersionin resuspendedactivity

resultingfrom an initialairbornerelease,and 3) submersionin suspended

activity resultingfrom an initialirrigationwater deposition. The dose is
calculatedas

Doei =Dei 5.29 x 1010_rl

(5.4)

{Ac(i,t)+1.4g x lO'8[Sca(i,t)+Scw(i,t)]}

where Doei = dose from air submersionexposurefor organ o and radionuclide
i, person.rem

Dei per Ci,sec/m
= external exp)suredose conversionfactor for air submersion,rem

5.29 x I0IB= conversionfactor, (rem per Ci)/(Svper 70 Bq)

_ri = radiologicaldecay constantfor radionuclidei, yr"I

Ac(i,t) = population-weightedairbornerelease for radionuclidei over
70-yr period t, person,Ci.yr2/m3

®
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TABLE 5.2. Symbols Used to RepresentConcentrations
_Sy_mbol PathwayConcentration

Air concentration
Animal productconcentration,air medium
Animal productconcentration,water medium
Drinkingwater concentration,water medium
Aquatic food concentration,water medium
Leaf concentration,air medium
Leaf concentration,water medium
Plant concentration,air medium
Plant concentration,water medium
Soil concentration,air medium
Soil concentration,water medium
Sediment concentration,air medium
Sediment concentration,water medium
Water concentration

1.49 x 10.8= resuspensionfactor constant,kg/m3;(I x 10.9m"I)(224 kg
soil/m2) (I/Is).

Sca(i,t) = soil concentrationof radionuclidei, from airbornereleasesfor
period t, person.Ci.yr_/kg

Sc,(i,t) = soil concentrationof radionuclidei for period t for irrigationdeposition,person.Ci.yr2/kg.

The contributionfrom depositedmaterial is calculatedbased on the concentra-

tion at the end of thecurrent period. This concentrationis assumedto occur

throughoutthe period,which is a conservativeassumptionbut by no more than

a factor of two. The calculatedresuspensionis based on a constantresuspen-

sion factor of 10.9m'I,representingresuspensionof aged depositedmaterial

(Anspaughet al. 1975). The resuspendedactivityis assumedto expose indi-

viduals in the vicinityof the soil from which it was suspended. Downwind

transportof resuspendedactivity is not considered. The decay constant,Lr1'
is includedto convertthe units of radionuclideconcentrationfrom mass to

activity. The calculationsare performedin units proportionalto mass to

meet requirementsof the chain decay processor.
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5.2.2 Inhalation

Inhalationexposure includescontributionsfrom the released airborne

activity plus activitythat has been resuspendedafter airborne and irrigation

water deposition. The dose is calculatedas

Dohi = Dhlo 5.29 X 101°Br 3.156 x 107;_rl

(5.5)

{Ac(i,t)+1.49x 10_[Sca(i,t)+Scw(i,t)]}

where Dohi = dose from inhalationexposure for organ o and radionuclidei,
person.rem

Dhio = ir_halationdose conversionfactor for radionuclidei and organ
o, Sv per 70 Bq

Br = breathingrate, m3/sec

3.156 x 107 = conversionfactor,sec/yr.

5.2.3 TerrestrialIngestionPathways

Terrestrialpathwaysincludeingestionof crops and animal products.

The seven terrestrialingestionpathways includedin the SUMO code are vege-

tables, grains,eggs, milk, beef, pork, and poultry. The dose for each path-

way is calculatedfrom the time-integratedfood-productconcentration. For

plants,the dose is calculatedas

Doti = Dgio5.29 x 101°Lr_Up[Pca(i,p,t)+ Pcw(i,p,t)] (5.6)

and for animal products,the dose is calculatedas

Dot._ = Dg_o5.29 x 10I_Lr_Up[Aca(i,p,t)+ Acw(i,p,t)] (5.7)



where Doti : dose from terrestrialingestionpathwaysfor organ o andradionuclidei in person-rem

Dgio_ ingestiondose conversionfactor for radionuclidei and organ o
in Sv per 70 Bq

Up _ usage rate by humans of food productp in kg/yr (L/yr for milk)

Pca(i,p,t).:time integralof plant concentrationfor radionuclidei and
pathwayp, from air-depositedcontaminantson plants and root
uptake over the period t, person.Ci.yr2/kg

Pcw(i,p,t): plant concentrationof radionuclidei and plant type p for
period t, from irrigationdepositiononto plant and root uptake
through soil, person.Ci,yr_/kg

Aca(i,p,t) : time integralof animal productconcentrationfor radionuclide
i, animal productp, and period t, person.Ci,yr2.kg
(person.Ci/yr:/Lfor milk)

Acw(i,p,t) _ time integralof concentrationin animal productp, for period
t, for radionuclidei and animal productp for period t from
waterbornepathways,person.Ci.yr:/kg(person.Ci.yr:/Lfor
milk).

The total dose from terrestrialingestionpathways is calculated by

contributionsfrom all and foodsumming plant animal-product types.

5.2.4 Aquatic !nqestionPathway_s

Ingestionpathwaysresultingfrom releaseof radionuclidesto surfaceoy"

groundwaterincludeingestionof drinkingwater and aquaticfoods. The five

pathwaysavailableare fish, crustacea,molluscs,water plants, and drinking

water. The dose for each pathwayis calculatedfrom the time-integrated

aquaticmedia concentration,as followsfor aquatic foods"

Doai = Dgio5.29 x I0I__rlUaAfw(i,p,t) (5.8)

and for drinkingwater

Doai = Dglo5.29 x 10I__i U8Adw(i't) (5.9)
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where Doai = dose from ingestionof aquaticfood or water for organ o and
radionuclidei, person,rem

Ua = the usage rate by humans of aquatic-foodpathwaya, kg/yr (L/yr
for drinkingwater)

Afw(i,p,t) = time integralof aquatic'food p, concentrationfor radionuclide
i in period t, person.Ci.yr:/kg

Adw(i,t) - time integralof drinkingwater concentrationfor radionuclide
i in period t, person.Ci.yr:/L.

5.2.5 ,ExternalE,x,posures

Externalexposuresresult from proximityto contaminatedground, shore-

loine,and water. Swimmingand shorelinedoses are calculatedfrom the time-

integratedsedimentconcentrationand water concentrationas

where Diew : dose from external exposureto shorelineand water for
radionuclide i, person.rem

Sdw(i,t) = sedimentconcentr,_tionparameterfor radionuclidei for period 0
• t, person.Ci.yr/m2

Dis = external dose factor for radionuclide i for exl?osure to
contaminated,soilon shoreline,rem/h per Ci/m_

Ush = time of exposureto contaminatedshoreline,h/yr
--._

W = shore-widthfactor for shorelineexposure,dimensionless
-

Wc(i,t) = population-weightedwater concentrationfor radionuclidei and
period t, personoCi.yr2/L

-_ Diw = externaldose factor for radionuclidei for submersionin
contaminatedwater, rem/h per Ci/L

2

Usw = time of exposureto contaminatedwater, h/yr.

The shore-widthfactor is an approximatecorrectionto the infinite-plane

geometry of the externalexposure factors. To correct for the actual geometry
-
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} of a river bank or beach, a shore-widthfactor is appliedthat correspondsto
the particularexposure situation. Suggestedshore-widthfactorsare given in

Table 5.3.

Soil can be contaminatedby depositionof airbornematerial or irriga-

tion with contaminatedwater. The dose from externalexposure to contaminated

soil is calculatedas

r l

Dies= _i _ Dis224 LSca(i,t)+ Scw(i,t)j
(5.11)

where Dies = dose from externalexposure to soil for radionuclidei in
person-rem

Et = time of exposure to contaminatedground in h/yr

224 = soil areal density in kg/m2.

The externalexposure is based on the integratedsoil concentrationfor the

current 70-yearperiod.

5.3 INCORPORATIONOF SOURCES

The environmentalsource terms representthe rate at which radionuclides

enter the environmentthrough airborneor waterborneroutes. The SUMO code

allows the source-termdata to be either read from external files or provided

by the transportsectionof the code° In either case, radionucliderelease-

rate data are providedas time/ratedata pairs. Each data pair gives a time

(yearsafter some referencetime) and a releaserate in curies per year for a

_TABLE5_3. SuggestedValues for Shore-WidthFactor

ShorelineTvPe_ Shore-WidthFactor

River shoreline 0.2

Lake shore 0.3

Nominalocean site 0.5

Tidal basin 1.0

Q
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given radionuclide. The data for each radionuclideare also provided in a set

of time-releasedata pairs. Using this procedure,a differentset of time

points can be used for each radionuclide. Becausethere are distinct trans-

port propertiesfor each of the radionuclidesof interestin radioactive

waste, it is importantto be able to specifyreleasesover a range of times.

To accomplishthe 70-year-incrementcalculationalscheme,the release

rate data are interpolatedand integratedto give the total activity released

in each 70-year increment.

5.4 _E R_LEASES

Atmosphericprocessestransportradionuclidesthroughoutthe region sur-

roundingthe release point. The resultingdistributionof material is impor-

tant irldeterminingthe radiationexposure receivedby members of the regional

populationthrough potentialexposurepathways. This sectiondescribesthe

methods availablefor specifyingand estimatingatmosphericdispersion.

Populationexposure is calculatedbased on a spatialgrid such as that

shown in Figure 5.2. Sixteendirections and up to ten distance intervalsare

used. The populationdata set is specifiedas the numberof people living

within each area elementof the grid at a given time. The atmosphericdisper.-

sion calculationis based on joint frequencyof occurrencedata for wind

speed,wind direction,and atmosphericstabilityfor the site. One set of

joint frequencydata is used, irrespectiveof the populationdata. The down-

wind normalizedair concentrationfor each area element is provided by the

transportportion of the code or is suppliedby the user. The dispersion fac-

tors are used with the populationdistributiondata to provide a population-

weighted dispersion factor. This factor is a population-weightedestimate of

the average normalizedair concentrationfor the region. The factor is

calculatedas
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FIGURE 5.2. PopulationExposureGrid

directions distances

PM(t) = _ _ pij(t)(x/Q/)_j (5.12)
i-i j=z

where PM(t) = population-exposurefactor for period t, person-sec/m3

Pij(t)= number of people living in the area interval in directionj
at distance i in period t, persons
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, " (x/Q')ij= averagenormalizedair concentrationin the center of the Q
area intervalin directionj and distance i, Ci/m3 per Ci/sec
released,

As the equation indicates,the population-exposurefactor is a function

of time. Changes in populationwill be the primarycause of change in the pop-

ulation-exposurefactor. Although climatechangesmay also affect the factor,

such changes are difficultto predictand are not considered.

Two optionsthat determinepopulation-exposurefactorsare availablefor

normalizedair concentrationvalues. When estimatesof the total population

change are provided,the population-exposurefactor for the initialtime may

be calculated,and values for remainingtime incrementswill then be calcu-

lated by ratio to populationchanges with time. If, instead,population

distributiondata are availableas a functionof time, they may be used to

calculatepopulation-exposurefactorsat each of the specifiedtimes, which

are, in turn, interpolatedfor each 70-year increment.

Population-exposurefactorscan be specifiedby direct input of the

factors at defined time points or by calculationfrom definedmeteorological

and populationdata. When population-exposurevaluesare input, inter-

polationsare made to determinethe values at the midpointof each 70-year

increment.

5.5 WATERBORNERELEASES

Pathwaysassociatedwith waterbornereleases includeexternalexposure

to contaminatedwater and sediment;ingestionof drinkingwater, farm products

(via irrigation),and aquaticfoods; and inhalationof resuspendedmaterial

after irrigation. The releaseof activity to water is describedby a release

rate in curies per year defined at specifictimes. The activityreleased is

assumed to result in exposure of a regionalpopulation. The number of people

exposed to waterbornepathways is specifiedsimilarlyto the definitionof

populationfor airborne pathways. The major differenceis that only the total

population is specified (the spatialdistributionis rlotneeded).

Two methods are availablefor definingpopulationdata for waterborne

release. The first method is to define the populationexposedduring each of
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the 70-year periods. The secondmethod is to give the populationpresentat
specifiedtimes for interpolationat the midpointof each 70-yearperiod.

5.6 ENVIRONMENTALCONCENTRATIONS

This sectiondescribesmodels used to estimateair, water, soil, sedi-

ment, and food concentrationsfor the importantpathways. All radionuclide

concentrationsare expressedas time integralsover a 70-yearperiod.

The informationto be input for the pathwayanalysis is the total

releaseof curies in each 70-yearperiod. The total release is combinedwith

populationand dispers'ionparametersto estimatean environmentalparameter

for the exposure analysis. For airbornereleases,the time-integratedair

concentrationof radionuclidei for period t, in person,Cioyr2/m3, is

calculatedas

A:(i,t)= PM(t)3"169xI0_ "+Jt+70 al(s)ds (5.13)

where PM(t) = populationexposure factor for time period t, person.sec/m3

3.169 x 10-8= unit conversionconstant,yr/sec

-i
)'ri= radiologicaldecay constant for radionuclidei, yr

ai(s) = instantaneousreleaserate to the atmosphereof radionuclidei
at time s, Ci/yr.

For waterborne releases,the time-integratedwater concentrationof radio-

nuclide i in period t, person.Ci°yr2/L,is calculatedas

P(t) N M 1.119 x 10"_ ft.70w (it) Wi(s)ds (5.14)
' Fr_ri Jt

where P(t) = populationexposedto water for period t, persons

N = reconcentrationfactor,dimensionless
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M - mixing ratio, dimensionless

1.119 x 10 "9 = converslc:_ factor, 28.31 _k 3. 156 x 107 sec ,-ft3"yr
, ft a -_)] t.. sec

Fr = flow rate of receivingwater, ft3/sec

Wi(s) - instantaneousreleaserate to the receivingwater, Ci/yr, at
time s.

The airbornepathway analysisuses the air concentrationparameter,Ac(i,t),
to determineseveral environmentalconcentrations-

• Sca(i,tth)e time integralof soil concentrationfor radionuclideiover period t, person.Ci.yr2/kg

• Lca(i,p,t), time integralof leaf concentrationfor radionuclidei
an_ pathway p, _rom air depositionand resuspensionover the period
t, person,Ci.yr:/kg

• P.a(ip,t), time integralof plant concentrationfor radionuclidei,
plant'type p, and period t, personoCi.yr2/kg.

The soil concentrationparameteris calculatedfrom the air concentration

parameterassuming depositionto be at a uniformrate over the 70-yearperiod'

Sca(i,t) : Ac(i,t) Vdl 1-e (5.15)
7.098 x 10-6 _b

where Vdi= deposition velocityfor radionuclidei, m/sec

7.098 x I0-B= constant,224 kg/m2 / 3.1.56x 107 sec/yr

Lb : environmentaldecay constant,yr"z.

The environmentaldecay constant,Lb' is calculatedas the sum of a

radiologicaldecay constant,_ri'and a soil-removalconstantfor weathering,

Zwi. The soil-removalconstant is a correctionfor long-termleaching of

depositedradionuclidesout of the soil's rootingand resuspensionzones. The

values given for Zwiare calculatedusing the formulaof Baes and

Sharp (1981)"
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P + I - E (5.16)
ID' d (1 + p/O kdi)

where P = total precipitation,cm/yr

I - total irrigation,cm/yr

E = total evapotranspiration,cm/yr

d = depth of the rootingzone, cm

p = soil bulk density, g/cm3

8 = soil volumetricwater content,mL/cm3

kdi = soil-airpartitioncoefficientfor isotopei, mL/g.

For simplicity,the term P+I-E is approximatedas an overwateringterm,

implyingabout 15 cm/yr of percolationthroughthe rootingzone and into

deeper soil layers. The depth, d, is definedas 15 cm to be compatiblewith

other portionsof the code. Baes and Sharp (1981) show that the term p/O

averages about 3. Thus the soil-removalconstant for percolationcan be

considered as inverselyproportionalto the soil distributioncoefficient,kdi. The values used are based on the most conservative(i.e.,largest) value

of kd_ identifiedfrom a wide range of literature.

Harvest removal is simulatedas a discrete processat the end of each

J calculationalyear. A quantityof each radionuclideequal to the product of

the calculatedvegetationconcentrationresultingfrom root uptakemultiplied

by the harvestedyield (an input) subtractedfrom the soil compartments. The

subtractionis normalizedby the root penetrationfactor.

The time integralof leaf concentrationis calculatedfrom the air and

soil concentrationparameters,assuminga constant soil concentrationequal to

the value at the end of the 70-yearperiod. This is a conservativeassump-

tion The equation is
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Lc_(i,p,t) = (i t) + I 4'_933× 104 Sca(i,t)
yp c , •

(5.]7)

_'_'eITp1365'25'

..I-e............3.156 x 107
_'ei

where r = interceptionfraction,dimensionless;0.25 is used

Yp = cropyield for food pathwayp, kg/m2

1.49 x I0"B= conversionfactor, (I x 10-9) x (224/15),kg/mz

Let= effectiveretentionrate constantfor radionuclidei, yr"I, or

+ 18 0838, where 18_0838is the rate constant for a 14-day

Tp = growingperiod for food pathwayp, days

365.25 - unit conversionconstant,d/yr

3.]56 x 107 - unit conversionconstant,sec/yr.

The interceptionfraction,r, for a given vegetationtype accounts for
the 'Factthat not all of the material depositedwithi_ a unit area will land

on vegetationsurfaces. The fractionof the tota'Idepositionthat initially

resides on vegetationis the interceptionfractior_,r, such that 0 < r < I.

The interceptionof materialsin irrigationwater has not been much studied;

therefore,a defaultvalue of 0.25 is used for all materialsdepositedon all

vegetationtypes by irrigation.

The factorof I x I0"'9(rn"I)representsa resuspensionfactor that is

assumed to be constant,becausethat behavior is characteristicof aged

depositedmaterial (Anspaughet al. 1975). lt is assumedthat the resuspended

activity is depositedon plants near the soil from which it was suspended.

D_wnwind transportof resuspendedactivity is not col_sidered.The soil area

<Jensityto a depth of 15 cm is assumedto be 224 kg/m2 (soil density of

1.49 g/cm3);15 cm is the ploweddepth throughwhich the contaminationis

distributed. This value is includedso that only the top centimeterof
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O material (I/15 of the total) is consideredavailablefor resuspension. Theleaf concentrationas calculatedabove representsthe time integralover a

70-yearperiod.

The radionuclideconcentrationin edible parts of the plant includes
e

material from direct depositionplus material from root uptake"

Pca(i,p,t): Lca(i,p,t) Tvp+Sca(i,t) Biv (5.18)

where Tvp is the translocationfactor of externallydeposited radionuclidesto

edible parts of the plant, dimensionless;and Biris the concentrationratio

for plant uptakeof radionuclidei, Ci/kg (plantwet weight) per Ci/kg (soil

dry weight).

The concentrationused for calculatinguptake by the populationis the

animal productconcentrationfor plant pathways. The uptake is calculatedas

Aca(i,p,t) = Pca(i,p,t)SipQp (5.19)

D where S_p is the transfercoefficientof radionuclidei from daily intake by
an animal to edible portionof animal product,Ci/L (milk) per Ci/day or Ci/kg

(animalproduct)per Ci/day;and Qp is the consumptionrate of contaminated

feed or forageby the animal for animal productp, kg/day.

The waterbornepathwayanalysisuses the water concentrationWc(i,t)to

determinethe followingenvironmentalconcentrations:

• Sc,(i_t) time integralof soil concentrationof radionuclidei over
period t',resultingfrom water transport,person.Ci.yrZ/kg

• Sd_(i,t) sedimentdepositionconcentrationfor radionuclidei for
period t'for shorelineof contaminatedwater body, person.Ci.yrZ/m2

• Lcw(i,p,t), leaf concentrationsfor radionuclidei, plant type p,
and period t for irrigationdepositionand resuspension,
person.Ci.yr:/kg

• Pc,(i,p,t),plant concentrationfor radionuclidei, plant p, and
period t for depositionby irrigationand then resuspension,
person.Ci.yr_/kg.
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The soil concentrationat the end of the period is calculatedassumingm p

uniformdepositionover the period:

--_o7o
Wc(i,t)I Ti I -e (5.20)Sew(i,t) =

224

where I - irrigationrate, L/mZ.mo

Ti = irrigationperiod,mo/yr

224 - soil area density, kg/m2.

The exponentialterm (70) representsthe integralover the 70-yearperiod.

The concentrationin the sedimentis calculatedsimilarly,as

-3,b70

Sdw(i,t) =Wc(i,t) 25300 I -e___ (5.21)

where 25300 is the constantrepresentingdepositionto sediment,L/m2 per 0

year.

The concentrationon leaves is calculatedfor contributionsfrom direct

irrigationdepositionplus resuspensionfrom soil.

= wr {[Wc(i,t) 12 I] + [Sc,(i,t) 0.47 Vdi]}
Lc,(i,p,t) YP

I - e -_keiTp/3BS'25) (5.22)

where 12 is the unit conversionconstant,mo/yr; and 0.47 is the conversion

factorfor resuspension,(10.9rn"I) (3.156 x 107 sec/yr) (224 kg/m2) (I/15).

The radionuclideconcentrationin edible parts of the plant is calculated

for root uptakeplus direct depositionas
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0 Pc*(i'p't)= L_w(i'p't)Tvp + Scw(i't)BiV (5.23)

The total uptake by plants during the 70-yearperiod is given by the

plant concentrationparameter. For animal products,uptake from animal
J

consumptionof plants plus animal consumptionof water is calculatedas

Acw(i,p,t)= Sip[Pcw(i,P,t) Qp + Wc(i,t)Qpw] (5.24)

where Qp, is the consumptionrate of water by an animalof type p, L/d.

The time-integratedconcentrationof radionuclidei in aquaticfood p in

period t, Afw(i,p,t),in person.Ci.yr2/kg,is calculatedfrom the water con-
centrationsas

Afw(i,p,t) =Wc(i,t) B_p (5.25)

where B1p is the bioaccumulationfactor for radionuclidei and aquaticfood p,

Ci/kg per Ci/L.
The time-integratedwater concentrationof radionuclidei in period t for

the drinkingwater pathway,Adw(i,t) in person®Ci.yrZ/L,is calculatedas

Ad,(i,t) =Wc(i,t) Ci (5.26)

where Ci is the dimensionlesswater purificationplant cleanup factor.

5.7 LSPF_CIALMODELS FOR 3H AND _4C

The radionuclides3H and 14Care handled in a specialmanner. Both

elements are integralto the human metabolism. Tritium (3H)is assumedto be

in the form of tritiatedwater. All tritiatedwater ingestedor inhaledis

assumedto be absorbedinto the transfercompartmentcompletelyand instantan-

eously_ Thereforeat any time followingintake,tritiatedwater is assumedto

be uniformlydistributedamong the soft tissues,where it is retainedwith a
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biologicalhalf-lifeof 10 days. In addition,exposureto an atmosphere

containing3H resultsin intake of 3H by absorptionthrough intact skin. The

total rate of intake of 3H in air is assumedto be 150% of the inhalation

intake rate alone.

Similarly, all intakesof 14Care assumedto be absorbed into the trans-

fer compartmentcompletelyand instantaneously. This is equivalentto assum-

ing that inhaledmaterial is carbon dioxidegas and that ingestedmaterials

are readily absorbedcarbohydrates. Carbon is assumedto be distributed

throughoutthe organs and tissuesof the body, where it is retainedwith a

biologicalhalf-lifeof 40 days. This assumptionis considered by ICRP 30

(ICRP 1979-1982)to yield realisticestimatesfor 14C-labeledmetabolitesand

to overestimatedoses for most other 14C-labeledcompounds.

The behavior of 3H and 14Cin exposurepathways is handled in a special

manner. The concentrationsof _H or 14Cin environmentalmedia (soil,plants,

and animal products)are assumedto have the same specificactivity (curiesof

radionuclideper kilogramof solubleelement) as in the contaminatingmedium

(air or water). The fractionalcontent of hydrogenor carbon in a plant or

animal product is then used to computethe concentrationof 3H or 14C in the 0

food product under consideration. The hydrogencontentsof both the water and

the dry portionsof the food product are used when calculatingthe 3H con-

centration. For airbornereleases,it is assumedthat plants obtain all of

their carbon directly from airbornecarbon dioxideand that animals obtain all

of their carbon throughingestionof plants.

Because plants acquiremost of their carbon from the air, the transferof

14Cfrom water to plants is difficultto model for waterborne releases. Cur-

rent models of 14Cuptake from water by plants use specific-activitymodels

that relate the activity in the plants directlyto the activity in irrigation

water. This approach is extremelyconservative,in that it assumes that

plants receiveall of their carbon from water. The interimmodel described

here is based on the ratio of grams of 14Cto grams of total carbon in soil

and a correctionfor the amountof carbon that plants obtain from soil.

In this section,the specialmodels availablein SUMO for SH are

describedfirst, followedby descriptionsof the )4Cmodels. The
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concentrationsof 3H and 14C in water and air are calculatedas for other
nuclides,by Equations(5.13)and (5.14).

The soil concentrationof 3H from the water pathwayis

Scw(3H,t):0.1 Wc(3H,t) (5.27)

where Wc(3H,t)is the concentrationof 3H in environmentalwater,

person,Ci°yr2/L;and 0.1 is the soil moisture,L/kg. The plant concentration

of 3H in plant type p in periodt, Pcw(JH,p,t)in person.Ci°yr2/kg,is
calculatedas

Pcw(3H,p,t)=9 Wc(3H,t)FHp (5.28)

where FHpis the fractionof hydrogenin total vegetation. Tllecoefficient9
converts3H concentrationin environmentalwater to concentrationin hydrogen.

The fractionsof hydrogenin variousfood types are given in Table 5.4.

For an airbornerelease,'theconcentrationof 3H in environmentalwater
is calculatedfrom the air concentrationand the absolutehumidity, as

follows"

Wc(BH,t)= 9A_(3H,t)/H (5.27)

where H is the absolute humidity,L/m3, assumed to be 0.008 L/m3. (This value

is based on humidity at the arid Hanford Site in southeasternWashington.)

The concentrationof 3H in the animal product is

Acw(3H,p,t)= Pcw(3H'p't)Qf+Wc(3H't)QwFH (5.30)
FHfQf + Qw/9 P

where Aow(_H,p,t)- concentrationof 3H in animal productp, Ci/kg or Ci/L

Pcw(3H,p,t)= concentrationof 3H in crop used for animal feed, Ci/kg
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TABLE 5.4. Fractionsof Hydrogenand Carbon in Environmental
Media, Vegetation,and Animal Products

Carbon Hydrogen Carbon(a) Hydrogen(b)

_ (dry) (icl (dry}(fhI wet1_s_J_.LEcv__.t_Ecal_hv or,Fhal

Fresh fruits, B.80 0.45 8.062 0.g90 0.10
vegetables,
and grass

6rain and 8.12 0.45 0.062 0.48 0.068
stored animal
feed

Eggs 0.75 0,60 0.092 0.15 0.11

Milk 8.88 0.58 0.083 0.878 0,11

Beef 0.6_ B.BB 0.094 8.24 0.10

Poultry 0,7_ 0.67 B.087 B,20 0.10

Absolutehumidity ...................... g.BgB L/m3

Concentrationof carbon in water .......... 2.0 x 10-5 kg/L(c)

Concentrationof carbon in air ........... 1,6 x 10-4 kg/m3(d)

Fractionof soll that is carbon .................. 0.03

Soilmoisture ......................... 0.1L/kg

(a) F_. or F.. - f. (i - fw). f _ 0
(b) h or rL = T /_ [fh (i - wjj..nv na. ,w
(c) Assumesa typlcalbicarbonateconcentrationof 100 _/L.

(d) Assumesa typicalatmosphericCO2 concentrationof 320 ppmv.

Wc(3H,t)= concentrationof 3H in animal drinkingwater, Ci/L

FHf = fractionof hydrogen in animal feed, dimensionless

FHp = fractionof hydrogenin animal productp, dimensionless.

The models for 14Care similarto those for 3H. The concentrationof 14C

in vegetationfrom irrigationis

0.1 [1 _exp(__sctep)] (5.31)Pcw(14C,p,t)=Wc(14Ct) I tep
' O.01 p_sC

where Pcw(14C,p,t)- concentrationof 14C in plant type p, person.Ci.yr2/kg

Wc(z4C,t)= concentrationof 14C in irrigationwater, Ci/L
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O tcp = length of growing period for plant type p, sec
p = soil densityof 15-cm surface (rooting)layer, kg/m2

0.1 = the assumeduptake of 10% of plant carbon from soil

0.01 = the averagefractionof soil that is carbon

;Lsc = effectiveremovalrate constantfor 13Cin soil, sec"I.

The concentrationof 14Cin crops from atmosphericcontaminationis calculated

as

Pca(14C,p,t) _(14C,t)Fop- (5.32)
Pc

where Ac(14C,t)= concentrationof 14C in air, person,Ci.yr2/m3

Fcp= fractionof carbon in plant type p, dimensionless

Pc = concentrationof carbon in air, kg/m3=

O The concentrationof 14Cin animal productsresultingfrom water pathways is ,
calculatedas

Ac (14Cp,t) Pcw(Z4C'p't)Qf +Wc(z"c't)Qw Fc (5 33)
w , = FcfQf + FcwQw p •

where Acw(14C,p,t)= concentrationof 14Cin animal product p, Ci/kg or Ci/L

Pcw(14C,p,t)= concentrationof Z4Cin crop used for animal feed, Ci/kg

Wc(14C,t)= concentrationof 14Cin animaldrinking water, Ci/L

Fcf= fractionof carbon in animal feed, dimensionless

Fcw= fractionof carbon in animaldrinking water,
dimensionless

Fcp= fractionof carbon in animal product p, dimensionless.
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This expressioncan be simplifiedfor airbornereleases by noting that 0
• the water concentration[Wc(14C,t)]is zero and that the carbon content is

much higher in plants than in water (Fcf>> Fcw). The animal product con-
centrationthen becomes

Ac,(14Cp,t) = Pca(14Cp,t)FCm (5.34)
, , Fcf

5.8 GENERALCONSIDERATIONSFOR THE DOSE MODEL

Additionalconsiderationsin the dose model includehandling of decay

chains and generationof dose conversionfactors,

5.8.1 Decay C__hains

Radioactivenuclei sometimesdecay through a numberof unstable products

before reachinga stable (or very long-lived)end state. These decay chains

are importantin that the decay energiesof the productscontribute to the

total dose received from intake of the originalmaterial. The data on radio-

nuclide half-lives,decay chains,and variousfractionalbranchingratios q_

within chains are largelytaken from the DRALISTdata of Kocher (1981). These

data are obtained from the GENII standardlibrary (Napieret al. 1988).

Radionuclideswith half-livesof less than 10 min are of little impor-

tance in environmentalcalculationsand in terms of internaldose, unless they

are membersof longer decay chains. All decay data in the standard library

representradionuclideswith l_alf-liveslonger than 10 min and less than

2 x 106years. These pointsof truncationwere chosen becauseradionuclides

with very short half-liveswill decay to a negligibleamount quickly (present-

ing little exposure)and those with extremelylong half-livesare virtually

inactivewithin any given 70-yearperiod. For chainswith productswith very

short half-lives,the decay energy associatedwith the short-livedproducts

has been assignedto the originalmaterial. The appropriatebranchingratios

have been considered.
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The SUMO program includesa generalizedchain dec:y processorthat can

e) give the activityof any member of a decay chain as a functionof time from

any initializingcondition. The chain processoroperateson a recursive

applicationof the Bateman(1910) equationsmodified to includebranching.

This implementationof the Batemanequationsprovidesa simplemeans of

solvingthe differentialequationsdescribingchain decay. The general form

of the decay equationfor the jth member of a decay chain is as follows"

J -_.T
Qj(t): _ Cj. m e (,5.35)

m=l

where Qj(t) - quantityof chain member j at time t, atoms

Lm = decay constant of radionuclidem, d-I

Cj,m _ coefficientfor term m of chain member j, atoms.

The amount of each radionuclideis expressedin units proportionalto the

number of atoms present. The units are related to the activityas

0
kYj

Qj(t)= ---- (5.36)
_j

where k is the proportionalityconstant,equal for all radionuclides(k = I

where activity is given in Bq and Zj is given in inverseseconds).

Evaluationof the coefficientsbegins with the first member and proceeds

downward throughthe chain. The number of coefficientsneeded for a given

chain member is equal to the positionof the member in the chain. Thus, for

example, the third chain member requiresthree coefficients. The coefficient

for the first chain member is just the amount presentat the start of the

decay period:

Ci,I = QI(O) (5.37)
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The coefficientsfor other chain members are evaluatedusing the following

formulas and previouslyevaluatedcoefficients.

ICj,m - Li_m fl,jLi Ci,m / IIj=l(kj - _) for m<j (5.38)

and

J-1

cj,j= Qj(o)- (5.3g)
I=I

where fi,jis the fractionof radionuclidei decays that results in production

of radionuclidej, dimensionless. This generic representationof the Bateman

equation allows decay and branchingfrom any chain member to any member lower

in the chain. In practice it is only necessaryto includeterms in the equa-

tion for which the branchingfractions Cfl,j)are greaterthan zero. The

subroutinethat implementsthe decay calculationcontainslogic to include

only those branchesthat are definedas present. With the exceptionof the

expression for leaf concentration,all equationsreflectchain decays. Chain

decays for concentrationson leaves are not justifiablebecausethe leaves of

the types of plants consideredare only short-termsources of exposure.

5.8.2 SpecialAssumptionsfor Dose ConversionFactors

The SUMO code uses dose conversionfactorsthat are generatedby exter-

nal researchcodes. Some unusual assumptionshave been made (see Napier

et al. 1988)"

° All xenon decay productsof iodine are assumed to escape the body
before furtherdecaying.

• All iodine producedin the body by the decay of tellurium is trans-
locatedinstantaneouslyto the iodine inorganictransfer
compartment.
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• All 222Rnproduced by the decay of 22BRais assumedto diffuse

O out of soft tissuesof the body before decaying,and 30%entirely
is retained in mineral bone tissues. Productsof radon are allowed
to continue to accumulatein the bone compartments.

The SUMO code will issue warning messagesconcerningthese assumptionsfor

some input data configurations.

®
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Q 6.0 MATHEMATICALSTRATEGY FOR GENERATINGRANDOM VARIABLES

This sectionpresentsrandom-number-generationtheory and algorithmsfor

statisticaldistributionsimplementedin the SUMO code. The topics addressed

are probabilityconcepts,includinggenerationof uniformrandom numbers, the

conceptof stratifiedsampling,and algorithmsfor random-numbergeneration.

6.1 PROBABILITYCONCE.PTS

The distributionof a continuousrandomvariableX (the term "continuous"

indicatesthat the random variable is definedover a continuumof values) is

completelydescribedby its probabilitydensityfunctionf(x) (referredto as

a PDF), such as those given in Figure 6.1. The interpretationof the PDF is

that the area under f(x), for an intervala < x < b, equals the probability

that the random variable,X, will fall in the interval(a,b),denoted

P[a<X<b]_ One cannotmake the statementP[X:t],becauseat any single point t

there is no area under the PDF. An axiom of probabilitytheory states that

the probabilityof any event is between0 and I, so the integralof the PDF

over the entire support (the interval [L,U])of X equals I (Strait1989,
0. p. 24). The integralof the PDF from the lower bound L to some value x (that

is less than the upper bound U) representsthe probabilitythat X will be

observed in the interval (L,x). This integraloperationdefines the cumula-

tive distributionfunction (CDF) for the randomvariableX. The CDF is

denoted by F(x) and is representedmathematicallyby the equation

F(x) =_LX f(s)ds (6.1)

The inverseCDF, [FI(.)], is single-valuedif x is in the interval (L,U).

Hence if p'= F(x') is known, in theory x'= F-l(p') exists. In practicethere

are situationsfor which no analyticexpressionsfor F(x) or F1(p) are

available,so approximatenumericalexpressionsare used instead.
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FIGURE6.1. Example of ProbabilityDensity Functions 0

6.1.1 Random-NumberGenerationby the ProbabilityInteclralTransformMethod

Generationof a random variable from a given distributiontypically

involvesthe use of informationabout either f or F. There are two philoso-

phical approachesto generatingrandom numbers: exact methods and approximate

methods. The algorithmsembedded in SUMO employ exact methods. Exact methods

can be furthercategorizedas probabilityintegraltransform (PIT) methods or

functionalmethods (Bratleyet al. 1983). The PIT method is employed in the

SUMO code.

In the PIT method, the random variableof interest is expressedas a

function of a U(0,1) random variable,where U(0,1) denotes the continuous

random variable ranginguniformlyover the interval(0,1). The PDF of i_ihe

uniform random variable is g(u) = I if uE(0,1)and is zero elsewhere. The CDF

for this random variable takes the simple form G(u) _ u. lt can be shown that

any CDF evaluatedat a random value X (insteadof being evaluatedat a known

6.2 0
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value x as in the previous discussion)is distributeduniformlyover the

interval (0,1) (Mood et al. 1974, p. 202). Therefore,given a realizationu

of the U(0,1) random variableand a known statisticaldistribution,one can

set u - F(x) and solve to obtain ::: F1(u). The value x thus obtained is a

realizationfrom the statisticaldistribution.

In principle,one can obtain an exact solutionfor x given any specific

CDF and value u. In reality,there are some PDFs (e.g.,the normal distri-

bution)for which no closed-formanalyticalexpressionfor F"Iexists, and

hence approximationmethodsmust be applied. The PDFs are nonethelessexact

in the sense that they are derived from the exact equationx : F"Z(u)rather

than an approximateequation.

The PIT method allows efficientsamplingfrom a subregionof the interval

(L,U),such as (c,d)where L < c < d < U (e.g., samplingfrom a subregionof

the selecteddistribution). In this case, one would find the corresponding

interval in the uniformdomain,say (c',d'),and sample uniformlyover that

interval,by samplingfrom the rescaleduniform distribution[i.e., u' =

(d.-c)u+c]and then obtainingx as usual using x - F1(u'). The rescaled

uniformdistrit)utiontakes the form g(u) - I/(d'-c')for u((c',d')and is zero
elsewhere. For any distributionwith PDF f(x), the PDF truncatedto the

interval (c,d) is fT(x) = f(x)/[F(d)-F(c)].'Thedivisorensures that fT(X)

integratesto unity.

6.1.2 eP_{Lence on the Uniform Random-NuE!berGenerator

Desirableattributesof a random-numbergeneratorare ease and port-

abilityof implementation,independencebetweengenerateddeviates,and long

cycles betweenrecurrenceof values. However, the occurrencesshouldbe in

accordancewith the shape of the distribution,not uniformlydistributedover

the intervalof nonzeroprobabilitydensity. Using the PIT method, the degree

of each of these features is determinedby the extent to which they are asso-

ciatedwith the uniformrandom-numbergeneratorselected (this relationshipis

guaranteedby the monotonicityof F'i). The use of a suitableuniform random-

number generatoris centralto the successfuluse of'the PIT method.
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6.1.3 StratifiedSamplinq

Stratifiedsamplingcan easily be implementedwhen random deviatesare

generatedusing the PIT method. This is accomplishedby dividing the uniform

interval (0,1),intosubintervals,or strata,and sampling a specifiednumber

of times within each stratum,each time obtainingthe correspondingvalue of

x. Within the SUMO code, the stratumintervalsare assigned equal probabil-

ity, so their sample sizes are also (approximately)equal. The total number

oi"draws, k, of the random variable is given as a control input. Equal num-

bers of draws are made within each stratum,except for a single additional

realizationin some strata as a result of k's not being evenly divisibleby

the number of strata. The method generatessamples from each stratum,then

randomly "shuffles"the entire set of realizationsusing a variationof the

Quicksortalgorithm(Singleton1969). The primary purposeof stratifiedsam-

pling is to ensuremore evenly spaced (in a probabilitysense) samplesfrom

the distributionof a random variablethan might result from randomlysampling

over the whole range of the distribution.

6.2 STATISTICALALGORITHMS!MPLEM__N_!TEDIN THESUMO CODE

The statisticaldistributionsavailablefor use in the SUMO code are

summarizedin Table 6.1. The distributionsare indexedas required in an

input control file to the SUMO code.

6.2.1 A]_orjthmlfQ__heU__Distribution

Algorithmsthat generate truly random uniform numbersdo not exist,

althoughmany algorithmsgenerate pseudo-randomdeviates (hereafterloosely

referredto as random numbers). The selectionof a random-numbergeneratoris

based on four considerations: I) computer implementability,2) degree of

independencewithin a sequenceof deviates,3) periodicityor cyclic length of

a sequence,and 4) uniformcoverageof sequences(occurrence)over the inter-

val (0,1),the square (0,1) X (0,1), and so on, up to the hypercube(0,I)k.

Commonlyused random-number-generationtechniqueson digital computers

involve feedbackshift register (FSR) and linear congruentialmethods (Kennedy

and Gentle 1980, pp. 136, 150). The SUMO code uses a linear congruential

random-numbergenerator.
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TABLE 6,!. StatisticalDistributionsImplementedin the SUMO Code
Index Distribution

0 Constant
I Uniform
2 Loguniform(base 10)
3 Loguniform(base e)
4 Normal
5 Lognormal(base 10)
6 Lognormal(base e)
7 Exponential
8 Triangular
9 Gamma
10 Beta
11 Weibull
12 Logistic
13 Cauchy
14 User-suppliedtable of values

6.2.1.1 G_enerationAlqorithm

The linear congruentialgeneratorgenerates"random" integersfrom an

algorithmof the form

Q /
(6.2): tAR,,•c)mod M

where R_ is the ith random integerto be generatedbetweenI and M-I, A and C

are constants,M is the modulesof the generated integers,and mod denotes the

remainderfunction. These integersare convertedto approximateU(0,1) num-

bers by the division

U_ : Ri/ M (6,3)

The period of a sequence {U_}of generateddeviates is the minimal value k

such that Ui = UI+k (this occurs independentof i for linearcongruential

generators), lt can be shown that the period of any congruentialgenerator

does not exceed M. Therefore,if one is generatingmany uniform deviates, it

is desirablethat M be large. The performanceof each congruentialgenerator

(eachchoice of A, C, and M) can thus be examinedwith respectto criteria

6.5
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proceedingfrom the four considerationsgiven above. The SUMO implementation
uses A _ 16,807and M : 2,147,483,647. These choicesof A and M yield a

sequence {Ui}that I) is implementableon a 32-bit computer withoutmachine

languagecoding, 2) is sufficientlyindependenton an element-by-element
J

basis, 3) possessesa long cycle (period),and 4) has a reasonabledegree of

coverage over all hypercubesof dimensionless than k. These attributesare

identifiedfrom resultsof tests describedby Fishmanand Moore (1986).

Any value x generatedfrom the uniform (a,b) distributionin the SUMO

code makes use of a value y from the U(0,1) distribution. The value y is

generatedfirst, then x is evaluatedas x = a+(b-a)y. The uniform (a,b)

distributionwill be denoted by U(a,b.).

6.2.2 Alqorithmfor the LoQuniformDistribution

6.2.2.1 Qefinitionof the PDF

The PDF for a loguniformrandom variableof base b is

f(x) : l(bC<x<bd)/ [x(d-c)In(b)] (6.4)

®
for -_ < c < d < _, where I is an indicatorfunction (0 if false, 1 if true),

b is the logarithmbase (either10 or the natural constante), and In(b)

denotes the naturallogarithmof b.

6.2.2.2 CDF and InverseCDF Alqorithms

The CDF algorithmfor the loguniformdistributionis

F(x) = 0 if x_<bu (6.5a)

F(x) = [In(x)- c In(b)]/ [(d-c)]In(b)] if bC_x<bd (6.5b)

F(x) = I if x<bd (6.5c)

The logarithmbase b can be chosen to be either e (the naturalconstant)or

10.
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The inverseCDF algorithmused to generate a value x from the loguniform

distributionfirst generatesa value y from the U(c,d) distributionand then

evaluatesthe expressionx = bu.

6.2.3 Alqorithmsfor the Normal Distribution

6.2.3.1 Definitionof the PDF

A normallydistributedrandom variablewith mean p and variance_2,

denoted as N(p,a),has the PDF

f(x) = (o(2_)e'5)-Iexp[-O.5(x-_)2/u2] (6.6)

for _ < x < =o,-ao< _ < oo,and J > O. The CDF has no closed-form

expression.

6.2.3.2 .CDFAlqorithm

An N(/_,a2) randomdeviate, y, is obtainedby generatinga N(0,1) deviate,

x, then transformingas y = _+ox. This descriptionof the generationof

normal random variableswill thereforefocus on the N(0,1) parameterization.

The first step in the algorithmfor the CDF of the standardnormal dis.-

tributionis to computethe area in the smallest "tail,"evaluatedfrom x to

the lower or upper limit of the range of x, dependingon the sign of x. Let

T(x) be that area definedas T(x) = Prob[X<s]for s < O, or Prob[X>s]for

s _>O. Thus F(x) = T(x) for x < 0 and F(x) = 1-T(x) for x > O. The approx-

imationused for T(x) is that of Adams (1969) and is given by

T(x) =0.5- z((a1.a2y)/{(y+a3+a4)/ [(y+as+aB)/ (Y+aT)]}) (6.7a)

for Ixl _<I.28,
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T(x) =b I exp(-y)/ I(z+b2+b3)/[(z+b4+bs)/ 0(6.7b)

for 1.28 < x _<UTZERO or 1.28 < -x _<LTONE, and

T(x) =0.0 (6.7c)

for x > UTZERO or x < -LTONE. The algorithmuses z --Ixl and y = z2/2.

Values for the coefficientsai and bi are given in Table 6.2.

A FORTRAN implementationof this algorithmwas taken from Hill (1985).

The values UTZERO and LTONE are machine-dependent. The variableUTZERO rep-

resents'theupper tail limit of the statisticaldensitysuch that P[X>UTZERO]

s 0 at machine accuracy,and LTONE representsthe lower tail limit such that

P[X>LTONE]_ I at machine accuracy. If n denotes the decimal length of real

numbersfor the machine being used, and w denotes the smallest allowable

positivereal number, LTONE = (n+9)/3and UTZERO = -O.3+[-21n(w)-2]°'5. 0

6.2.3.3 Inverse CDF .A_]_orithm

The inverseCDF for the N(0,1) random variable is approximatedby

F__(p): q A(q2)/B(q_) if lql< 0.42 (6.8)
sgn(q) C(r)/D(r)if lqlz 0.42

where q - p - 0.5, and r : [In(O.5-Jql)]°s. The quantity (O.5-1ql)is formed

as p or, to avoid cancellationif p is small, as (1_p). The lettersA, B, C,

and D representpolynomialsof order 3, 4, 3, and 2, respectively,whose

coefficientsare given by Beasleyand Springer (1985),and sgn(q) equals I if

q > 0 and -I if q < O.

6.2.3.4 Precision

The approximationfor the normal CDF is accurateto 9 decimaldigits on a

machinewith that accuracy (Hill 1985). The algorithmis implementedin
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TABLE 6.2. Coefficientsin the Normal CDF Algorithm
i ai bi

I 0.398942280444 0.398942280385
2 -0.399903438504 -3.8052E-8
3 5.75885480458 1.00000615302
4 -29.8213557808 3.98064794E-4
5 2.62433121679 1.98615381364
6 48.6959930692 -0.151679116635
7 5.92885724438 5.29330324926
8 -- 4.8385912808
9 -- -15.1508972451
10 -- 0,742380924027
11 -- 30.789933034
12 -- 3.99019417011

double precision,so it achievesthe desiredaccuracyon a machinewith a

32-bit word length.

The polynomialapproximationfor the inversenormalCDF is accurate up to

2-31 in the domain of p [e.g., Ip'-pl<2"31,where p' is the actualvalue of

F(xp,)]. Considerationof roundofferror brings the accuracyto the order of
20 times the least significantbit in the machine'smantissa (in the domain of

p
p). The actual accuracy of Xp is of concern, however,and is linearly
approximatedby

Xp,-Xp = (pe_p)exp(O.5xp2)(2_)_.5 (6.9)

This error approximationis identical(up to a constant)for the truncated

distribution.

6.2.4 A_]_l_l_rithmfor the LoqnormalDistribution

6.2.4.1 Definition of the PDF

The logarithmof a random variablebeing distributedas a normal N(#,_2)

random variable is a lognormalrandom variable. The PDF of the lognormal

distributionis
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_i f(x) = __ _A exp {-0.5[log(x)-#IZ/o2}I(O,<x,<_) (6.10) 0
xa

Because this distributionis availablein both base 10 and natural logarithm

base form, the constantA is I/loge10or I, respectively.

6.2.4o2 GenerationAlqorithms

In the SUMO code, a lognormalrandom variablex is obtainedby trans-

forming an N(/_,a2),y, using the expressionx = by, where the base b is either

10 or the natural constante. The loguniformCDF is evaluatedfor a value x

by computingy = lOgb(x)and using y in the algorithmfor the N(#,o2)

algorithm.

Truncationlimits specifiedfor the lognormaldisi_ributionare converted

to limits in the normal domain, then furtherconvertedto appropriatelimits

in the U(0,1) domain as described in the sectionon the normal distribution.

Thus, the generationalgorithmfor the truncateddistributionuses a subset of

the U(0,1) distributionin tilealgorithmfor the untruncateddistribution.

• Q6.2.4.3 Precision

The precisionof the lognormalgenerationalgorithmcan be obtained by

approximatedusing the first two terms of the equation

[(pl 2)I (b)(2_)o's]_byp, : -p) a exp (yp2,/ n +

{O.5(pl-p)'_r'oIR(b)exp{yp2,)[yp,-2(;IR(b)]}+ o[(p/-p)2"] (6.11)

where o(s) is a collectionof terms in s such that lim_,oo(s)/s= O, yp is the

theoreticalrealizationfrom the normal N(_,o2) distributionassociatedwith

uniformrealizationp, and yp, is the value actuallyobtained (yp,is exact for'

the value p', which did not occur). Thus yp.-ypis the error (in the normal

domain) caused by the algorithmapproximationand computer implementationof

z
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' and bYP'-bYP is the of the deviate.
the algorithm, error lognormal (Recall

that the bound on IP'-Plis given in the descriptionof the normal deviate

generation.)

6.2.5 Algorithm for the ExponentialDistribution

6.2.5.1 Definitionof the PDF

The exponentialdistributionhas PDF

f(x) : 0 e _ I(O<X<:o) (6.12)

for 0 > O.

6.2.5.2 Gene.rationAlgorithms

Random variablesfrom the exponentialdistributionare easily generated,

becausethere is a closed-formanalyticexpressionfor F-I(p). The CDF for

the exponentialdistributionis

F(x) : I - e _ (6.13)

After obtaininga value, u, from the U(0,1) distribution,the CDF is inverted

to obtain the generationalgorithm

x = __-IIn(1 - u) ((6.14)

6.2.6 A_Z.lgorithmfor the TrianqularDistribution

6.2.6.1 Pefinitionof the PDF

The triangulardistributionhas PDF

2(x-a)/[(b-a)(c-a)] a < x <_b
f(x): 2(c-x)/[(c-b)(c-a)]b < x <c (6.15)

0 a>xorx>c
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6.2.6.2 CDF Alaorithm I

The CDF algorithmfor the triangulardistributiontakes the form

0 x_<a

F(x) = (x-a)2/[(c-a)(b-a)] a_< x_< b (6.161
I-(x-_)2/[(c-a)(c-b)] b _<x_<c
1 x>_c

6.2.6.3 Inve.rseCDF Alqorithm

l'healgorithmfor generatingvalues from the triangulardistribution

dependson the value u chosen from the U(0,1) distribution. The expressions

for F-I(u) are

a +[u(c-a)(b-a)]_'s
F-1(u)=x = 0 < u < (b-a)/(c-a) (6 17)c -[(l-u)(c-a)(c-b)]o.s - _

(b-a)/(c-a)_<u_<I

6.2.7 Alqorithmfor the Gamma Distribution 0

6.2.7.1 Definitionof the PDF

The PDF for the gamma distributionhas the form

f(x) = _ xe-Ie iBx/ G(e) I(O<x<®) (6.181

for a,# > O, where

G(s) = ]_ xs-Ie-X dx (6.191

is the gamma function.
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6.2.7.2 CDF Algorithm

0
, There is no general analyticexpressionfor either F(x) or its inverse,

and hence a numericalapproximationis requiredfor evaluatingthem. The CDF

can be writtenas,

F(x) = rx/__ se-1e _ ds / G(e) (6.20)0J

where G(e) denotesthe gamma function. With a change of variable,the CDF can

be expressedas

_x# se_1e-S ds / G(e) (6.21)F(x) = 0

The CDF algorithmgiven below is valid for /9= I. If/9 f I, then the CDF

can be evaluatedusing y = x# insteadof x. The approximationimplementedby

the SUMO code for F(x) is that of Bhattacharjee(1970)"

., (X:)F
F(x) =e-" x_/1 +_[2x j / g(_.j+l) xe(O,1) or x < _

(a.22a)
L j =1

F(x) = I - [e_ xe/ G(e)] otherwise (6.22b)
[x+ (I-e)/(I+ ll(x ,.(2 -e)/[1 + 2/(x + ...)]})]

In each case, evaluationcontinuesuntil the absolutedifference in the

approximationsto F is less than a specifiednumber (which is IE-8 in the SUMO

code). The value for G(e) is obtainedfrom the FORTRANalgorithmof Macleod

(1989) for In[G(e)]. MacLeod'simplementationuses algorithmsby Cody and

Hillstrom(1967) and Hart et al. (1968).

6.2.7.3 I__nverse.CDF Alqori.thm

Deviates from the gamma distributionare generatedby obtaininga real-

izationu from the uniformU(0,1)distributionand solvingthe equation
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F(x)-u : 0 for x via a bisectionsearchmethod. The precisionof this method
is determinedby the number of iterationsin the bisection search and the

precisionof the approximationF. The SUMO code iterates22 times and thus

obtains a level of precisionof at least 1.0E-6.

Two steps are requiredwhen generatinga random deviate x from the gen-

eral gamma distribution. First, generate a value y from the distributionin

Equation (6.21). Second,set x = y/#.

6.2.8 A!qorithmfor the Beta Distribution

6.2.8.1 Definitionof the PDF

The beta random variableis describedby the PDF

f(x) = xP_(l-x)q-I/B(p,q) l(O<x<l) (6.23)

or

f(y) = (b-a)-(P_-1)(y-a)p-l(b-y)q"I/B(p,q)l(a<y<b) (6.24)
. .

for p,q > O, where B(p,q) = G(p+q)/[G(p)G(q)],and G denotes the gamma func-

tion. The second expressionfor the PDF can be obtained from the first by the

changingvariabley to the quantity (b-a)(x+a).

6.2.8.2 CDF Alqorithm

A general analyticexpressionfor F(x) does not exist; hence the SUMO

code employs a recursionformulaof Majumder and Bhattacharjee(1985,p.117).

The recursionoperateswith two steps. First, one calculates

min(k,s)

H(X) = _ xP(l-X)q-IG(p+q_.l_ / [G(p*j)G(q-j)] (6.25)
i=I

for p _>(p+q)xand s = [q+(1-x)(p+q)]> O, and then calculates
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kF(x) =H(x) I(s>O)+_xp+S(1-x)q-SG(p+q+j)/ [G(p+q+j)G(q-s)] (6.26)
j=1

The in'dexk is the (final)iteration,such that the absolute value of an

additionalterm is less than a specifiedlevel of precision (set to 1.0E-6 in

the SUMO code). The square brackets in the expressionfor s denote the

greatest integerportionof the argument,and min(a,b) selectsthe minimumof

a and b.

6.2.8.3 .InverseCDF Alqorithm

As with the inverseCDF for the gamma distribution,the SUMO code uses

the bisectionmethod to generatea beta deviate x by solvingF(x)-u = 0 for x

[u is a realizationfrom the U(0,1) distribution]at precisionlevel I.OE-6.

The value In{G(.)} is obtainedvia the method describedin subsection6.2.7.2

for the gamma distribution. The logarithmvalues are added or subtracted,

dependingon whetherthe functionG is in the numeratoror denominator,and

the result is exponentiated.

6.2.9 for the WeibullDistributionAlqorithm

6.2.9.1 Definitionof the PDF

The Weibulldistributionhas PDF

=

_-I -axb (6.27)f(x) = a b x e I(O<x<oo)

for a,b > O.

6.2.9.2 CDF Alqorithm

The CDF for the Weibulldistributioncan be written as

0 for x_<0
F(x) = b (6.28)

: I -e_X for x>O

_

z
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6_2.9.3 InverseCDF Alqorithm

The deviates x from the Weibull distributionare generatedusing tile

equation

x = F-1(u) = [-In(1-u)/a]I/b (6.29)

given a value u from the U(0,1) distribution.

6.2,10 Algorithmfor the Cauchy Distribution

6.2.10.! Definitionof the PDF

The Cauchy distributionhas PDF

for _< e < m and B > O.

6.2.10.2 CDF and InverseCDF Algorithms

The CDF for the Cauchy distributionis

FCx) = {tan-1[(x_)/#]+_/2}/_ (6.31)

Deviatesx from the Cauchydistributionare generatedusing the equation

x = F-1(u)=e +#tan[_Cu - 0.5)] (6.32)

given a value u from the U(0,1) distribution.

6.2.11 Algorithmfor the LogisticDistribution

6.2.11.1 Definitionof the PDF

The logisticdistributionhas PDF
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for -m < e < :oand B > O.

6o2.11.2 C_DFA_____]gorithm

The algorithmfor the CDF for the logistic distributionis

F(x>: (6.34>

6.2.11.3 Invers_E.eCDF AI_K_

Deviatesx from the logisticdistributionare generatedusing the

equation

x :F'1(u) :_ .-/91n[C1-u)/u] (6.35)

given a value u from the U(0,1) distribution.

6.2.12 User-Speci,fiedDistri_b_
In additionto selectingfrom the foregoingfamilies of distributions,

the user may implementany other distributionby supplyinga table of data

pairs correspondingto [x,F(x)]. Thus, the user can providethe SUMO code

with discreteevaluationsof the CDF,, The SUMO code linearlyinterpolates

betweenthese points to solve for F"lwhen generatinga deviate or determining

truncationlimits in the domain of the uniform U(O,I) distribution.
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